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KIDS AND CAFETERIAS: HOW SAFE ARE
FEDERAL SCHOOL LUNCHES?

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 2002

U.S. SENATE ,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF GOVERNMENT MANAGE-
MENT, RESTRUCTURING, AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, JOINT
WITH U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, OF THE COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT REFORM,

Washington, DC.
The joint Subcommittee hearing convened at 2:56 p.m., in room

SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard J. Durbin
and Hon. Stephen Horn, Co-Chairmen, presiding.

Present: Senator Durbin; and Representatives Horn, Schakow-
sky, and Maloney.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURBIN
Senator DURBIN. Good afternoon. I apologize that the floor votes

came at an inappropriate moment, but as my colleagues from Cali-
fornia and Illinois will tell you, it is our first responsibility, and I
am glad to be with you all now, even though a little bit late.

I want to welcome you to today's joint hearing before the Senate
Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management, Restruc-
turing, and the District of Columbia and the House of Representa-
tives Subcommittee on Government Efficiency, Financial Manage-
ment and Intergovernmental Relations, focusing on "Kids and
Cafeterias: How Safe are Federal School Lunches?"

I want to thank the Members of the House Subcommittee for
joining us. This is not unprecedented, but it is rare, and I am glad
that we could get together on a bicameral and bipartisan basis.

Each school day, 27 million children eat lunches provided
through the Federal school lunch program. Despite increased atten-
tion in recent years to the safety of food served to kids, there is
evidence of serious safety problems. A series of articles published
by The Chicago Tribune last December highlighted many manage-
rial and organizational deficiencies that result in unsafe or con-
taminated food being served to our kids.

A significant problem it seems to me is that school officials are
many times unaware of the identity of the food manufacturers and
processors who are supplying the food they buy to serve the stu-
dents. Before food ever winds up in school cafeterias, it must first
work its way through a complex tapestry of manufacturers, sub-
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2

contractors, distributors, and brokers who each have a distinct role
in preparing and marketing food as it travels from farm to school
lunch table.

Please put up Chart 1.1 This is not a subway system. This is an
effort to chart out how food moves from its source into the school
cafeterias.

School officials generally know the distributor who is the final
link in the chain, but they may not know the manufacturer who
supplied the food to the distributor. School officials are also many
times unaware of the food safety records of companies supplying
food to their school lunch programs. Data on food safety violations
is kept by Federal food safety agencies but is not readily available
to schools, which purchase a large proportion of the food served to
our kids.

School officials have no way to determine if their suppliers are
consistently complying with Federal food safety laws. Federal food
safety agencies must find a way to inform school officials when food
companies continually maintain a poor food safety record.

Many Americans may be surprised to discover that our Federal
food safety agencies do not have the ability to mandate the recall
of contaminated food. Instead of having the authority to recall the
contaminated food, the USDA and FDA must rely on voluntary co-
operation by the food companies to pull contaminated food out of
supermarkets, restaurants, and even school cafeterias.

The only way to ensure that contaminated food is removed from
the market quickly is to give the Federal agencies mandatory recall
authority.

When examining the increasing trend in foodborne illnesses in
school, I cannot help but revisit a problematic issue that has con-
cerned me for years, and I will summarize it briefly-12 different
Federal food safety agencies, 35 different Federal food safety laws,
26 different committees and subcommittees of jurisdiction on Cap-
ital Hill. We are lucky to have the safest food supply in the world,
because that food supply is in a bureaucratic tangle.

Chart 2, I think, will show you some of the problems that we run
into when we apply this just to the cafeteria.2 As you can see, as
someone looks at the servings in a cafeteria, they are looking at ap-
ples and fruit, regulated by the Food and Drug Administration;
ham, beef, and poultry, regulated by the Department of Agri-
culture; meat pizza, regulated by the USDA; veggie or cheese pizza,
regulated by the FDA; lettuce and vegetables, regulated by the
FDA; chicken and turkey, regulated by the USDA; and fish, regu-
lated by the FDA and other agencies. It goes on and on. Try to ex-
plain it. There is no good science behind thisonly political tradi-
tion.

I have some legislation, S. 1501, that moves us toward a single
food safety agency which would address some of the very serious
shortcomings of our current situation.

Based on what we learn in this hearing, I am going to be work-
ing to draft legislation that would direct the USDAthe Depart-

1 Chart entitled "Who's Supplying Whom? The School Lunch Supply Chain" appears in the Ap-pendix on page 128.
2Chart entitled "Food Safety Oversight: A Divided Tray" appears in the Appendix on page

129.
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ment of Agricultureto require distributors and other suppliers
who contract with schools to provide schools with the identity of
the manufacturers, subcontractors, and other suppliers who supply
food to the school lunch program immediately upon a school's re-
quest. We should know the chain from the farm to the school cafe-
teria.

Second, this legislation would direct Federal food safety agencies
to share information on food safety records of suppliers with school
food service officials.

Third, it would direct the USDA to 'provide technical assistance
to schools that would like to use the USDA's food safety procure-
ment specs in their own contracts with suppliers.

Fourth, it would provide Federal lood safety agencies with man-
datory recall authority-over food purchased by schools.

Fifth, it would require the USDA, to' develop voluntary food secu-
rity guidelines for industry to follow to better protect the general
food supply.

I encourage my colleagues to join me in this effort not only to
consolidate food safety functions but also to better protect our Na-
tion's children who participate in the Federal 'school lunch pro-
gram.

[The prepa:red opening statement of Senator .Durbin follows:]
OPENING PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURBIN

Today ,we are dealing with one:of the most critical issues under this subcommit-
tee's jurisdiction, an issue thet is of importance to every Ainerican virtually every
time they_ eat. Food safety affects each of Us', whether, we realize it or not. We are
all consumers, and we 'each reVon the many Federal food Safety' agencies:to ensure
that the food we eat is gafe and free of harmful contaminants I would like tothank
the Members of the HouSe Subcommittee on Government Efficiency, Financial Man-
agement, and Intergovernmental Relationi fodoining us today to diScuss this very
important issue.

Make no mistake, our country has been blessed with one of the safest and most
abundant food supplies in the world. However, we can do better. While food may
never be completely free of risk, we must strive to make our food as safe :as possible.
Foodborrie illnesses and haZards are -still a significant problem that cannot be pas-
sively dismiSsed.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimate that as many as
76 million people suffer from foodborne illnesses each year. Of those individuals, ap-
proximately'325;000 will be hospitalfzed, and More than 5,000 will die. The Depart-
ment of Health and Human SerVices has predicted that foodborne illneSses and
deaths may increase 10--:-15 percent over the next decade. While imany adults will
be fortunate enough 63 avoid the devastating effedts of a foodborne illness,' we must
not forget that our children are especially vulnerable. We must ensure that the food
we are providing our Nation's schoolchildren is not' only Wholesome and nutritious,
but also safe to consume.

Each school day 27 million children eat lniiches prOVidectthrough the 'Federal
school lunch program. Despite increased attention in recent years to the safety of
meals provided to schdolehildren, there is evidence of serious safety problems with
our national school lunch system. A series of articles published by the Chicago Trib-
une last December highlighted inany managerial and organizational deficiencies
that result in unsafe or contaminated food being served to children.

According to these articles, data from the CDC show a significant increase in the
number of foodborne illnesses affecting children in schools since 1990. Increases in
foodborne illness in schools are simply unacceptable. We must do what is necessary
to identify the causes of these increases, and act accordingly to reduce the numbers.

A significant problem, it seems to me, is that school officials are many times un-
aware of the identity of the food manufacturers and processors which are supplying
the food they buy to serve to students. Before food ever winds up in school cafe-
terias, it must first' work its way throngh a complex tapestry of manufattnrets, sub-
contractors, distributors, and brokers Who each have distinct roles in preparing and
marketing food as it travels from farm to school lunch table. School officials gen-
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erally know the distributor who is the final link in the chain, but they may not
know the manufacturer that supplied the food to the distributor.

This scenario creates a serious problem. When USDA or FDA issues an announce-
ment saying that a manufacturer has produced a product that may contain a harm-
ful pathogen, schools may not know if they have that contaminated product in their
kitchens. They may have to rely on food safety agencies and distribution companies
to notify them when a problem occurs. Such a process creates unnecessary delay
and may result in innocent children becoming ill. We must find a way to ensure
that school officials have the necessary information on hand to easily identify manu-
facturers so they can quickly and efficiently act before contaminated food is servedto our Nation's schoolchildren.

School officials are also many times unaware of the food safety records of compa-
nies supplying food to their school lunch programs. Data on food safety violations
is kept by Federal food safety agencies but is not readily available to school officials
who purchase a large proportion of the food they serve our children. School officials
have no way to determine if their suppliers are consistently in compliance with Fed-
eral food safety laws. Federal food safety agencies must find a way to inform school
officials when food companies continually maintain a poor food safety record.

Many Americans may be surprised to discover that our Federal food safety agen-
cies do not have the ability to mandate the recall of contaminated food. Instead of
having the authority to recall contaminated food, the USDA and FDA must rely on
the voluntary cooperation of food companies to pull contaminated food out of super-
markets, restaurants, and even schools.

The voluntary recall system works in most cases. However, the only way to ensure
that contaminated food is removed from the market quickly is to give the Federal
agencies mandatory recall authority. Delays in recalling unsafe food products can
pose life-threatening situations to all consmners, and especially children. Mandatory
recall authority for Federal food safety agencies will provide an added "insurance
policy" against uncooperative companies who may refuse to participate or delib-
erately delay in voluntarily recalling products.

We face new security threats in our world today. We are not only concerned about
pathogens like Salmonella and E. Co li, but also by the threat of deliberate contami-
nation to the food supply. In an age where food products can be distributed from
coast to coast within a matter of hours, we must ensure that FDA and USDA have
authority to stop the spread of contaminated food. We must also ensure that Federal
food safety agencies are providing appropriate guidance to the food industry about
how best to prevent intentional contamination of the food supply. I commend FDA
for taking this essential step since our hearing last October. It is now time for
USDA to follow suit.

When examining the increasing trend in foodborne illnesses in schools, I cannot
help but revisit a problematic issue that has concerned me for many years. It is an
issue that was identified by the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs over 20
years ago and yet remains unchanged. Our Federal food safety oversight system di-
vides responsibility between at least a dozen Federal a'gencies which implement
more than 35 food safety statutes. This system of divided responsibility has created
a regulatory system that is duplicative, costly, and unduly complex. Given these in-
herent problems, this system cannot be the most effective way to ensure the safety
of our food supplythe same food supply that feeds our Nation's schoolchildren ev-eryday.

With overlapping jurisdictions, Federal agencies many times lack accountability
on food safety issues. A single agency would help focus our policy and improve en-
forcement of food safety and inspection laws.

A single agency with uniform, science-based standards and regulations based onfood hazards would provide an easier framework for ensuring food safety. I have
been working on the issue of food safety for many years and even I still find it con-
fusing. USDA regulates meat and poultry and FDA regulates fruits and vegetables.If it is a meat pizza, USDA inspects. If it is a cheese pizza, it's FDA. If I were a
local school official with a potential foodborne illness crisis on my hands, I wouldnot want to be in a position where I had to figure out which agency I needed tocall to get help.

If we had one agency handling all food safety issues, this problem would not bean issue.
This Subcommittee has been discussing the weaknesses of the Federal food safety

system for decades. It's time to move forward. We need to stop discussing the need
for a single agency and actually take the necessary steps to make it happen. We
can bring the various food safety agencies together to eliminate the overlap and con-fusion that unfortunately have sometimes characterized our food safety efforts.

1 1 , ,
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When the health of our children is at stake, we cannot afford to waste any more
time.

I already have a piece of legislationS. 1501that would create a single food
safety agency. I believe Jhat is a crucial step to ensuring the safety of our Nation's
food. However, to ensure-the safety of the food served in the Federal school lunch
program, other measures must be taken. Based on what we learn in this hearing,
I will be working to draft legislation that would:

1. Direct USDA to require distributors, and other suppliers who contract with
schools, to provide schools with the identity of the manufacturers, subcontrac-
tors, and other suppliers who supply food to the school lunch program imme-
diately upon a school's request,-

2. Direct Federal food safety agencies to share information on food safety records
of suppliers with school food service officials;

3. Direct USDA to provide specific technical assistance to schools that would like
to use USDA's food safety procurement specifications in their own contracts
with suppliers;

4. Provide Federal food safety agencies with mandatory recall authority over food
bought by- schools; and

5. Require USDA to develop voluntary food security guidelines for industry to fol-
low to better protect the general food supply from an act of bioterrorisni or
other deliberate contamination.

In a time when the food supply faces serious risks, we need something more than
mere reaction to an identified problem. We need to be proactiVe and do what it
takes to preserve the safety of our Nation's food supply so it continues to be the
safest food supply in the world. I encourage my colleagues to join me in the effort
not only to consolidate the food safety functions of the various food safety agencies
into a single food safety agency, but also to better protect our Nation's school-
children who participate in the Federal school lunch program.

Senator DURBIN. I would now like to recognize from Long Beach,
California, Congressman Stephen Horn. Thank you for joining us.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEPHEN HORN, A REP-
RESENTATWE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI-
FORNIA
Mr. HORN. Thank you. I might add that you have a brother in

my constituency.
Senator DURBIN. That is right. He is one of your fans.
Mr. HORN. Thank you. -

I am pleased to be here today with Chairman Durbinand I be-
lieve Senator Voinovich is going to come. This hearing has been
called to examine the adequacy and efficiency of the Federal over-
sight of the National School Lunch Program.

This important Federal program provides meals in more than
97,000 public and nonprofit private schools and residential child
care facilities. The program, which is administered by the Food and
Nutrition Service in the Department of Agriculture, offers nutri-
tionally balanced, low-cost or free lunches to more than 2 million
children each school day.

The Department of Agriculture denotes about 17 percent of the
program's food, including beef, poultry, fruits, vegetables, grains,
and dairy products. The Department seeks to ensure the safety of
this food through its procurement policies and procedures. For ex-
ample, the Department's contracts with meat suppliers require
suppliers to adhere -to provisions of the Federal Meat Inspection
Act. The remaining 83 percent of the goods provided to the school
lunch program and all of the food served in the school breakfast
program is acquired by the local school food authorities through
private contracts with suppliers. Although the Department of Agri-
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culture has its own policies and procedures to ensure food safety,
there are no mandatory national standards that apply to the Na-
tion's schools.

An additional problem is created by the number of Federal agen-
cies that are involved in food safety. Currently, 12 separate agen-cies in two departmentsthe Department of Agriculture and the
Department of Health and Human Servicesoversee the Nation's
food safety network. Despite that oversight, in 1997, the most re-
cent national data available, there were 20 outbreaks of foodborne
illness. Of those 20, 8 were associated with food served in the
school meal programs.

In a February 2000 report, the General Accounting Office, which
is the group that we depend on in Congress to do bipartisan re-
searchheaded by the Comptroller General of the United States,
who has a term of 15 years, and therefore, nobody can touch him,
and that is the way we want to keep itthe GAO found five cases
in which USDA-donated food had to be recalled. And in 2001, 1,200
children in at least seven States were sickened by the tainted
burritos served at school.

The Federal Government created school food programs to build
strong bodies. The government must ensure that the food it pro-
vides also builds healthy bodies.

I welcome our witnesses today, and I look forward to your testi-
mony.

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much, Chairman Horn.
It is my pleasure now to introduce my colleague and friend from

the State of Illinois, the Ranking Democrat on the House Com-
mittee, Congresswoman Janice Schakowsky.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JANICE D. SCHAKOWSKY, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLI-
NOIS
MS. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you, Senatormy Senatorand Rep-

resentative Horn, for holding this hearing.
It is significant that this hearing is both bipartisan and bi-

cameral, because it emphasizes the importance that we place on
our public schools in protecting the health of our children.

The Federal role in safe food dates to the passage of the Pure
Food and Drug Act nearly 100 years ago. Congress declared that
safe food was a national priority.

Food safety in public schools now more than ever before must be
a national priority.

During the 5 years from 1990 to 1994, for example, Illinois au-
thorities reported only three school food outbreaks in which 66 chil-
dren were sickened. But during the next 6 years, the average an-
nual number of Illinois school food outbreaks more than tripled,
and the number of youth affected increased ten-fold, State records
show.

Over the last century, the labeling and inspection of food has be-
come an extensive and complicated business, as these charts have
shown. The local school kitchen with cooks who made large batches
of food from scratch have been replaced by heat-and-serve institu-
tions that serve pre-packaged meals.
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The web of suppliers, producers and regulators in the food serv-
ice industry has left local officials in a difficult place and has put
the health of our Nation's children in jeopardy.

Local officials are responsible for the safety of the children in
their schools but often do not have the necessary information to
make well-informed choices. Local officials cannot distinguish a
supplier with good health records from one with a history of health
violations.

The white flour tortillas suspected in 1,200 school illnesses in
1998 were produced in an unmarked factory in Chicago, for exam-
ple. FDA inspections from 1996 and 1997 which were done under
contract with the Illinois Department of Public Health noted sani-
tation deficiencies there, but that plant was not inspected by any
food safety agency during the 8 months in 1998 when it produced
the tortillas linked to the school food outbreaks. Following a flurry
of inspections prompted by the outbreaks, the plant was not in-
spected again until the summer of 1999, although it continued to
provide school food manufacturers.

In today's hearing, we will hear about specific cases of illness
that resulted from foodborne diseases, and we will hear about
large-scale outbreaks across several States, all within our public
schools. Once a foodborne illness is identified, it is often difficult
to trace back to the source. The complex nature of packaged food
production results in ingredients coming from a wide variety of
sources. Any single ingredient can be the source of the illness, yet
food manufacturers often cannot provide investigators with the
source of the ingredients for a specific batch of food.

One of the lessons from today's hearing is that students in public
schools are being served prepackaged foods, and they need more
Federal protection than ever before. The interstate nature of the
food industry and particularly food delivered to our public schools
requires continued, vigilant Federal food safety guarantees, and en-
hanced food inspection and tracking is essential.

Our food inspection program is arbitrary. Food monitored by the
Department of Agriculture is inspected daily; food inspected by the
FDA is not. This is one of the problems that Senator Durbin's bill
would resolve, and Representative DeLauro has introduced the
companion bill in the House, and I am proud to be a cosponsor of
her bill.

However, there is much that can be done by the agencies now,
before we even pass the Food Safety Act. One of the key ingredi-
ents in making school lunches safer is to provide local districts
with better information with which to make decisions, and this
could be done today.

USDA has a great deal of information about inspections that it
conducts. It then uses that information in deciding what companies
will get USDA contracts. Unfortunately, local school districts do not
have access to the same information about food providers. They
often buy unknowingly from firms with a long history of safety vio-
lations.

Until the Food Safety Act is law, I would like to see the USDA
and FDA work together to provide local school districts with a com-
prehensive database that could be used in awarding school lunch
contracts. This database would include the same information that
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USDA uses in its contracting decisions. In addition, it could include
information from the FDA on inspection and compliance. In other
words, the Federal Government should be providing not just money
and goods to local school systems, but the information they need
to protect our children.

With all the concerns they have today, parents deserve a Federal
guarantee that the food their children eat at school is safe. Ask any
parent if it is worth the cost, and they will tell you that their
child's health comes first. They are right, and the Federal Govern-
ment has a major role to play.

Again I thank you, Chairman Durbin, Senator Voinovich when
he comes, and Chairman Horn, for holding this hearing, and I look
forward to the testimony of our witnesses.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Janice D. Schakowsky follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JANICE D. SCHAKOWSKY
Thank you Senator Durbin, Senator Voinovich, and Representative Horn for hold-ing this hearing. It is significant that this hearing is both bipartisan and bicameral

because it emphasizes the importance we place on our public schools and protecting
the health of children.

The Federal role in safe foods dates to the passage of the Pure Food and DrugAct nearly 100 years ago. Congress declared that safe food was a national priority.
Food safety in public schools, now more than ever before, must be a national pri-ority.

During the 5 years from 1990 through 1994, for example, Illinois authorities re-ported only three school food outbreaks, in which 66 children were sickened. Butduring the next 6 years, the average annual number of Illinois school food outbreaks
more than tripled, and the number of youths affected increased tenfold, Staterecords show.

Over the last century, the labeling and inspection of food has become an extensIve
and complicated business. The local school kitchen with cooks who made largebatches of food from scratch has been replaced by a heat-and-serve institution that
serves prepackaged meals. The web of suppliers, producers, and regulators in thefood service industry have left local officials in a difficult place and have put thehealth of our Nation's children in jeopardy. Local officials are responsible for thesafety of the children in their school, but often don't have the necessary information
to make well-informed choices. Local officials cannot distinguish a supplier withgood health records from one with a history of health violations.

The white-flour tortillas suspected in 1,200 school illnesses in 1998 were produced
by Munoz Flour Tortilleria Inc. in an unmarked factory at 1850 W. 43rd St. for ex-ample. FDA inspections from 1996 and 1997 (done under contract with the Illinois
Department of Public Health) noted sanitation deficiencies there. But that plant wasnot inspected by any food safety agency during the 8 months in 1998 when it pro-duced the tortillas linked to the school food outbreaks. Following a flurry of inspec-tion prompted by the outbreaks, the plant was not inspected again after the summer
of 1999, although it continued to supply school food manufacturers.

In today's hearing we will hear about specific cases of illness that resulted from
foodborne diseases, and we will hear about large-scale outbreaks across severalStatesall within our public schools.

Once a foodborne illness is identified, it is often difficult to trace back to the
source. The complex nature of packaged food production results in ingredients com-ing from a wide variety of sources. Any single ingredient can be the source of theillness, and yet food manufactures often cannot provide investigators with the
source of the ingredients for a specific batch of food.

One of the lessons from today's hearing is that students in public schools arebeing served prepackaged foods, and they need more Federal protection than ever
before. The interstate nature of the food industry, and particularly food deliveredto our public schools, requires continued and vigilant Federal food safety guaran-tees. Enhanced food inspection and tracking is essential.

Our food inspection program is arbitrary. Food monitored by the Department of
Agriculture is inspected daily. Food inspected by the FDA is not. This is one of the
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problems Senator Durbin's bill would resolve. Rep. DeLauro has introduced the com-
panion bill in the House, and I am proud to be a cosponsor of that bill.

However, there is much that can be done by the agencies now before we pass the
Food Safety Act. One of the key ingredients in making school lunches safer is to
provide local school districts better information with which to make decisions. This
can be done today.

The USDA has a great deal of information about the inspections that it conducts.
It then uses that information in deciding what companies will get USDA contracts.
Unfortunately, local school districts do not have access to the same information
about food providers. They often buy unknowingly from firms with a long history
of safety violations.

Until the Food Safety Act is law, I would like to see the USDA and the FDA work
together to provide local school districts with a comprehensive database that could
be used in awarding school lunch contracts. This database would include the same
information the USDA uses in its contracting decisions. In addition, it would include
information from the FDA on inspection and compliance. In other words, the Fed-
eral Government should be providing not just money and goods to local school sys-
tems, but the information they need to protect our children.

With all of the concerns they have today, parents deserve a Federal guarantee
that the food their children eat at school is safe. Ask any parent if it is worth the
cost and they will tell you their child's health comes first. They are right and the
Federal Government has a major role to play.

Again, thank you Chairman Durbin, Senator Voinovich, and Chairman Horn for
holding this hearing, and I look forward to the testimony from our witnesses.

Senator DURBIN. Thank you, Congresswoman Schakowsky.
Our first witness is my colleague and friend from the State of

Connecticut, the 3rd District, Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro. She
and I have worked together on this issue for a long, long time, and
I am happy that she came to join us at this hearing.

She is the lead sponsor of the Safe Food Act of 2001 in the
House, identical to the legislation I mentioned earlier.

Thank you for joining us, and please proceed.
TESTIMONY OF HON. ROSA L. DELAURO,1 A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT
Ms. DELAURO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I might add to my colleague, Mr. Horn, that Senator Durbin

truly has relatives all over the country. His daughter is at school
in my district in Connecticut.

Senator DURBIN. This is not a national campaign.
Ms. DELAURO. This is a national campaign, indeed.
I want to say thank you to you, Senator Durbin and Congress-

man Horn and Congresswoman Schakowsky, for holding this hear-
ing. This is such an important issue.

I would just say that Chairman Durbin served in the House on
the Agriculture Appropriations Committee, and he has truly been
a consistent voice on the issue of food safety. I think we owe him
a debt of gratitude for that effort. It has not been for shock value
or just every now and again; it has been years in terms of trying
to focus on this issue and make sure that our children and our food
is safe.

The National School Lunch Program was established to improve
children's nutrition, to increase lower-income children's access to
nutritious meals, and to help support our Nation's agricultural
economy.

On an average day in 2001, more than one of every two children
in America ate a school lunch program meal. In my own State of

The prepared statement of Hon. Rosa L. DeLauro appears in the Appendix on page 55.
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Connecticut, 1,093 schools and about 272,000 students participatedin the program. The school lunch program is a key component tothe health of our children, and we need to ensure that the food thatthey are eating is safe.
There is no question about how important this program is. Weneed to remain vigilant to ensure the safety of the food that isserved to our kids. It is a special concern because foodborne patho-gens which might only mildly affect an adult could seriously sickenor even kill a child, as we have known in individual cases, whoseimmune system has not fully developed.I had a personal experience with this problem when I was achild. At 2 years old, I contracted Salmonella, a foodborne illness.I was put in the hospital and quarantined for several days, awayfrom my parents and my family. So I understand the devastatingeffects of that foodborne illness. I am told, although I do not re-member, by my momand I guess my personality traits were beingdeveloped at age 2that when I left the hospital, because I had notseen my parents for probably 12 days, I was absolutely hostile tothem because I thought they had abandoned me. So that is in addi-tion to the physical damage that the illness does.A February 2000 GAO report concluded that "few outbreaks offoodborne illness" were reported in the school lunch and schoolbreakfast programs. But at the same time, I understand that TheChicago Tribune reported last year that there has been a 56 per-cent increase in school food outbreaks from 1990 to 1997.It is important at its very fundamental level and imperative thatwe determine the scope of this problem. To further ensure the safe-ty of our children, we must address the issues. Let us get the num-bers straight. Let us find out what those numbers are.As The Chicago Tribune series reported last year, some schoolsno longer prepare their meals from scratch. According to the series,15 to 20 percent of schools currently contract out their lunch pro-grams. Meals are factory-frozen, pre-plated, manufactured accord-ing to portion size and nutrition requirements of the school lunchcontracts.

As a result of these techniques, harmful pathogens can contami-nate these food trays and sicken more children. The largest casesof foodborne illness have included 400 children sickened by staphy-lococcus aureus in spaghetti in 1996 and the 213 students sickenedat 23 Michigan schools from strawberries contaminated with Hepa-titis A.
We should also be concerned about the conditions of the cafe-terias where these meals are served. Again using the Chicago areaas a case study, The Chicago Tribune provided vivid examples ofunsanitary conditions and unsafe food handling practices. An in-spector found waste water that had spilled from a leak in a freezerat the Northside Pier School, soiling several cases of frozen ham-burger patties. Rather than get rid of the food, the inspector in-structed the lunch room manager to simply move the patties to an-other freezer.

Other problems include rodent infestations or droppings in areaswhere food is prepared; peeling paint in food storage and prepara-tion areasin some cases, the peeling paint contained lead, which
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as we know can cause brain damage in children who eat it repeat-
edly.

These are only some of the examples. If this is the case in Chi-
cago, it is probably occurring all over the country, and something
must be done.

Another concern is the current Federal oversight of food in the
school lunch program. While the school lunch and other federally-
assisted meal programs are administered by the Food and Nutri-
tion Service at USDA, the safety of school meals is monitored by
USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service and the Food and Drug
Administration. FSIS is required to ensure the safety of all meat,
poultry, and some egg products, and FDA is responsible for all
other foods, including fruit, seafood, vegetables, and other products.

As a 2001 GAO report stated: "The current food safety system is
a patchwork structure that hampers efforts to adequately address
existing and emerging food safety risks." Further: "The resulting
fragmented organizational and legal structure causes inefficient
use of resources, inconsistent oversight and enforcement, and inef-
fective coordination, which together hamper Federal efforts to com-
prehensively address food safety concerns."

Even if contaminated food is identified, neither FSIS nor FDA
has the ability to offer mandatory recall of the product. Instead,
both agencies can request manufacturers to start a recall volun-
tarily and announce if a manufacturer has started a recall to keep
the public informed. But as the GAO again reported: "The an-
nouncements do not include detailed information, such as whether
the recalled food was delivered to a USDA food assistance program
or was USDA-donated food."

In addition in some cases, because of recordkeeping flaws and
the complex distribution chain, as has been pointed out, USDA can-
not trace back the product to its original source.

In response to an outbreak of E. Co li at a school in Minnesota,
the health department reported: "USDA cannot positively say what
beef was used in the hot dish and which plant it came from."

The article points to a Georgia-based supplier, and they had no
idea which schools the distributors were serving. Such records are
considered confidential, people were told.

How can we address these critical issues? First, schools must be
given the tools that they need to make sure that the food they
serve is safe. This includes ensuring that kitchens and cafeterias
are clean and that food service employees are trained in the safe
handling of food.

The Chicago Tribune talks about dirty kitchens, improperly-han-
dled food, and undercooked meals. This should serve as a wakeup
call for action for all of us. Ensuring that foods are properly han-
dled from the farm to, in this case, the cafeteria is critical to the
safety of our children.

We can do more at the Federal level. We need to consolidate and
streamline the number of agencies and committees that are respon-
sible for protecting our food and put authority in one food safety
administrator.

I have had the honor of introducing the companion bill that Sen-
ator Durbin talked about in the House. It would transfer all food
safety activities to this new agency. Currently, the bill has 43 bi-
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partisan cosponsors who believe this is the right thing to doin
our numbers, not a lot, but I believe that if these reports get out,
and if people understand what is happening out there with regard
to food safety, they will be on the phone, writing letters, flocking
to House Members' offices and Senators' offices to say sign onto
this legislation.

We need to give USDA and FDA the authority to conduct a man-
datory recall to ensure that contaminated food does not make it
into the school cafeteria.

Looking at recent data, in some cases, USDA has only been able
to recover a small part of a contaminated product. For example, in
2000, one company initiated a voluntary recall of 22,000 pounds of
ground beef tainted with E. Co li. The case is still open. So far, only
10 pounds of the product have been recovered. We need to be able
to move swiftly, and I believe that giving USDA and FDA the au-
thority to institute a mandatory recall would do that.

Finally, we must maintain the zero tolerance Salmonella stand-
ard for ground beef used in the school lunch program. A recentPBS Frontline program entitled, "Modern Meat,' was aired on
April 18, 2002.

The program describes numerous challenges that we face in en-
suring the safety of our meat supply.

The program describes the story of Supreme Beef, a manufac-
turer who was supplying as much as 45 percent of the meat for the
National School Lunch Program. In 1999, this company failed the
USDA Salmonella standard three times. In the first instance, al-
most 50 percent of its meat was contaminated with Salmonella.
Rather than cleaning up its act, Supreme Beef sued, alleging that
the government created arbitrary and onerous standards.

USDA lost the case and consequently, in my view, its ability to
enforce this critical standard. As a result of the verdict, Supreme
Beef kept supplying the school lunch program until they failed yet
again in another round of Salmonella tests in June 2000.

We need to appeal the Supreme Beef case, and we need to get
back the kind of authority in our agencies that are responsible for
these issues.

USDA instituted a zero tolerance standard in response to this ef-
fort, and that is only for the school lunch program. As a result of
this standard, USDA rejected millions of pounds of ground beef
that was to be used in the school lunch program; yet in the spring
of last year, the Department proposed to reverse course and sample
for other "indicator organisms" to identify contaminated products.

A number of us thought it was the wrong thing to do. Working
with Senator Durbin and others, the zero tolerance standard was
maintained, and the Secretary reversed the issue. This is a critical
component of the safety of the food used in our school lunch pro-
gram.

Our children need to be able to sit down and have their lunch
and know that everything possible has been done to ensure that
their food is free from contamination. The school personnel need to
know that everything possible is being done to keep this food free
from contamination. Parents need to be assured that this food is
free from contamination.
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There is no higher priority than the safety and health of our chil-
dren.

This hearing does not take into consideration the whole issue of
imported beef products, inspectionsthis is another area that
needs to be discussed as well.

I know I have gone on much longer than my time allotted here,
and I thank you very much. I look forward to the opportunity of
working with my House and my Senate colleagues on this issue.
We could have no higher priority.

Thank you very much, and I beg your indulgence.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much, Congresswoman

DeLauro. You told us a little bit about your background, but you
failed to mention your connection with food through your mother's
bakery.

Ms. DELAURO. That is right; a pastry store for over 50 years in
the Italian American community in New Haven. Thank you.

Senator DURBIN. Thank you for joining us today.
Ms. DELAURO. Thank you.
Senator DURBIN. We are fortunate today to have two excellent

panels.
I would like to invite the first panel to come to the table.
Lawrence Dyckman is Director of Natural Resources and Envi-

ronment for the U.S. General Accounting Office.
Lester Crawford is Deputy Commissioner of the Food and Drug

Administration of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices.

And the Hon. Elsa Murano is Under Secretary of Agriculture for
Food Safety at the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Thank you all for coming. It is customary in this Subcommittee
to swear in the witnesses, so I will ask you to please raise your
right hand.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Thank you. The record will reflect that they have answered in

the affirmativeI do not know what we will do if anybody ever re-
fuses that, but we will wait and hope it never happens.

I would like to ask each of you to limit your oral statement to
no more than 5 minutes, and then, we would like to ask some ques-
tions as follow-up.

Mr. Dyckman from GAO, would you be kind enough to start with
your oral testimony?

TESTIMONY OF LAWRENCE J. DYCKMAN,1 DIRECTOR, NAT-
URAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT, U.S. GENERAL AC-
COUNTING OFFICE
Mr. DYCKMAN. Good afternoon, Chairman Durbin and Chairman

Horn. I want to thank you for inviting us to testify today.
Much of my introduction has been covered by the Congress-

woman and by your opening statement, so I will try to be brief.
We know that there are 27 million children who are provided

low-cost or free meals daily through two federally-funded pro-
gramsthe National School Lunch Program and the Breakfast

1 The prepared statement of Mr. Dyckman appears in the Appendix on page 58.
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Program. Both are administered by USDA through its Food andNutrition Service.
These programs cost the government approximately $8 billion ayear. Most of it comes from USDA's reimbursements to schools andthe rest in the form of food donated by USDA.As Members of the Subcommittee are painfully aware, while theUnited States enjoys a relatively safe supply of food, according toCDC, each year, 76 million people suffer from foodborne disease,325,000 are hospitalized, and unfortunately, 5,000 die.CDC also shows that in the decade from 1990 through 1999,there were nearly 300 reported outbreaks of foodborne illnessesthat occurred in schools. These affected more than 16,000 people,the vast majority of whom have been children.These reported outbreaks, though, while only a small fraction ofoverall illnesses, are of particular concern because, as we know,children are much more vulnerable to disease-causing pathogensthan healthy adults.

Let us talk a little bit about the CDC outbreak data. There were292 outbreaks in total between 1990 and 1999; on average, 17 out-breaks occurred in the first 4 years, 28 in the next 4 years, and57 in the final 2 years.
CDC officials attribute much of the increase in the last 2 yearsto improved data collection procedures that the agency started inearly 1998. However, even accounting for CDC's more active sur-veillance approach, our analysis clearly shows an increasing trendin the number of school-related foodborne outbreaks in the 10-yearperiod. That increase averages about 10 percent each year, but itdoes mirror the outbreaks occurring in the general population.It is important to note that CDC's data also includes outbreaksassociated with food brought from the home or other sources. Wewanted to get a better understanding of this, so we examined the20 largest outbreaks that occurred in schools during the last 2years, and we found that about two-thirds of these largest out-breaks were indeed caused by food served through the school mealsprogram.

Now I would like to briefly turn to two recommendations that wemade in our February 2000 report on the school meals program.First, we recommended that USDA establish a database to trackall of the actions taken to remove or replace or dispose of USDA-donated foods that could potentially cause foodborne illnesses, andI am happy to say that USDA has implemented that recommenda-tion.
Our second recommendation talked about USDA revising itsschool food service manual to include guidance regarding safetyprovisions for procurement contracts that States and localitiescould also use. USDA recently told us that it plans to address ourrecommendation by partially revising its procurement guidance forschools. We believe they could provide even more information toschools in this regard.
In the short amount of time we had to prepare for this testimony,we did some limited review work, and we identified two additionalissues that we think warrant further study and might help in thisissue.
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First, on the donated portion of the school meals program, USDA
procurement officials have routine access to the Federal inspection
and compliance records of potential suppliers. They told us they
take these records into account before they consider contractors for
donated foods. But because the vast majority of food, as we have
mentioned, comes from the State purchases and the local authority
purchases, we believe it would be very helpful for them to have ac-
cess to this information as well.

Second, we observed that while USDA has an established process
for holding and requesting recalls of the USDA-donated foods when
they have safety concerns, sharing this process with States and lo-
calities we believe would also be in the best interest.

Now I would like to address, as I was asked to do, some meas-
ures taken since September 11 by USDA and FDA to protect the
food supply and hence, meals served to school children, from poten-
tial acts of deliberate contamination.

As we testified last October, recent events have raised the spec-
ter of bioterrorism as an emerging risk factor to our food supply.
We stated further that under the current structure, there are ques-
tions about the food safety system's ability to detect and quickly re-
spond to any such event.

Since then, FDA and USDA officials have told us that they be-
lieve they are better-prepared to detect and respond tO such an
event. They are in the process of conducting risk assessments to
determine where in the food supply things are most vulnerable. In
addition, FDA has issued voluntary guidelines to sectors of the food
industry that it regulates to enhance, among other things, the
physical security in processing and storage facilities.

USDA is working on such guidelines, but has not issued them
yet.

Also, both agencies told us that they have placed their field per-
sonnel on heightened alert.

I see that my time is running out. I just want to reemphasize
something that the Congresswoman stated, that we indeed have a
patchwork system in the food safety structure in the Federal Gov-
ernment. If we had to start from scratch, we would never build the
system as it exists today.

Clearly, if we want to make a long-lasting improvement in the
safety of our Nation's food, I believeand my agency has said this
on several occasionsthat what we need is a single food safety
agency, and we have to reexamine the corresponding legislative au-
thorities of the present food safety agencies.

Thank you. I would be happy to answer any questions.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dyckman. Dr.

Crawford.

TESTIMONY OF LESTER M. CRAWFORD, D.V.M., Ph.D.,' DEPUTY
COMMISSIONER, FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Dr. CRAWFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Mem-

bers of the Subcommittees.

IThe prepared statement of Mr. Crawford appears in the Appendix on page 74.
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I am Lester Crawford, Deputy Commissioner of the Food and
Drug Administration.

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the safety of Federal
school lunches. Ensuring the safety of the food supply is a top pri-
ority for FDA, the Department of Health and Human Services, and
the administration.

I am pleased to be here today with my colleagues from GAO and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. I appreciate this opportunity
to explain FDA's role with regard to the safety of Federal school
lunches and the food supply in general.

I would like to describe FDA's role in responding to reports of
foodborne illness and our collaboration with other Federal, State,
and local agencies, and to mention some of our recent food safety
efforts that are directed toward children.

As you know, FDA as a unit of the Department of Health and
Human Services has responsibility for all of the food supply with
the exception of meat, poultry and egg products, which are regu-
lated by USDA. FDA's jurisdiction covers approximately 80 percent
of domestic and imported foods that are marketed in interstate
commerce. The agency seeks to ensure that these products are safe,
nutritious, wholesome, and properly labeled. FDA has jurisdiction
where food is produced, processed, packaged, stored, or sold.

In addition to jurisdiction over food establishments, FDA's pur-
view also includes approval and surveillance for new animal drugs,
animal feeds, and all food additives that can become part of food.

USDA administers the Federal school lunch program. FDA is not
involved in the procurement of foods for this program. However,
FDA works closely with USDA and other Federal, State, and local
agencies when reports of illness related to foods in the school lunch
program are received. FDA's various food safety activities all help
to ensure that food served in schools is safe.

Our food safety activities include but are not limited to research,
risk assessment, outbreak response, development of preventive con-
trols, inspection of domestic and imported food, enforcement, and
the development of educational materials for consumers, health of-
ficials, and industry.

FDA recognizes State and local governmental jurisdictions as
having primary responsibility for the regulation of the retail seg-
ment of the food industry. FDA provides assistance to local, State,
and Federal governmental bodies to ensure that the food that is
provided to consumers by retail establishments is not a vehicle for
transmitting foödborne illness. The agency publishes a model Food
Code that represents FDA's best advice for a uniform system of
regulation to ensure that the food sold or offered for human con-
sumption in retail outlets, including schools, is safe, properly pro-
tected, and honestly presented. Many jurisdictions have adopted
FDA's Food Code or an amended version of it as their regulatory
standard.

Responsibility for responding to foodborne disease outbreaks is
shared among local, State, and Federal Governments. Local and
State governments are often the first to detect the occurrence of an
outbreak and initiate an investigation. It is important to note that
many episodes of foodborne illness are addressed exclusively at the
local or State level.
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The role of the Federal agencies in large or complex multi-State
outbreaks is to assist the State and local agencies in preventing ad-
ditional cases of illness from occurring. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, another agency of the Department of
Health and Human Services, through its surveillance systems, de-
tects and investigates outbreaks of foodborne illness. CDC also as-
sists Federal, State, and local agencies in investigating outbreaks.

FDA becomes involved when FDA-regulated food products may
be implicated. Our objectives in outbreak investigation and re-
sponse are: Verification of the association with a regulated product,
identification of the source of the product and the extent of dis-
tribution, prevention of any further exposure to the contaminated
product, and initiation of regulatory action if indicated. An addi-
tional critical role of outbreak investigation is to identify contrib-
uting factors in order to prevent any future outbreaks from a simi-
lar problem.

In 1998, FDA initiated an effort known as the National Food
Safety System Project to improve coordination and communication
among public health and food regulatory officials.

Enhanced surveillance systems are also important tools for im-
proving the response to outbreaks. For example, Pulse Net enables
a national network of public health laboratories to fingerprint bac-
teria that may be implicated.

Another system is the Electronic Laboratory Exchange Network,
or eLEXNET. This is the Nation's first internet-based interagency
food testing and reporting system developed to provide access to
critical food testing data in Federal, State, and local food safety
laboratories.

Our activities with school children and the prevention of disease
therein are specifically aimed at reducing specific diseases, mainly
four different disease categories. We have been working with
USDA on a project to revise "Serving It Safe: A Manager's Tool
Kit." We have also been participating with CDC and the National
Coalition for Food-Safe Schools.

We thank you for this opportunity to discuss FDA's food safety
activities. We look forward to working with both subcommittees on
ways to continue to improve the safety of the Nation's food supply.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you. Dr. Murano.

TESTIMONY OF HON. ELSA MURAN0,1 UNDER SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE FOR FOOD SAFETY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AG-
RICULTURE
Dr. MURANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

Subcommittees.
I am very pleased to appear before you today to discuss the role

of the U.S. Department of Agriculture in ensuring the safety of
foods used in the National School Lunch Program.

I am Dr. Elsa Murano, USDA Under Secretary for Food Safety.
With me today also on behalf of USDA are Eric Bost, Under Sec-
retary for Food Nutrition and Consumer Services, and Barry Car-

1 The prepared statement of Dr. Murano with an attachment appears in the Appendix on page
85.
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penter, Deputy Administrator for Livestock and Seed at the Agri-cultural Marketing Service.
I am also pleased to be here today with Dr. Lester Crawford,from whom you have just heard, my good friend and colleague fromFDA. Although Dr. Crawford just recently came on board, we havealready had a number of productive meetings on food safety issuesof mutual concern, and I look forward to many more.As has been said already, the National School Lunch Programplays an important role in ensuring access to safe, nutritious, andhealthful diets to our school children. The program operates inmore than 97,000 public and private schools and residential childcare institutions. It provides nutritionally-balanced, low-cost or freelunches to more than 27 million children each school day.
I care deeply about this program both on a personal and profes-

sional level. On a personal level, I have a niece and a nephew wholive in Miami, Florida. Elena and Peter each eat school lunches,and as their aunt, I expect the meals served to them to be safe aswell as nutritious.
On a professional level, as you know, I am responsible for the

safety of meat, poultry, and egg products. I am committed to ensur-ing that these foods are as safe as they can possibly be, not onlyfor my family and school children but for all Americans.
As you can see from the chart here,1 several agencies work to-gether to ensure the success of the National School Lunch Pro-gram. Within USDA, the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), admin-isters the program at the Federal level. FNS coordinates with theAgricultural Marketing Service (AMS), and the Farm Service Agen-cy, which purchase commodities and donate them to participatingschools.
It is important to note, however, that donated commodities rep-resent only 17 percent of the dollar value of food served in schoolcafeterias. Schools, as has been stated already, contract independ-ently with food processors and distributors for their remainingfood, and these firms must demonstrate that they are capable ofcomplying with all product specifications and contractual require-ments of the school.
While the Federal agencies depicted on this chart represent peo-ple who are committed to the safety of school lunches, not only isit important that these agencies work well together, it is equallyimportant that they work well with the schools and local authori-ties.
In fact, the information exchanged across the dotted line that yousee on this chart must be as complete, accurate, and timely as pos-sible in order for the system to be effective.
Let me take a moment to give you an overview of how the peopledepicted on this chart work together to ensure the safety of schoollunches.
First, beginning at the top, school food service workers nation-wide are trained to provide safe, healthy, and nutritious food toschool children by following good hygienic and safe handling prac-tices in preparing meals. Coupled with their efforts, State and local
The chart entitled, "Who's Supplying Whom? The School Lunch Supply Chain," appears inthe Appendix on page 128.
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health departments work closely with the schools so they effec-
tively follow safe food handling and preparation procedures, such
as those of the Food Code, to ensure that safe food preparation in-
deed takes place.

Within the Federal Government, as shown on the left side of the
picture, the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), works closely with
and relies heavily on the authority vested with the Food Safety and
Inspection Service (FSIS), to establish, enforce, and monitor meat
and poultry safety requirements.

FSIS inspects all federally-slaughtered and processed meat and
poultry as well as processed egg products. FSIS uses the same in-
spection standards for meat, poultry, or egg products served in the
National School Lunch Program as for those consumed by the gen-
eral public.

FSIS also serves as the link or connector to agencies in the De-
partment of Health and Human Services, as shown on the right
side of the picture.

AMS builds on these food safety protections by requiring their
own graders to be present during the production or processing of
items to be purchased by USDA to ensure that their specifications
are met. So close is our working relationship with AMS that FSIS
gives AMS graders at meat and poultry plants the authority to de-
tain product for subsequent review by FSIS.

Within the Department of Health and Human Services, on the
right side of the chart, the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion in partnership with State and local health departments con-
ducts surveillance through the Food Net Active Surveillance System
for foodborne illness that Dr. Crawford just spoke about. In addi-
tion, FDA is the entity that is responsible for establishing, moni-
toring, and enforcing food safety requirements for foods in their ju-
risdiction.

So as you can see, we do have a strong infrastructure, but it is
important that along with an infrastructure, procedures exist to
make sure that outbreaks are prevented, and if they occur, they
are quickly responded to.

The commodity holds and recalls procedures (CHARP) was intro-
duced in 2001 to achieve just that. It was designed to improve co-
ordination among agencies in order to minimize the impact of out-
breaks involving school lunches. As soon as we are alerted to cases
of foodborne illness by CDC, State and/or local officials, the sus-
pected product is immediately held at the school. FSIS alerts FNS
and AMS, with FNS tracking the product to the school and AMS
tracking it to the manufacturer.

The investigation of an outbreak includes FSIS, FDA, as well as
CDC and local health authorities. The investigation includes victim
interviews, laboratory tests, plant visits, and record reviews. Food
epidemiological investigation by State health departments and
CDC is crucial, since it provides us with the information needed to
determine the foods that may be involved.

It is important to again note that with the CHARP system, the
food in question is held even during the investigation to ensure
that the outbreak does not go further. The food manufacturer is
held responsible, and through enforcement, corrective actions are
taken to ensure that the cause of the outbreak is addressed.
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In summary, when a food safety concern is raised about a com-
modity product purchased by USDA for the school lunch program,
the product is held, all appropriate agencies are notified, investiga-
tion is initiated, and steps are taken to ensure the problem is cor-
rected.

USDA recognizes that school food service professionals play a
significant role in ensuring food safety, and for that reason con-
ducts numerous programs to educate these individuals in the prop-
er handling and cooking of USDA-regulated products.

FSIS has designed educational materials for food service profes-
sionals, and these materials are shared with FNS, who funds their
publication and distribution to all schools participating in the Na-
tional School Lunch Program.

FNS also provides training and technical assistance to State
agencies and local school food authorities that administer the Na-
tional School Lunch Program. In fact, FNS has received $2 million
annually for the past 4 years to promote food safety agency.

In closing, USDA agencies are working with each other and with
their sister agencies at HHS to ensure the safety of food for school
children and for the population as a whole.

I thank you for the opportunity to speak on this matter, and I
welcome your questions.

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Let me say at the outset that it would be unfair to blame either

Dr. Crawford or Dr. Murano for this tangled mess that we have
when it comes to food safety and inspection in America. This has
been created over a span of 85 years, long before any of us ar-
rivedperhaps with the exception of Senator Thurmondin Wash-
ington, DC. But I will tell you this, that if you are going to come
and testify today to defend the system, be prepared for some ques-
tions that dispute some of the things that you have said, because
quite honestly, if you look at the chart and you hear the testimony,
it is hard tb believe that this system is as good as it gets. And then,
you look at some of the evidence that has come forwardlet me
give you one illustration and ask you to respond.

According to David Jackson in The Chicago Tribune, "Georgia-
based supplier Zartic, Incorporated recalled 556,000 pounds of
school lunch hamburger in 1998 because a sample tested positive
for listeria. Zartic officials notified hundreds of distributors about
the problem, but Zartic had no idea which schools the distributors
were serving. Such records are considered confidential."

Is that the standard that we want to establish when it comes to
tainted hamburger with listeria going into the school lunch pro-
gram, Dr. Murano?

Dr. MuRANo. I would be happy to answer that question. This is
something that has been so important in the agency's mind, if I can
call it that as a collective, and I would like to tell you, Mr. Chair-
man, that we just published a final rule that allows FSIS to release
distribution lists belonging to food establishments involved in a re-
call to State and Federal agencies.

This is one of the steps that I believe you mentioned in your
opening comments, and I believe it is something that will go a long
way toward helping track these outbreaks and toward helping
States and other agencies have the information on the distribution
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of food from a manufacturer all the way down to its final destina-
tion in order to be able to conduct a recall that is as efficient as
possible.

Senator DURBIN. So this is in response to some of these concerns
that have been expressed.

Dr. MURANO. Well, it is one of the things that we are doing. You
might have seen the news release that we put out on April 26, as
a matter of fact, exactly on this.

Senator DURBIN. We are glad that you are doing it. The object
here is to protect the kids, and if it is done in a timely fashion, I
support it.

But now let's talk about burritos for a minute, something also
brought out during the course of The Chicago Tribune series. Let
me see if I understand what happened here.

They started detecting problems with burritos served to school
children in May and then, by October, more than 1,200 children be-
came sick. During that time, the FDA and the USDA were trying
to determine which burrito ingredient was causing the illness be-
cause, my friends, the nature of the ingredient defines which agen-
cy gets worried.

Initially, the suspicion was the meat in the burrito. The U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture went after the meat for a long period of
time and established that no, that is not the problemit could be
the flour in the burrito. Now the Food and Drug Administration be-
comes involved.

Let me ask you just at the outset, Dr. Crawford, can you explain
that process to a family with a child that became sick from eating
a school cafeteria meal with a straight face?

Dr. CRAWFORD. Well, we would of course empathize with the par-
ents of the children and do the best we could. This issue is what
is in there, and I believe in that particular outbreak, the cause of
the outbreak was never really determined. The ingredients did
seem to be those that were regulated by FDA, and that is obviously
something that we have authority over, and we need to take care
of.

Senator DURBIN. Is this a radical idea that perhaps if the same
agency were looking at all the ingredients at the same time, it
might be safer for the school children of America?

Dr. CRAWFORD. It is an idea that has been voiced abroad, and I
do not think it is a radical idea, no.

Senator DURBIN. Thank you.
Dr. Murano, is that a radical idea?
Dr. MuRANo. No, absolutely not. But let me offer a few things

about that outbreak which occurred in 1998, as you said. What we
public health officials always want to do is try to find not only the
vehicle of infection, but the causative agent of the disease, because
in that way, doctors can know how to treat it, and in that way, we
can find which food item was responsible and recall it from market.

As I understand it, in this particular case, CDC was of course
very much involved at some point, was helping all the other agen-
cies in trying to determine what was the cause of the outbreak. It
turns out that, as Dr. Crawford said, we never found out. We sus-
pect it was some chemical agent, but we just have no idea. A bat-
tery of tests was performed.
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But the important thing here is what do you do to minimize any
more kids from getting sick. You do not just sit around, conducting
tests, and do nothing.

In this particular case, it took a while for FSIS and, really, the
Federal Government in general to get informed about it, because
the State and local health agencies were handling the outbreak at
first. But suffice it to say that we at FSIS got this company to re-
call 1.2 million pounds of burritos. It turns out that what every-
body believes is perhaps that it was the tortillas, and that is sup-
ported by the fact that I believe one of the schools actually used
the tortillas to make their own burritos with their own meat ingre-
dients and found that got people sick as well.

Senator DURBIN. Were you aware, incidentally, Dr. Murano, that
during the course of this, the owner of the company, when he want-
ed to trace where all the burritos had been shipped, was told that
he could not get the records because the USDA had them and
would not give them to the FDA?

Dr. MURANO. That is what I read, and for that reason, when you
read this news release that we just put out about the distribution,
that is exactly what it is intended to correct, if you will.

Senator DURBIN. Let me ask you about something else. Do you
think that the USDA should require distributors and other sup-
pliers who have contracts with schools to provide schools with the
identity of the manufacturers, subcontractors, and other suppliers
who provide food to the school lunch programs?

Dr. MURANO. Absolutely, it is important for the school lunch pro-
gram to have such a flow of information that people can

Senator DURBIN. You would support that?
Dr. MURANO. Absolutely. But the thing that I think we have to

realize, though, is that when we talk aboutas I heard Congress-
woman DeLauroand I share in her passion for food safety, I
might addwhen we talk about should we be supplying these
schools with information regarding each plant and how they are
doing and the bad actors and the good actors and so forth, it is my
responsibility that there be no bad actors. I see it as a shirking of
my responsibility to simply say to people: I am going to give you
a list of the bad actors, and you figure out for yourself whom you
want to buy from and whom you do not want to buy from.

It should not be put on the schools to do that. It should be
Senator DURBIN. So you would not object, then, to all Federal

agencies giving the schools the food safety records of suppliers?
Dr. MuRANo. That is what I am sayingI do not think that is

the way to go simply because it is shirking my responsibility. I
think that schools, when they buy food for their programs, if it is
federally-inspected food as it is supposed to be, federally-inspected
meat and poultry, they should have the confidence that we are
doing our job at FSIS to make sure that all meat and poultry com-
panies that are in business are producing safe food.

Senator DURBIN. So if you inspect a company that is supplying
hamburger to the school lunch program, and you find that they
need to recall a product because it is contaminated, you are saying
that you would never allow them to supply the school lunch pro-
gram again?
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Dr. MURANO. What I am saying to you is that if there is a prob-
lem that causes a recall, I am going to go after that company big-
time to see what are they doing wrong in the processing line.

Senator DURBIN. But you are not going to eliminate them, are
you?

Dr. MURANO. If it warrants doing that, it might be what is nec-
essary. What I am trying to tell you is that I am not going to allow
bad actors to be supplying food not only to school lunch but to any-
body.

Senator DURBIN. That is going to be your definition and your
call. In some situations, you are going to continue to allow them
to do business under certain changed inspection standards. I have
seen that happen before.

My question is should a school official who runs a school lunch
program know that you have made that judgment call.

Dr. MuRANo. That I have made the judgment call of allowing
somebody who should not be selling meat and poultry to do that?

Senator DURBIN. Let me be very clear in the question. Someone
has violated some Federal food safety standards.to the point where
you have gone into their plant and said, "You have to change this
process at your plant"or, even further; "You have to recall your
product"you may or may not at that point decide to disqualify
them from the school lunch program. It is possible that you may
say, "You can continue in the program." But as a school official,
should I know that this has taken place?

Dr. MURANO. I guess it is not a bad idea certainly for schools to
know what we have done in terms of plants that have had to do
recalls because of things that are obviously badly wrong with their
systems.

Senator DURBIN. Thank you.
Dr. MuRANo. What I am trying to say is that if we are to inun-

date the schools with all kinds of information on a whole variety
of different things that may occur in a plant or may not occur in
a plant and put it on their heads to figure out what that all means
in terms of whom they should buy from and whom they should not
buy from, I am just telling you that I feel personally responsible,
and our agency needs to be the one to make sure that whatever
is put out in commerce for a school system or not is safe. That is
our responsibility.

Senator DURBIN. Thank you.
Mr. Dyckman, I am sorry I did not have time to ask you ques-

tions in this round, but I want to thank the GAO. You did a great
job on this report.

Congressman Horn.
Mr. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dyckman, I have some questions on the GAO situation. In

your testimony today, you reemphasized that there are endemic
problems in the Nation's food safety system that lead you to believe
we should be considering consolidating Federal food safety activi-
ties into one agency. What remedy would you specifically request?

Mr. DYCKMAN. I think what is really needed is an assessment,
which to my knowledge has not been done, of the pros and cons of
not only combining inspection services into one agency, but the
broader issue of combining all food safety activities.
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The National Academy of Sciences was going to do this, but I do
not believe they have. They were going to look at basically the costs
and benefits of combining all agencies into one. But you have to
also look at the legislative authority to come up with a generic food
safety legislation. I think that is probably the first step.

Even if you do not combine the agencies, there should be legisla-
tion that is based on risk, and right now, we do not have that.

Mr. HORN. Have you had a chance to look at either the Senator's
bill or Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro's bill?

Mr. DYCK1VIAN. To some extent. We support recall authority. We
obviously support a single food safety agency. I do not have the bill
in front of me, so I cannot comment on individual provisions. I
could do that for the record if you feel that is warranted.

Mr. HORN. State and local food safety officials also play a vital
role in the food safety web. Do you have any recommendations for
improving their performance?

Mr. DYCKMAN. We have not looked at State and local perform-
ance, but in my statement, I indicated several actions that we
feltand they were discussed to some extent by the panel just a
few minutes agothat the Federal Government can take to place
better information at the State and local level.

We were just talking about recall data, but also compliance data,
and putting it into a package that is understandable. We spend $1.
billion a year at the Federal level on food safety. States spend, I
think, about $300 to $400 million. We should have good data sys-
tems so that all the participants in the food safety system can use
the Federal information in an efficient way.

Mr. HORN. I go around the country and hear about terrorism. We
talk about what happens in a city if there is a germ-type of situa-
tion where it is in a pesticide or whatever.

Mr. DYCKMAN. Bioterrorism.
Mr. HORN. How do we relate to this, and what is the responsi-

bility of, say, the State department of health for one thing, besides
the Federal side? Do you find that is one way to deal with this?

Mr. DYCKMAN. Well, the States obviously have first-response ca-
pability, but if you look at the weaknesses in the food safety sys-
tem, it really does not matter whether it is deliberate contamina-
tion or accidental contamination. The consequences are basically
the samepeople get sick, people can die.

I think the things that we are talking about today and the things
that are in the legislation that we mentioned earlier are trying to
improve the adequacy of our Federal food safety system, and I
think they will help us whether it is deliberate contamination or
accidental contamination.

We have not done any work specifically at GAO on what actions
the Federal Government is doing on deliberate contamination, al-
though we just started an assignment to look at what food proc-
essing facilities are doing and how have they geared up since Sep-
tember 11, and we would be happy to report that to both sub-
committees when we finish.

Mr. HORN. Thank you. I would like to ask a question or two of
Dr. Murano and Dr. Crawford. Based on the testimony from the
General Accounting Office, it seems that more effort goes into pro-
curing safe foods purchased by the Department of Agriculture for
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our school meal programs than foods purchased directly by local
governments or schools.

Is that a fair statement?
Dr. MURANO. I am going to speak on behalf of meat and poultry.

To me, everybody deserves safe food. I do not make that distinction
in my mind, because the same kids who are eating the school lunch
eat at other places, as are their parents, grandparents, etc.

Having said that, for that very reason, I believe we have to have
a system that is going to provide the safest food possible to every-
body.

Now let me speak very briefly about, for example, when we talk
about ground beef, AMS, which procures the food for the school
lunch program, has a requirement for an intervention strategy or
a decontamination step, if you will, of ground beef processors to try
to ensure that meat is as safe as possible.

Last week, FSIS announced their own directive to do exactly
that, to say to ground beef establishments, you must have an inter-
vention strategy, and if you do not, you must require it of your sup-
pliers of trimmings, which is where the ground beef comes from,
and if you do not, we will subject you to increased testing for Sal-
monella and E. Co li 0157:H7.

So it is the way that I, as a microbiologist, know that we can
really make a difference, by the action of what happens in a proc-
essing plant, the decontamination that you can have on that prod-
uct is what is really going to make a difference. So I applaud AMS
for having done that for a while, and I am happy to say that is
what we are heading toward as well in FSIS, because I truly be-
lieve that we all have to have the same safety in our food supply,
and nobody deserves any safer food than anybody else. I am com-
mitted to that.

Mr. HORN. I believe the Department of Agriculture and the Food
and Drug Administration have maintained any lists of firms that
have negative inspection reports or warning letters and may be
considered to be problem firms that could be made available to
Federal, State, and local procurement officials. I am curious, have
any State or local authorities ever expressed an interest in this
type of information?

Dr. MuRANo. Let me just quickly answer that, and then I prom-
ise Lester I will let him respond.

Dr. CRAWFORD. Thank you very much.
Dr. MURANO. It is equal opportunity questioning; I understand

that.
We publish on the FSIS Web site quarterly enforcement reports

and recall information as well, and that is available to everybody
school lunch procurers and anybody else, for that matter. So that
is information that they have that can give them certainly a sense
of who the "bad actors" are, and I think that is important informa-
tion that they welcome.

Mr. HORN. Is the information that comes from the Food and Nu-
trition Service the list of the school meals supplier?

Dr. MURANO. This particular information I just spoke about is
our FSIS Web site, so it is not only limited to whomever supplies
meals to the school lunch program, but to everybodyall meat and
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poultry plants that have had recalls or enforcement actions are
published on our Web site.

Mr. HORN. And that would include the Food and Nutrition Serv-
ice?

Dr. MURANO. Sure.
Mr. HORN. And is that utilized? Do you see what kind of counts

go in there?
Dr. MURANO. I am sure somebody does. I will get that informa-

tion for you.1
Mr. HORN. When it is necessary to stop further use or distribu-

tion of contaminated foods, the Department of Agriculture has the
authority to stop the distribution of a product for up to 20 days
while they seek a court order to seek any tainted food. What should
be done in your opinion to enable local authorities to stop further
distribution or use of contaminated food in much of the same man-
ner might go on?

Dr. MURANO. Well, certainly having that detention authority is
extremely important. Of course, whenever meat or poultry is in-
volved in any outbreak, whether school-related or not, that is one
option that we certainly have. We, of course, let the company know
that they need to issue a recall, and all of them do, but let me give
you an example, Mr. Horn, of an instance where we have exercised
that authority very recently.

There was a bologna-type product that came from Brazil that did
not go through our inspection which was not supposed to happen,
certainly. As soon as we found out about it, not only did we inform
the company that they needed to recall the product, but we sent
all of our compliance officers to all 30 stores where the product was
and physically removed it. So it is an authority that we avail our-
selves of, and I intend to use it as much as possible, and I believe
that is one way that people can, "effect as efficient and thorough
a recall as possible with present authorities."

Mr. HORN. Dr. Crawford, do you have anything that you want to
add as to how information could be found on this, and what is the
Food and Drug Administration doing to help that?

Dr. CRAWFORD. When we take actions against companies that are
purveyors of food, we list it in several different ways. We have a
publication called "FDA Consumer" where recalls and prosecutions
are summarized. We also have a Web site where we do essentially
the same thing as Dr. Murano said.

There is one other thing in terms of authorities in this direction,
and that is we are aware that the so-called bioterrorism bill is cur-
rently being conferenced, and the administration has asked for sev-
eral food safety proposals that I believe, if I may, may relate to
what we are talking about at this juncture. Among these are reg-
istration, recordkeeping requirements, administrative detention,
debarment, and increased coordination of food safety activities be-
tween Executive Branch agencies.

We think in this administration and particularly at the Food and
Drug Administration that we need this in order to accomplish our
job and hope it will survive the conference process.

'Letter to Senator Durbin, dated July 8, 2002, from Dr. Murano with information submitted
for the record, appears in the Appendix on page 130.
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Mr. HORN. How easy is it for the average citizen to get the "FDA
Consumer"? I assume it is on FDA's Web site in this day and age.

Dr. CRAWFORD. Yes, it is on a Web site, and we also maintain
a hotline, an 800 number, as does Dr. Murano, so that we can di-
rect consumers as to how to get on the Web site. We realize that
not everyone is Web site-friendly. And the "FDA Consumer" is
available to anyone who asks FDA in a number of ways, either by
email, telephone, or letter.

Mr. HORN. Do you do it on a quarterly or weekly basis?
Dr. CRAWFORD. The "FDA Consumer" is published on a bi-

monthly basis, and the Web site is updated on a daily basis.
Mr. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back my time to

the good Member from Illinois.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you.
I would like to recognize Congresswoman Schakowsky for ques-

tions.
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you.
Let me understand. USDA is responsible for schOol food regard-

less of whether it is meat or poultry or manufactured and includes
tortillas; you are the agency in charge of saying this is suitable to
go to schools?

Dr. MURANO. The Food and Nutrition of USDA is; correct.
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Right. So let ine follow through this burrito/

tortilla problem a little bit and how it works. The FDA was respon-
sible for inspecting the tortilla factory, and in 1996 and 1997, the
Illinois Department of Public Health with whOm you had con-
tracted noted that there were sanitation deficiencies.

I am assuming, then, that there was some eriforcement action,
but nonetheless it was in 1998, when in fact there were not any
inspections for the first 10 months or whatever, that the school ill-
ness took place, and there was suspicion that it was the tortillas.

I want you to comment on that, but also the fact, then, that plant
continued to provide school food; they continued to manufacture. So
I am trying to understand what the sanctions are and where they
would come from under this current scheme of things, if either or
both of you could actually respond to that.

Dr. CRAWFORD. With respect to FDA, we are responsible for the
inspection of the tortilla factory. The way we do that is we have
commissions, contracts, or confidential agreements with States. Illi-
nois is 1 of 49 States that we have these arrangements with. So
in effect, the FDA delegates to the State the responsibility for that
inspection.

It is not what could be called super-delegation, however. We re-
main in contact with them, and we also analyze how well they are
performing these tasks. In the case of the tortillas, as you men-
tioned, there were inspections, and following that, there was some
stepped-up activity by the State.

However, as we also mentioned earlier, that particular foodborne
disease outbreak that you mentioned could never be traced in
terms of what the organism was or what the actual cause was.
There is certainly scientific evidence that it did not come from the
meat or poultry part, but from the FDA-regulated part. We were
never able to find out what it was, whether it was a bacterial orga-
nism, a viral organism, or a chemical contaminant.

80-299 D-2 34
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MS. SCHAKOWSKY. Let us assume for a moment that we had de-
termined that it wasand this is now hypotheticala tortilla fac-
tory. What would be the remedy to improve the situation, and
might we expect that they continue to have a contract to provide
school food? Is it zero tolerance, is it three strikes and you are out,
is it that you have to meet a certain standard? How do we know,
then, that the food is going to be safe?

Dr. CRAWFORD. Let me say what FDA would do had we found the
problem, let us say a chemical contamination problem, and then I
will turn to Dr. Murano for what USDA would do.

We would do what we needed to do in order to protect the public
health. If Illinois found, say, a chemical contamination problem, we
would immediately go with the State of Illinois to the plant to see
what needed to be done to interdict the contaminated product. Usu-
ally, this is worked out in direct communication with the plant, ,on
the site. Sometimes we have to do soinething like seek a court
order. Sometime we have to detain the product; if we do, we gen-
erally use State authority to do that, because they would have
things like quarantine authority or detention authority.

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And at some point do you say: Look, you have
failed this inspection and that inspection, and now we have a prob-
lem. You can no longer provide food to the schools?

Dr. CRAWFORD. Well, at the Federal level, we do not have the de-
barment capability. That is why I mentioned that in this pending
legislation, there is that ability.

What we could do is, working through the State, acComplish that
in a variety of Ways, depending on what the State laws are.

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Do you ever do, that?
Dr. CRAWFORD. Yes, we have done that.
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. What about the USDA? Then it goes over to

you.
Dr. MuRANo. OK. Well, in this case, as you know, .as Dr.

Crawford just said, we suspect that it was the tortillas.. But let us
say for argument's sake that it was the meat in the burritos. One
of the things that we did right away, as soon as we got involved
in this outbreak, was to get the company to recall their product,
and as I mentioned a moment ago, they recalled 1.2 million pounds
of the burritos.

This particular company, about 3 months later, was bought out,
and they changed their name toa different name, let us put it
that way. But we keep track of these companies by establishment
number, so it does not matter how many times somebody changes
their name; we know who they are.

That company, after they changed their name a few months
later, was suspended. We basically shut them down because of
some failures that they had, and we have done that several times
since. They changed their name again and have been bought by
somebody else and so forth.

What I am tiring to illustrate by this example is that what we
do when we find a company that is prodUcing product, whether for
school lunch or regularto me, it is just as seriousit is our re-
sponsibility to have increased scrutiny of that company and to see
what measures, what corrective actions, they supposedly took as
the result of a recall that are being followed
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Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. What do you mean you shut them down?
Dr. MURANO. If you suspend inspection, if you say that we are

not going to be there to inspect anymore, they cannot operate
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. But if it were not the meatif it were the tor-

tillas, but you are in charge of the school lunch programcould you
shut theni down, the' tortilla people?

Dr. MURANO. Remember that the tortilla factory is the one that
supplied the tortillas to this particular company. If this particular
company is operating following all the required procedures and
food safety programs that they havein other Words, they are not
doing anything wrong themselves; they are just acquiring a product
from their supplier that is not safethat is something that they
have to make account of in their HACCP system, if you will, who
their suppliers are and what is happening with the product with
the hazards that might be introduced.

So they have some responsibility in that they have to find out
what is going on with their suppliers. Of course, we cannot shut
down their suppliers, because it is a tortilla factory, and We do not
have jurisdiction over.those.

Ms. ScHAKowsKY. Let me just say that Mr. Bode in the next
panel is going to argue strongly against creating a single food safe-
ty.

It seems to me from this kind of description of who has power
over whom and who can in fact intervene at the appropriate time
to stop unsafe food, that this example really underscores the need.
Mr. Dyckman might want tobecause you spoke out in favor of a
single food safety agency. We will hear testimony later that this is
a bad idea. I wonder if you want to comment on that.

Mr. DYCKMAN. The basic questionand not meaning any dis-
respect to the witnessesreally that you should be asking is why
do you have to have two agencies to answer this question? Why
can't you look to one official to give you a straightforward answer?

But the issue of recalls, the issue of detaining authority, the
issue of equivalence on importsthere is a list that goes on and
on in terms of differences in authorities. It is not the agency's fault;
that is the way Congress set it up. And obviously, if the industry
is begging not to do something, you have to look pretty leery at
why they do not want a change. Is it because they feel that there
will be more vigilant enforcement or more vigilant regulations?

So for a variety of reasons, I agree with you.
MS. SCHAKOWSKY. The issue of information to school districts

right now has been alluded to, that might be something that could
be a useful tool. What I had in mind was the notion of a single,
comprehensive database that right now had information , from
USDA, from the FDA, and rather than saying let us not overload
these school districts, in the City of Chicago, there are 400,000 chil-
dren, a huge number of kids, so we are concerned, and I think
someone who is diligent enough to be willing to look at these data-
basesyes, we want to have confidence in you, but also have a re-
sponsibility. Can't we get that information out now on a database
that is useful to people in those positions of authority?

Dr. MURANO. Let me begin the answer to that question by saying
that one thing that we are trying to do is work very closely with
FDA as much as possible, because clearly, the reason why people

36
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keep thinking about a single food safety agency is because they see
that in the past certainly there has been a lack of coordination.
That is certainly what has been mentioned here, and

MS. SCHAKOWSKY. And in my view, it is inevitable if there are
multiple agencies.

Dr. MURANO. But let me say something that might be relevant
here, and that is that in 1999, FSIS signed a memorandum of un-
derstanding with FDA, and that helped get the relationship closer
so that we wouldat FSIS, since we are in meat and poultry
plants every day, if we are in plants that are dual jurisdiction, for
examplelet us say the company that makes pepperoni pizza on
one line and cheese pizza on the other linewe are there every
day, and FDA is not there because of their regulations.

It enables us if we see something that is not quite right that
FDA needs to know about, because we are there every day, we call
FDA and we basically have a partnership going. That has really
paid off in spades. Very recently, in fact, on April 24, there was an-
other press release put out that talked about a company in Chi-
cago, a food distribution firmI think Senator Durbin probably
knows about this particular situationbut a legal action resulted.
It was really the first joint prosecution between FSIS and FDA
under our MOU where this particular company really suffered, was
sentenced on two misdemeanors and a felony count for selling adul-
terated poultry. It is the first time ever that this has happened,
where the two agencies have collaborated to prosecute a company
that really did not need to be in business, and were successful at
doing that. So that is an example of what we can do.

MS. SCHAKOWSKY. Well, to me, it speaks to the need for a single
agency; so it is not just isn't it great that we happened to be in the
same plant. Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURBIN. I would like to add that it almost sounds like

the Middle East peace negotiations, but now we have the FDA and
the USDA speaking to one another. This is a breakthrough, and I
hope it leads to lasting peace and food safety.

I would like to recognize Congresswoman Maloney from New
York. Thank you for joining us.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CAROLYN B. MALONEY, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW
YORK

Mrs. MALONEY. I would like to thank Chairman Durbin and
Ranking Member Schakowsky, along with Chairman Horn, for
holding this hearing. This is a tremendously important issue, and
it sounds like you are making progress toward one agency that is
more accountable.

I represent New York, and I am certainly keenly aware of the
problems that have existed, and food safety is tremendously impor-
tant. We have a school system that feeds over 1.1 million students
in 1,200 public schools.

Since we have the USDA here, I wanted to ask a question that
really concerns New York. I would like to ask the Department of
Agriculture's assistance on a very troubling issue in New York now.
Due to the terrorist attacks on September 11, the public schools in
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the city, many of them, particularly in that area, were closed for
a number of days, some for months. Because of this, the New York
City Board of Education experienced significant revenue losses be-
cause of lost lunch sales. Under the Federal school lunch program,
school districts are paid based upon the lunches that are served,
and because of this closure, the board still Must pay fixed costs
such as salaries for lunch room monitors and cafeteria workers. I
am being told that the board of education will not be reimbursed
for these losses which total roughly $3 million. The city is suffering
tremendously. We have a deficit breach of over $4 billion in our
budget, a budget gap.

So I would like to request that USDA assist the city in following
up with the Emergency Management Agency regarding this issue
and either waive the loss of the funds due to September 11 or work
with FEMA, which is denying reimbursing them for the loss.

I would like to ask if Mr. Crawford could be helpful with this.
Dr. CRAWFORD. Ten years ago, I could have, but I have moved

over to FDA.
Dr. MURANO. I am told by my colleaglies at FNS, Food and Nu-

trition Service, who would be the appropriate folks to help out in
this regard, that they will get back to you very quickly with what
you need.

Mrs. MALONEY. Thank you very much.
I feel that the issue that we are looking at is more than consoli-

dating, but really, having the information so that people who are
selling faulty foodthat we cannot only get the information, but
they should be barred from selling food to our school children.

I would like to know your response to that. In the City of New
York, if you are a contractor who does faulty work, you are barred
from doing future contracts in the city. There is a Federal statute
that says that certain contractors who have mismanaged projects
or whatever are barred from getting Federal contracts. Well, cer-
tainly supply food to children is critically important, I would say
more important than repairing our roads.

Why don't we have a standard that you are barred from selling
food if you have a history or you have bought faulty food? You say
this particular business bought food that was bad. Maybe they
should require them to taste it and eat it before they put it into
our school system. Someone has got to be held accountable. To say
it is not their fault because they bought it from someone else, I find
an inexcusable Federal standard. I think someone has got to be
held responsible, and companies that sell faulty food should be
barred from selling food to U.S. school children, and it should go
on their record on the Internet so that if anybody else wants to buy
from them, they know that their food kills.

What is your response to that?
Dr. MuRANo. You go first.
Dr. CRAWFORD. I was going to mention that the Bioterrorism

Preparedness Act and the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism
Response Act currently being considered would give us, FDA, the
right to debar. We do not have that authority now. So we again en-
courage the Congress to look carefully at that, and that is the ad-
ministration position.
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Dr. MuRANo. I would just like to add that I truly believe thatyou are absolutely right. In fact, people who produce "faulty, unsafefood" do not need to be selling it to anybody, and that is the pointthat I have tried to make here this afternoon. It is not just to theschool lunch program, but to anybody. And that is our responsi-bility as the Federal inspection agency that inspects meat andpoultry, to make sure that does not happen. That is our responsi-bility, and holding them accountable through our enforcement ac-tions is exactly what we do on a daily basis.
Mrs. MALONEY. Well, we appreciate your efforts. You have savedmillions of lives. But we need to get better at it, and I certainlywould support authority to debar. I think it is very important tohave enforcement.
I thank the Chairman for holding this timely and importanthearing. Thank you.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you, Congresswoman Maloney.Dr. Murano, you have said several times today that it is goingto be zero tolerance in terms of the school lunch programif theyare selling contaminated food, they are going to be disqualifiedand that is a matter of record now, so this will be the standardthat we are going to hold you to. I think you are going to find thisa difficult standard to deal with in light of the history of this pro-gram and your agency.

Let me also add for the record, and it has been brought out re-peatedly, but just so we understand the size of the armies that wehave represented herethe U.S. Department of Agriculture has7,600 employees involved in inspecting 6,500 facilitiesmore thanone inspector for each facility. The Food and Drug Administrationhas 770 inspectors for 60,000 facilities; that is 1 for every 80 facili-ties.
So when we start talking about these burritos and how manypeople are going to look at them in what stage of the process, youhave 80 soldiers at USDA for every one that they have at FDA,which does not make any sense at all if you both have the responsi-bility of protecting our school children as you want to.I think Congressman Horn had a suggestion about your sched-ules. Congressman Horn.
Mr. HORN. We would like to get the next panel to come up, andwe would like you to wait and get some dialog here. I have foundtime and time againand that is the way I do it on the Housesidethat the people who have responsibility are not in the roomwhen the victims testify, and we would like to be able to react totheir testimony.
So we have three seats here, and the clerk will bring two morechairs, and we will get everybody around the same table.We will now call up panel 2, which includes Caroline SmithDe Waal, Sue Doneth, John Bode, Cheryl Roberts, and Mary Klatko.And anybody, either with the government or non-government,whom we are going to ask to answer questions, please affirm ornot. Affirm means that you will be able to give us the informationwe seek.
Panel 2 will stand and raise your right hands, as well as anypeople assisting you; the clerk will take their names down, too, forthe hearing record.
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[Witnesses sworn.]
The clerk will note that those people affirmed that oath.
We thank you very much for coming, and we can begin with

Caroline Smith De Waal, Director, Program on Food Safety at the
Center for Science in the Public Interest.

You might tell us a little bit about that, Ms. De Waal.

TESTIMONY OF CAROLINE SMITH DeWAAL,1 DIRECTOR OF
FOOD SAFETY, CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC IN-
TEREST
Ms. DEWAAL. Thank you so much, Chairman Horn, and also

thanks to Chairman Durbin and Representative Schakowsky for
your attention and your questions today.

I am Caroline Smith De Waal, and I direct the Food Safety Pro-
gram for the Center for Science in the Public Interest.

CSPI advocates for food safety and nutrition improvements on
behalf of our 800,000 subscribers to Nutrition Action Health letter.

Last December, The Chicago Tribune ran a series of investigative
reports that exposed huge gaps in food safety protections in the na-
tional school breakfast and lunch programs. Contaminated food is
particularly dangerous to school children because this population is
among those at risk of contracting a serious foodborne disease
which frequently can result in hospitalization or even death.

Because children are especially vulnerable, many food safety
messages are targeted at parents, but when parents send, their
children off to school, they rely on the school system and the gov-
ernment to ensure the safety of the food their children eat. Unfor-
tunately, as we have seen today and as The Chicago Tribune ex-
posed, their trust is misplaced.

I am going to talk about three gaps in the system. One is in the
area of outbreak recognition; second is in the area of outbreak re-
sponse; and the third is in the area of outbreak prevention.

Several years ago, CSPI began tracking food poisoning outbreaks
to identify food and pathogen combinations. Our list contains many
school-based outbreaks. For example, our list contains outbreaks
that involved over 19 different pathogens or toxins, including some
very serious ones like E. Co li 0157:H7. Some of the outbreaks that
CSPI has identified are quite large. In one outbreak in Arkansas,
over 200 grade school children became sick from a turkey dressing
served as part of one of the pre-Thanksgiving meals that people
like to have at their schools. This outbreak was never reported to
the CDC because of,gaps in our outbreak reporting system.

Now I will shift over to the response issues. Because the Food
and Drug Administration and the U.S. Department of Agriculture
lack mandatory recall authority, once a harmful food is identified
the Federal Government must rely on the plant itself, or in some
cases, on local or State Government, to initiate a recall.

In the burrito outbreak which we talked about earlier today that
affected 1,200 school children, the plant manager who was trying
to direct the recall found that he could not obtain his own shipping

The prepared statement of Ms. De Waal with attachments appears in the Appendix on page
93.
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records to give to FDA, because they had previously been given toUSDA.
According to The Chicago Tribune report, the manager asked theage-old question which applies not only here but in many differentinstances when it comes to Federal food safety regulation: Who isin charge?
Sometimes the Federal Government is not involved in managingand controlling a school food poisoning outbreak. Instead, con-sumers must rely on the effectiveness of State, county, and localgovernments. But two recent surveys have found that State andlocal governments that inspect restaurants and other food serviceestablishmentsincluding nursing homes, schools, day care cen-ters, and othersthese inspection systems are chronically under-funded, poorly-staffed, and often are not enforcing food safetystandards that comply with national recommendations.Finally, I will come to the issue of preventing food poisoning out-breaks in schools. Preventing these outbreaks is largely dependenton the two government agencies that we have heard from todayUSDA and FDA. But because FDA's food plant inspection rate isso lowGAO recently estimated that FDA actually gets to visit aplant only once every 5 years. This system is not adequate to pro-tect the safety of the food going into the school lunch program.The desire to minimize cost with food purchased by the schoollunch program means that in some places, the program may actu-ally purchase low-quality food. In one shocking example of this,USDA unsuccessfully tried to shut down a major supplier to theschool lunch program for food safety violations. During that sameyear, the company, called Supreme Beef, sold $23 million of beefto the government for the 1999-2000 school year. This was thesame year that USDA was trying to close the company down. Thisground beef represented over 15 percent of the total frozen beefpurchased by the program that year.

In 2000, USDA responded to this unacceptable situation by tight-ening its requirements for ground meat purchases and rejectingground meat that tests positive for Salmonella and E. Coli0157:H7. Two years later, this has been a successful program be-cause USDA today has a ready supply of affordable beef for schoollunch meals, and our children are getting better and safer prod-ucts.
We have five recommendations that we would like the Sub-committee to consider. First, the Federal food safety agencies needmandatory trace-back and recall authority.
Second, Congress really needs to give FDA more resources to in-spect the 60,000 domestic food plants under its jurisdiction.Third, USDA should require processors of ground meat who wantto sell to the school lunch program to test their meat much morefrequently, and in addition, they should increase the governmenttesting frequency. Right now, they are just testing meat going tothe school lunch program once a day; that is not enough. In addi-tion, USDA should continue to reject positive lots.Fourth, we believe that USDA and the States should conduct au-dits to ensure that food plants and schools are being inspected reg-ularly, and where local programs are weak, States should maintain
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a separate inspection force that goes into schools, day care centers,
nursing homes, hospitals, and prisons.

Finally, we urge Congress to pass the Durbin-DeLauro Safe Food
Act. This bill offers a much-needed strategy to consolidate food
safety regulatory functions into a single food safety agency.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HORN. We thank you very much, and those 800,000 con-

sumers who are helping to fund you are doing the right thing.
Next, we have a witness who I know has to leave for other areas.

Sue Doneth, I know you have to catch a train, and we certainly
want to hear your testimony.

Please go ahead.
TESTIMONY OF SUE DONETH,1 MARSHALL, MICHIGAN, ON

BEHALF OF S.T.O.P., SAFE TABLES OUR PRIORITY

MS. DONETH. Thank you.
Before I begin my testimony, I would like to thank Senator Dur-

bin for inviting me to participate in this hearing today.
My name is Susan Doneth, and I am the mother of a child who

became extremely ill with Hepatitis A after eating frozen straw-
berries served in her school lunch.

My daughter Lindsay innocently consumed a strawberry dessert
at school, and 28 days later became extremely ill.

I am a member of S.T.O.P., Safe Tables Our Priority, and I am
submitting this testimony in order to share with you the dev-
astating effects of foodborne illness.

When Lindsay first began exhibiting symptoms, she complained
of severe body aches, headache, and abdominal pain. She had a
high fever and began to vomit; Assuming that Lindsay had the flu,
I kept her home from school.

After 4 days, it became apparent that something was seriously
wrong. Lindsay was no longer able to eat or drink, and she Would
sob because her abdominal pain was so severe.

Alarmed, we took Lindsay to the emergency room. She was se-
verely dehydrated, and her urine was the color of weak coffee. The
physician immediately suspected Hepatitis and admitted Lindsay
to the hospital. Lindsay was so dehydrated that the medical per-
sonnel had difficulty finding a vein to start an i.v. I had to leave
the room as my husband and the nurses held my screaming child
down in order to get a needle in her arm.

Lindsay would remain in the hospital for 6 days. During that
time, my husband and I would sit by her bed and pray that she
would stop vomiting. I have never seen a child so sick, and I cannot
describe to you what it is like to witness a child so ill, especially
when that chid is your own. At one point, Lindsay stopped commu-
nicating with us and would barely opeti her eyes. We watched help-
lessly as she groaned in her sleep while tears silently rolled down
her cheeks. She was only able to whisper: "Mommy, it hurts every-
where."

Lindsay had not eaten or had anything to drink in over a week,
yet she continued to dry-heave, trying to expel the poison in her
body. She was on continuous i.v. fluid, pain medication, and anti-

1 The prepared statement of Ms. Doneth appears in the Appendix on page 108.
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nausea drugs. During her hospitalization, she lost 10 percent of her
body weight. For months after she left the hospital, she battled
hair loss, fatigue, and suffered from excruciating shingles twice.
She continued to complain of unexplained back pain, and we re-
turned often to the doctor.

In the weeks following Lindsay's illness, hundreds of Michigan
school children became ill with Hepatitis A, most of them in the
town where I live.

Contaminated frozen strawberries had somehow slipped through
the supposed food safety, net and been widely distributed in the
school lunch program. As a consumer, I was baffled as to how this
could happen; as a mother, I was outraged.

I began asking questions and demanding answers that no one
could give me. Nobody could explain to me how such a thing hap-
pened. I learned that there are so many different agencieg involved
in overseeing the safety of our food supply, there are gaping holes
that exist in the present system. I also learned that even though
school lunches are served to children, who are the most vulnerable
population in terms of foodborne illness, there is little in place to
ensure their safety.

Companies supplying food to be served in school lunches should
have to meet a higher standard of safety, not a lower one. More im-
portant, there must be trace-back capability and accountability
when a foodborne outbreak occurs. We must be able to pinpoint ex-
actly where the food came from and make sure that it is not fur-
ther distributed.

In addition, if a company has had critical violations in the past
or has distributed something that is contaminated, they should be
forever barred from doing further business with the Federal school
lunch program.

There are a few important points that I would like to make.
First, foodborne illness victims continue to be ignored as real vic-
tims. Often, the source of their foodborne illness is never discovered
because it is often impossible to trace back the contaminated prod-
uct to its source. We should have the ability to track our food from
the farm to the fork; only then will there be adequate account-
ability which will help improve the safety of the food we are con-suming.

Second, there should be a single food safety agency charged with
overseeing the safety of the food supply. The fragmented system
currently in place is clearly not working. Currently, there are more
than a dozen agencies involved in overseeing the safety of the food
supply. This severely complicates matters when the source of a
foodborne illness falls into multiple jurisdictions. In the case of the
contaminated frozen strawberries that caused the Hepatitis A epi-
demic, FDA oversees fruit, but USDA has jurisdiction for the Fed-
eral school lunch program. Ultimately, nobody is willing to take re-
sponsibility, and it leaves room for blame-shifting and a lot of red
tape.

Third, I would like to address public education. Although public
education about foodborne illness and its prevention is extremely
important, I believe that too much emphasis is placed on this by
industry and often by government. As a consumer, I am not respon-sible for cleaning up dirty food, or cooking cow feces, out of my
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hamburger meat. The food that my family consumes should not be
contaminated to begin with. After my daughter Lindsay became ill,
I became very educated about foodborne illness. I did everything
possible to protect my family, and still we were not protected.

Tragically, 18 months after Lindsay was stricken with Hepatitis
A, my oldest daughter, Sara, then 14 years old, was poisoned with
E. Co li 0157:H7. She spent over 2 weeks in the hospital and went
into the life-threatening complication, hemolytic uremic syndrome.
She went into kidney failure. She was rushed by ambulance to a
children's hospital in another city; there, she endured blood
tranfusions, endless pain and vomiting, bloody diarrhea, and her
pancreas was severely compromised. Again I had to watch as
another child of mine was held down by hospital personnel while
needles, tubes, and various equipment were attached to her.

The team of pediatric nephrologists treating Sara was trying to
prepare my husband and me for the possibility that our child might
die because she was so ill. I remember sitting in the hospital in de-
nial, still not believing that such a thing could be happening to my
family a second time. I had done everything right. I had educated
myself about foodborne illness. I had become politically involved in
the issue, and I had done everything in my power to protect my
children. Clearly, it was not enough, and it did nothing to protect
us from becoming victims again.

Sara now has permanent kidney damage, high blood pressure,
and continues to see a pediatric nephrologist on a regular basis. I
thank God every day that my daughter is still with us and did not
lose her life as many victims have.

We were never able to trace the source of Sara's illness. Because
hundreds of people had not become ill, it was never investigated
thoroughly by the local health department. Sara could have gotten
sick from something I cooked, from something she ate at a res-
taurant, or she could have been poisoned by something served in
her school lunch. We will probably never know, and that is the dif-
ficult thing to live with. Incredibly, she was not important enough
to even warrant an investigation.

As a mother, I refuse to sit back while industry points their fin-
gers at consumer education and somehow insinuates that I am to
blame for my children getting sick, or that it was not prevented be-
cause of something that I did not do. My children and I did nothing
wrong, and we are not to blame.

As a citizen, I expect public health and safety to be the para-
mount concern of lawmakers. The Lindsay and Sara Doneths of
this world are not expendable in the pursuit of cheaper, less bur-
densome regulations. Furthermore, when the government is enter-
ing into contracts with food suppliers, the contract should not go
to the lower bidder if it is not also the safest bidder.

As citizens, we should insist on maintaining zero tolerance for E.
Coli and Salmonella in school lunch meat. Foodborne illness vic-
tims should be given the opportunity to tell their stories in forums
such as this hearing today. It seems that participating in govern-
ment as a citizen is almost impossible if one works full-time and
lives outside the beltway. Most foodborne illness victims and their
families are average people like myself and not politiciansbut no-
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body understands this issue better than someone who has experi-
enced it.

I hope that when you are reading your statistics and making
your decisions, you will remember that these statistics are not just
numbersthey represent real people, many of whom were not as
lucky as my daughters and paid for their trust in the current food
safety system with their lives.

In closing, I guess I would just like to emphasize that the fact
that I had two children get sick within a 2-year time span after
being educated, after being involved, and after doing everything I
was supposed to dothe system in place for ensuring food safetyfailed miserablyfailed my family and failed my childrenand it
needs to be corrected.

Thank you.
Mr. HORN. We thank you for this heart-rending story, and we

thank you for coming. I know you have to get that train, so we are
conscious of that.

MS. DONETH. Thank you.
Mr. HORN. Our next witness is John Bode, Counsel for the Na-

tional Food Processors Association.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN BODE,' COUNSEL, NATIONAL FOOD
PROCESSORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BODE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am John Bode, Counsel for the National Food Processors Asso-

ciation. NFPA appreciates the opportunitr to present testimony at
this hearing.

NFPA is the largest food-only trade association in the United
States, representing the $500 billion U.S. food processing industry
on scientific and public policy issues involving food safety. Known
as "the food safety people," NFPA has three laboratories in the
United States, and its members are strong supporters of the orga-
nization precisely because of its assistance providing scientific and
technical services to the industry in support of food safety.

Because I understand that my testimony as submitted will be
placed in the record, I would like to take this opportunity to ad-
dress several of the points that have been raised previously. I think
that might advance the discussion best.

Mr. HORN. And by the way, all of your written statements auto-
matically go into the record when we call you up as a witness.

Mr. BODE. Thank you.
Regarding mandatory recall authority, the National Food Proc-

essors 'Association respectfully disagrees. We do not support man-
datory recall authority.

Mandatory recall authority is unnecessary because industry co-
operation in response to Federal requests for recall has been very
strong. There is a great record of industry cooperation with recall
requests and recalls have been highly effective.

Also, mandatory recall authority can actually undermine the ef-
fectiveness of our current voluntary system.

Only if a recall system is mandatory, must due process require-
ments be met.

1 The prepared statement of Mr. Bode appears in the Appendix on page 112.
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Another is if the government requires a recall who bears respon-
sibility for an inappropriate recall? Certainly, there are a number
of times when recalls are undertaken when it turns out that it was
not warranted by a threat to food safety.

What is most important is recall effectiveness. That is why we
have pressed for strong coordination of recalls. Both FDA and
USDA require that when industry undertakes a recall, there be a
recall coordinator, which is a focal point of control on the industry
side. We feel that it is important for a focal point of control to exist
on the government side, as well. So, a recall can be more effectively
accomplished by the industry recall coordinator having one person
to deal with on the government side.

Coordination of recalls has not been a problem between USDA
and FDA, but it can be in dealings between the Federal level, espe-
cially FDA, and regulatory officials of States and localities.

I have never heard reference to country of origin labeling as an
aid to recalls and would respectfully submit that does not make
sense. It is distribution records that are effective when dealing
with recalls, not the country of origin.

I would not think that killer foods are against the law. It is sim-
ply against the law to sell foods that are going to make people sick.
A violation of procurement requirements for the school lunch pro-
gram is certainly something that can be a basis for debarment
under school lunch authorities today. So authority to debar from
the school lunch program for sale of adulterate foods exists now.
There have been debarments exercised by the Food and Nutrition
Service for violations of procurement, and I believe some
debarments where food adulteration was involved.

Regarding recall announcements, it is very important that an-
nouncements enhance recall effectiveness. That is what industry
works for so fiercely: When a recall is undertaken, we strive to ef-
fectively get the word out and get that food back. That is the para-
mount concern.

Unfortunately we have had a number of experiences with recalls.
In one of them, there was a unique circumstance that enabled CDC
to collect data from the very people who purchased the food. In that
case, we found out that a surprising number of consumersI be-
lieve it was over one-quarternot only got word of the recall, un-
derstood the recall notice, understood that it related to the food in
their freezers, but they went ahead and ate it anyway. I refer you
to CDC for that information.

So it is essential to get an appropriate response from the public
when a recall is undertaken. We have got to get the word out in
a manor that aids in getting the food back. Saturating the public
or schools with information that does not require action can have
the effect of dulling response and undermining recall effectiveness.

The Supreme Beef situation was mentioned. I would simply note
that in the Supreme Beef case, the Department of Agriculture did
appeal until I gather the Department of Justice indicated that ap-
peal was pointless because the courts consistently ruled that the
Salmonella performance standards simply do not measure food
safety. If they measured food safety, that standard would have
been upheld, and operations at Supreme Beef would have been

4 G
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stopped. As it is, Supreme Beef was bankrupted, even though they
prevailed at every point of the litigation.

Finally, regarding a single food agency, it was suggested that the
written testimony that I provided was adamantly opposed to a sin-
gle food agency. Senator Durbin, we do not regard the single food
agency as a radical idea, but we do respectfully submit that a sin-
gle food agency is simply not likely to provide the kinds of benefits
that have been suggested.

The fundamental differences that exist between the agencies are
due to differences in the underlying statutes. Some of the other
witnesses have suggested that as well. Simply merging the agen-
cies will not change those differences in regulatory systems or even
the cultures of the agencies. I think you would have a two-branch
food safety system that works very much the same way as the cur-
rent two agencies do separately.

I would note that I have had some involvement with Federal re-
organizations, and there is a very significant loss in productivity of
agency personnel when an agency reorganization occurs.

I will stop there, because I take it I have gone over my time. I
appreciate your consideration of our views. The National Food
Processors Association is very dedicated to science-based efforts to
advance food safety, and we appreciate the opportunity to work
with the subcommittees.

Mr. HORN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will bring some tears, and that is Cheryl Rob-

erts, from Corner, Georgia. She, too, is a member of S.T.O.P., Safe
Tables Our Priority.

Ms. Roberts.

TESTIMONY OF CHERYL ROBERTS,' COMER, GEORGIA, MEM-
BER, S.T.O.P., SAFE TABLES OUR PRIORITY, ACCONSEPANIED
BY TYLER ROBERTS
Ms. ROBERTS. Thank you.
This is my son Tyler, and he is the victim of a foodborne illness.
On behalf of my family, Safe Tables Our Priority, and all the vic-

tims of foodborne illnesses, thank you for having me today.
When Tyler was 11, in April 1998he is 15 nowhe ate just afew bites of a contaminated, undercooked hamburger at school. Herealized that it was raw and stopped eating it, but not soon

enough. It takes only three to five E. Co li 0157:H7 bacteria to kill
a child. Tyler had eaten enough that his next few weeks and ours
would be filled with horror that he would die.

Within the next few days, he became very ill. He had diarrhea,
pain, vomiting; it came and went for days. We visited the doctor,
who was concerned but not yet connecting his symptoms with he-
molytic uremic syndrome, which is an outcome of E. Co li 0157:H7
poisoning, since there had been no other reported cases of this in
our area.

For the next week, Tyler's condition was up and down; at times,
he was doubled over with severe stomach cramps. We felt helpless
because there was nothing we could do, and he was in so much
pain.

1 The prepared statement of Ms. Roberts appears in the Appendix on page 122.
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As his conditioned got worse, the doctor sent us for more exten-
sive blood work. We were horrified to find out that Tyler had kid-
ney failure. He was hospitalized in Atlanta, 80 miles from our
home. We were told that in most cases, children with Tyler's kid-
ney function would be on dialysis, but due to his existing diabetes
and age near puberty, we were told that if he went on dialysis, he
would probably have to be put on a transplant list.

Tyler had to have diuretics, blood transfusions, his color was the
color of a sheet, he had severe fatigue, he cried and had horrible
nightmares of monsters coming to take him away.

He was in the hospital for approximately 1 week, and it would
be well over a year before Tyler had his color and strength back
and began to act and look like a normal child again.

All of this because he ate an undercooked, contaminated ham-
burger served at his school for lunch. We had told the doctor at the
hospital about the hamburger. It was reported, and someone went
to school the next day and took the leftover hamburgers. They went
to two different laboratories and tested positive for E. Coli 0157:H7
bacteria. It was sheer luck that they obtained and identified patho-
gen and source. Often, there is no food leftover to be tested, or the
time window has passed, or the lab makes an error. In this case,
it was clear that there was E. Coli 0157:H7 in the meat that Tyler
had been served at school, which should have sparked a commu-
nity-wide effort to make sure that other children who had eaten
the same meat were identified and followed up on and received the
necessary medical care. Instead, local health officials and the
media tried to make it appear that Tyler got sick because he was
diabetic.

Local health officials did not want anyone to know that the meat
was contaminated. They did not even tell us. The health depart-
ment reacted as though it was our fault that he was sick and that
it could not be a problem with the school lunch. It was as if they
did not want to beli&e it could happen in our community.

The principal and the superintendent were the ones who notified
us. Other parents with sick childrenand there were many who
called us afterward and told us that their children had the same
symptomswere encouraged to believe that their children had a
virus. This endangered other children in our community, because
E. Coli 0157:H7 is easily passed between children playing, in day
care and after-school facilities, in swimming pools. The E. Coli out-
break in an Atlanta water park that sickened two dozen children
and killed one child a few years back was almost certainly of
foodborne origin.

Another S.T.O.P. member who could not be here today has a 6-
year-old daughter who suffered neurological damage and will en-
dure years of kidney transplants due to E. Coli 0157:H7 that she
contracted playing with other children who picked up the germ
from their school lunch tacos.

We should not be putting our children in danger from the simple
fact of eating a government-approved lunch. Our story more than
anything demonstrates how crucial it is to ensure that food safe
from pathogens is being sent to school systems, where contami-
nated food can be mishandled by a distracted worker or cross-con-
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taminated and have a disastrous effect on the health of a captive
population of children.

Tyler was very sick because his hamburger was first of all con-
taminated, and second, incorrectly prepared. His age and weakened
immune system put him at an especially vulnerable condition for
severe food poisoning. We feel very blessed because victims with
even fewer health problems have died from this brutal illness.

Our story also highlights the fact that victims are all too often
treated like second-class citizens by health officials and other work-
ers, whose main interest is covering up for misdeeds and not pro-
tecting the public health. This attitude comes at the expense of a
community. We live in a very small town, and the impact on our
community from this has been huge and divisive. Those who had
children with symptoms were concerned and on one side, while
those who did not and who knew little about the bacteria were on
the other, feeling that this could not be happening in our small
community. No lawsuits were filed against the school, but people
still act as if we were out to hurt the school.

This is not an attack on schools. It is a cry for help. The subject
of this hearing is to determine what steps our government should
be taking to prevent foodborne diseases in the schools, and we have
outlined some recommendations in our written testimony. But real-
ly, the answer is simple, as Tyler can tell you and all the other
children who have been poisoned by this disease in their govern-
ment-sponsored lunches. The answer is very simple: Every step you
can take will help.

Thank you.
Mr. HORN. Well, thank you both. I see that your family is here,

and I hope things are working out fine.
I might add on that, just to get it on the record, in terms of ham-

burger, let us say, what is the Fahrenheit that should be cooked
to, and would that solve a lot of this if it is properly heated?

Dr. MURANO. Yes, sir; 160 degrees Fahrenheit internal tempera-ture.
I certainly do not want to take up the time of the next witness,

but I do want to say that Ms. Roberts is the reason why I came
to Washington. Had a good career at Texas A and M University
and, as I like to tell people, I did not come here because I like to
ride the Metro. I came here because I believe in making food assafe as possible.

Her story I believe underscores if anything the fact that zero tol-
erance, which is what we have with E. Co li 0157:H7 in ground
beef, does not equal zero risk, because you can say you have zero
tolerance, you can test, but you cannot test the problem away.

What makes the difference in controlling hazards is having a de-
contamination step or require their trimming suppliers to have one.
It is the only way that we are actually going to make progress, andit is why we put out this directive last week, because testing does
not solve the problem. Chasing after zero is not going to guarantee
safety, and what we are trying to do is make sure that we do the
things that are going to work.

Thank you.

4 3
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Mr. HORN. Well, how do most people who have small res-
taurantsand big restaurantsdo thatsimply with the ther-
mometer?

Dr. MURANO. Yes, sir.
Mr. HORN. And are there inspections on that?
Dr. MURANO. The local health departments of course are the ones

that go into restaurants and make sure that safe food handling and
food preparation practices are being followed. But certainly, again,
the thought that having a testing program that is going to give us
what we are after, which is safe food, is something that, if any-
thing, can give us a false sense of security.

We know from our own data, for example, that last year, all the
ground beef establishments that had to recall product because it
contained E. Co li 0157117 had passed their Salmonella perform-
ance standards. So again, as a microbiologist, I can tell you this is
why HACCP was developed, because we want to prevent and not
be chasing after these bugs. We want to get rid of them, and that
is what the directives that I mentioned a while ago are aimed to
do.

Thank you.
Mr. HORN. When I order a hamburger, I look at it, and if I see

one bit of red meat still around that is not browned, I do not eat
it; and I tell them how I want it to start with. Does that help?

Dr. MuRANo. Absolutely, it does, because we certainly know that
if you thoroughly cook the meat, you will kill these pathogens. But
the important thing is to remember that along the food chain, ev-
erybody has a role to playprocessors do, as I just mentioned; cer-
tainly the food preparer does, and the food handler does. We all
have to work toward the same goal, and the link of the chain, so
to speak, that is under my oversight is where we are going to make
as much of an impact as possible, and we appreciate the efforts
that others have made in terms of not only helping us do our job
but also in educating the public and consumers regarding exactly
the questions that you were just askingwhat should be the cor-
rect internal cooking temperature and so forth.

Mr. HORN. Dr. Crawford, on behalf of FDA, is there anything
else we can do other than what Dr. Murano has suggested?

Dr. CRAWFORD. No; I think Dr. Murano summarized it very well.
The E. Coll 0157:H7 is something that has not always been in our
food supply. We hear people all the time say, "I have eaten raw
hamburgers all my life, and I have never gotten ill, and I am going
to keep doing it." What they do not know and do not bother to find
out is that many of these things are new and emerging, and they
make foods that were otherwise completely, or not nearly com-
pletely safe years ago unsafe. Raw oysters, for example, did not
have an organism in them 30 years ago that they do now. So we
just have to keep up with that.

It is the responsibility of FDA and other agencies dealing with
food safety to convey that information to the public and also to do
our job of enforcing food safety standards.

Mr. HORN. What causes the organisms to develop this way? You
just cited an example.

Dr. CRAWFORD. Well, I will ask Dr. Murano, who is certainly an
expert in this area. The organisms evolve or mutate, and they have
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been doing that, of course, since time began, so they change insome form or another to become more dangerous to humans.The other thing that happens is that they enter a new speciesof animal. For example, we have a form of Salmonella that is nowprominent in eggs which was not the case many years ago, calledSalmonella enteritidis. So they find a new niche, and they alsoevolve, and then, organisms like viruses that have never been de-tected before all of a sudden just appear. Maybe they were here allalong in another niche, but also, they could have just evolved.Thank you.
Mr. HORN. We will now turn to the last presenter, who is MaryKlatko, who is the Food Service Director with Howard CountySchools in Howard County, Maryland. She is speaking here for theAmerican School Food Service Association.

TESTIMONY OF MARY KLATK0,1 ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD AND
NUTRITION SERVICE, HOWARD COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
HOWARD COUNTY, MARYLAND, ON BEHALF OF THE AMER-
ICAN SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION
MS. KLATKO. Senator Durbin and Representative Horn, I amMary Klatko, Food and Nutrition Service Administrator for theHoward County Public School System in Howard County, Mary-land. We are a school district of 45,000 students, with 67 schoolslocated between Baltimore and Washington. I am also the coordi-nator of a purchasing cooperative which serves 12 Maryland coun-tiesapproximately half of the Statewith an enrollment of235,000 students in 375 schools.
With me today is Barry Sackin, Staff Vice President, Public Pol-icy, for the American School Food Service Association.
Thank you for this opportunity to speak to you about food safetyin school nutrition programs.
The American School Food Service Association is a member orga-nization of more than 57,000 school food service professionals.Among our members, we count the directors of most of the 5,000large districts in this country serving almost 70 percent of schoolmeals. More than half of our members have received ASFSA certifi-cation, a professional standard that includes having completed andpassed a comprehensive food safety program.
I do not know of one school food service professional who is notdeeply concerned about the safety of the food they serve. The con-cern stems primarily from our commitment to the children in ourcare. I am proud of the record we have established over manyyears, which clearly shows that school meals are among the safestserved in this country.
In February 2000, the Government Accounting Office submitteda report to Congress requested by Senator Harkin. This report stat-ed in part that there were over 20 outbreaks of foodborne illnessin schools reported to CDC during 1997 and 1998. Eight of thosewere attributed to school meals and affected 1,609 children.ASFSA is very concerned about every 1 of these 1,609 children.And it is difficult sitting next to you, Tyler, knowing that you were

1The prepared statement of Ms. Klatko appears in the Appendix on page 126.
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one of those. It really has an effect on someone to put a face with
a name and a problem.

ASFSA is very concerned, but the numbers do have to be put in
context. Each day, at more than 92,000 schools in this country.
school food service professionals serve more than 7.8 million break-
fasts and 27.6 million lunches. This means that during the 2 years
included in the GAO study, schools provided approximately 13 bil-
lion school meals as well as an unspecified number of other cus-
tomers served through a la carte sales, catering activities, and
other programs that many school food service programs run, such
as Head Start and Meals on Wheels.

We attribute this remarkable record to the care taken in han-
dling, preparing, and serving food. Quality school food service pro-
grams emphasize food safety, and we constantly train and retrain
employees in safe handling practices.

The first line of defense is and always will be the people who
handle the food. Part of this commitment includes training staff to
receive food deliveries in ways consistent with healthful, safe prac-
tices, including checking for freshness, the proper temperature on
receipt, and handling, and that products do not show any signs of
adulteration.

ASFSA food safety training recommends that school districts
strictly monitor food safety from the time food is received to the
time it is served. The Association offers "Serving It Safe," a nation-
ally accepted sanitation and food safety course for food service
staff, to help them keep their kitchens safe, clean, and sanitary.

Marcia Smith, President of the American School Food Service As-
sociation, said: "Our Association has offered training opportunities
to thousands of our members in order to increase their knowledge
and practice of food safety. We consider this a top priority."

In keeping with this philosophy, one way that we think Congress
can address the issue is to provide resources to assist school dis-
tricts in training staff; also, many school districts are developing
HACCP, or hazard analysis critical control point-based models, for
their food service facilities. This development is resource-intensive,
and it would be helpful and appropriate for Congress to assist in
developing model programs and providing the means for districts
with the best practices to share their processes with other schools.

The Chicago Tribune article that has been discussed today cited
the poor physical condition of some of the Chicago schools they vis-
ited, mentioning peeling paint and equipment in disrepair. Today,
in tight budget times, schools are hard-pressed to allocate funds for
updating school facilities. A section of the National School Lunch
Act which was repealed in 1981 would have allowed CongresE to
contribute toward modernizing school cafeterias. ASFSA supports
reinstating this provision of the law called "the Non-Food Assist-
ance Program."

Mr. Chairman and other Members of the Subcommittees, there
may be schools in this Nation where some of the negative situa-
tions mentioned in The Chicago Tribune article do exist. In a few
schools, food service staff may not be certified or given enough
training. School kitchens are frequently the last in line for facility
modernization. However, most schools around the country have
well-trained, certified professionals running exemplary programs in
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sanitary food production facilities, and most vendors in school meal
programs are beyond reproach in their attention to safe processing
and handling of the foods they prepare and sell.

On behalf of the Association, I thank you for your attention and
interest. We would be happy to answer any questions that you may
have.

Mr. HORN. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Klatko. Your testi-
mony today indicated that the American School Food Service Asso-
ciation concentrates its efforts on recommending that schools strict-
ly monitor food safety from the time food is received to the time
it is served.

I would like to explore with you if you have concerns about en-
suring the safety of products purchased by the schools before they
reach the cafeterias. This would appear to be the first line of de-
fense.

How do you feel about that, how you can really do something
with it?

Ms. KLATKO. Mr. Horn, my background is in business and ad-
ministration. I do not have the scientific training that many of the
people at this table do. I know how to handle food when it gets to
the school serving line and through the process. I have to rely basi-
cally on blind faith for what happens prior to the food getting to
me.

I have not had any bad experiences with food handling or food
safety prior to getting to me or when it has been in our school sys-
tem or the other school systems I have worked in. I guess I have
been very fortunate, but I do still believe that our food supply is
the safest in the Nation. I do have to rely on Congress and the ad-
ministration to come up with whatever you feel is necessary to
make the food supply as safe as it possibly can be for those of us
who are responsible for feeding children in our program and for the
health and safety of the students such as the one sitting next to
me.

Mr. HORN. In your testimony, you did not mention the guidance
that the Department of Agriculture does provide to local schools on
how to procure safe foods. What are your thoughts on that guid-
ance?

MS. KLATKO. The National Food Service Management Institute
does provide a procurement course. NFSMI is under the jurisdic-
tion of USDA. I have taken the course. It is called "First Choice."
It does teach practices that you should use when you are pur-
chasing food. I learned a lot from it, and that is what has helped
us with our cooperative. It has been very helpful for that to be
available.

I also know that USDA has a Web site, and I have used that
Web site and have been able to find information concerning a vari-
ety of things, including procurement practices.

Mr. HORN. Most universities have accredited programs for nutri-
tionists and people who relate to home economics. Do those people
get training in any way to assure accreditation when a campus
turns out a number of people to go into the hospitals and nursing
homes and all the rest, in terms of food and what you do with it?
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MS. KLATKO. I am sure they do, because my prior experience in
food service was in hospital work, and yes, in my bachelor of
science training, I did receive that kind of information.

I will tell you that in small school districts throughout the coun-
try, that is not going to happen; you are not going to have a person
With that kind of education or degree. You are going to have people
who are coming right from the community to work in this field. But
there is ongoing training available through ASFSA, through USDA,
through the conferences that we hold, and the local health depart-
ments do have standards in many, many jurisdictions, and I know
that throughout the entire State of Maryland, you do have to have
a certified manager on site when you are preparing food.

Mr. HORN. Those of you who stayed from the government side,
thank you. Is there anything that you would like to say after hear-
ing some very moving affiliation on what we are talking about?

Dr. CRAWFORD. I appreciate the opportunity to stay. We are
mindful of these situations, and of course, as Dr. Murano so elo-
quently said, they are the reasons that we are working in food safe-
ty and doing what we can do to make the food supply as safe as
anywhere in the world.

We need a couple more things in FDA to get that done, as I have
mentioned before, three times. Once again, that bioterrorism bill
does contain some things that would help us do our job. But let me
assure you, Mr. Chairman, that the commitment is certainly there
to do everything within our power to make the food safe and also
to prevent illnesses such as we have heard described so well today.

Mr. HORN. Mr. Bode, what are your thoughts about there being
no need to provide recall authority?

Mr. BODE. I have two thoughts, sir. One is that Tyler's story is
of course very compelling. It is especially frustrating to know that
he got so sick from meat that may have been purchasedand for
all we know, it wasunder the USDA Commodity Purchase Pro-
gram, with its specifications of a zero tolerance for Salmonella. Yet
E. Co li 0157:H7 was present.

E. Co li 0157:H7 could have been completely controlled, had
USDA specifications for that ground beef not prohibited the use of
irradiation. Irradiation is a proven food safety technology that ef-
fectively controls pathogens, including E. Co li 0157:H7. Unfortu-
nately, when USDA put its zero tolerance specification for Sal-
monella in place, they also prohibited use of irradiation. It is a
problem when we bar the use of recognized safe and effective food
safety technologies.

Regarding recall authority, the food processors are very dedicated
to effective recalls. We feel that mandatory recall authority is not
necessary because we have an extensive body of experience with ef-
fective recalls being undertaken at the request of Federal agencies,
and many recalls are initiated by companies that identify a prob-
lem and notify the regulatory agency that a recall is being under-
taken.

I would also note that one of the facts that has been used to jus-
tify mandatory recall authority is that sometimes a very small per-
centage of the recalled product is recovered. A low recovery rate is
not because the recall was voluntary instead of mandatory. There
is absolutely nothing to indicate that the amount of product recov-
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ered would have been any different had a recall been mandatory.
Generally, a low recovery rate occurs because the recall was initi-
ated relatively late, the product was already out on the market for
quite some time, and it was a perishable product. That has been
my experience.

The overall key is to move more aggressively to good, science=
based systems to better prevent problems to identify problems
more quickly and then to respond to problems more effectively.

Mr. HORN. Dr. Murano, how do you respond to Mr. Bode's point
on irradiation?

Dr. MuRANo. I absolutely agree. I am sitting here next to the
Roberts family, and had that beef been irradiated, Tyler would not
have become sick. We know that.

It is frustrating for me as a microbiologist who studied several
decontamination strategies as a researcher back at Iowa State Uni-
versity and at Texas A and M University, when I know that there
are methods out there, if you will, that will in a sense make the
food safer, and if we do not avail ourselves of those, we are dciing
a disservice to consumers.

I would like to end my comments if I can by restating what I
think needs to be said, which is the fact that FSIS, certainly
USDA, is committed to enforcing the regulations. That is what we
do every day. We shut down plants as required by law when we
find that sanitation is not adequate, when we find that the plants
are not following their HACCP programs adequately.

I know that the issue of Supreme Beef has been brought up, and
somebody mistakenly assertedI am not sure who it wasthat we
are no longer able to shut down plants and that we are not testing
for Salmonella and so forth. I am here to tell you that we are con-
tinuing to test for Salmonella as we always did, but we are using
the Salmonella test as a verification of what the plant is actually
doing. Again, we know from science that it is not testing that is
going to ensure food safety; it is what the plant actually does in
the process. It is the steps that the plant is actually taking to con-
trol the hazards.

Hazard control is the key, and this is what we work on every day
at meat and poultry plants to make sure that it is happening, and
when it does not happen, we take enforcement action and take it
swiftly and have continued to do so after the Supreme Beef deci-
sion and will continue to do that.

Mr. DYCKMAN. Could I make a point?
Mr. HORN. Certainly.
Mr. DYCKMAN. You had asked if any government witness had a

response or a comment, and I would like to offer a couple of com-
ments if I may.

First, on recall authority and the government's record on recall,
we issued a report in August 2000 where one of our objectives to
look at how timely are Federal Government recalls. Quite frankly,
we could not determine that because the government, USDA and
FDA, did not keep records in terms of how timely their recalls, the
ones that they voluntarily asked firms to conduct, took place, be-
cause USDA and FDA at that time did not tell companies within
what timeframes they expected them to act, plus they did not keep
records in terms of tracking the extent and the timeliness of re-
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callsalthough from memory, FDA officials told us that 9 recalls
out of 3,000 they remembered were not timely, and we document
that. And we had a set of recommendations to get better data on
the extent of timeliness of recalls.

One other point is that several witnesses referred to our earlier
report in terms of the number of school outbreaks in 1997 as being
20. In our latest testimony, we updated that; CDC has now revised
that data to 39. But the really important point is that both of those
figures clearly understate the severity of the problem. We all know
that outbreaks are just the tip of the iceberg, because we have 76
million cases of illness, while these 39 outbreaks only represent
about 2,000. But even if you look at all the other outbreaks, 767
in 1987, that only caused 16,000we are not talking about millions
of illnesses which are occurring.

So outbreak data is important, but in some respects, it really di-
minishes the extent of the problem unfairly.

One final point that Mr. Bode made concerning single food safety
agency was that, really, the problem is overlapping jurisdiction. If
you look around the government, you will find many cases where
agencies have overlapping jurisdiction, but generally, there is some
logical reason for it. In this case, I really do not believe there is
a logical reason for it, and I think we can make a change.

Mr. HORN. Mr. Dyckman, if you have looked at these bills and
the idea of moving information to people who ,need it but have not
been receiving it, do you think the Senator's bill and the Represent-
ative's bill which is the House version will solve the problem?

Mr. DYCK1VIAN. I think they are clearly in the right direction. As
I indicated earlier, I would like to have a chance to answer that
for the record if I may.

Mr. HORN. OK. Without objection, Mr. Chairman, we will put
that in the record at this point.1

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much, and I apologize for step-
ping out for a few moments, but we are trying to juggle schedules,
as I am sure everybody else in the room is, too.

Even though he is not sworn under oath, we are going to take
a chance here and ask Tyler Robertshow are you doing?

Mr. ROBERTS. I am doing fine, thank you.
Senator DURBIN. Are you?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator DURBIN. Do you have any long-term problems from this

terrible experience?
Mr. ROBERTS. Well, I still have protein in my urine, but we do

not know, soI should be fine.
Senator DURBIN. Good. And how about your eating habitshave

they changed?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator DURBIN. Tell me how they have changed?
Mr. ROBERTS. Well, if I do have a hamburger, it has to be cooked

by my dad so we know it is cooked safely, because I just will not
take a chance.

Senator DURBIN. How about restaurantsdo you order ham-
burgers in restaurants?

1Information submitted by Mr. Bode appears in the Appendix on page 133.
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Mr. ROBERTS. I have not in a while, not in a long time.Senator DURBIN. Understoodbecause dad is not cooking, right?Mr. RoBERTS. Yes.
Senator DURBIN. Well, thank you for being here today, and Ms.Roberts, thank you very much. I am sorry that Ms. Doneth had toleave, but between the two of you, you really have put a humanface on this. We talk about statistics and 80-year-old agencies, andwe forget about the kids who really go through this.Mr. Bode, I am really kind of at a loss, and that is somethingfor a Senator. It is a $500 billion U.S. food processing industry.What we are talking about is taking an 80-year-old-plus systemthat has been cobbled together and condemned for 40 years and fi-nally turning it into one, single, scientific food agency that wouldgive people more confidence in the product that you make, andevery time we have a hearing, you come in and tell us this is anawful idea, this is a terrible idea, and you suggest that we aregoing to put under one roof all these different standards and lawsand just call them the new agency. Trust methe bill does not dothat. That is not our intention.

Why are the national food processors so afraid of change? Whyare you afraid to come into the 21st Century and use science? Whyare you afraid to walk away from the old politics and the old chair-men and the old agencies and do something that is really thought-ful and really looks ahead? What are you afraid of?Mr. BODE. Senator Durbin, the food processors are not afraid ofa thing that is science-based and rational in its approach. That isour big objective. With all due respect
Senator DURBIN. Is this rational?
Mr. BODE. With all due respect, we did not say "awful," and Idid not say "terrible."
Senator DURBIN. But is this rational? Is our current system ra-tional?
Mr. BODE. I am certainly not here to tell you that we feel thiswas the ideal way to design a food safety system. I did not wantto give that impression.
Senator DURBIN. IS the current system either rational or science-based? Can you say either of those things on the record, underoath?
Mr. BODE. I think it is historically based. It is not the way thatwe would design a scientific, rational system from scratch todaymost certainly, it is not.
Senator DURBIN. Then, why do you defend it? Why are you soafraid to change it?
Mr. BODE. Sir, our point is that merging the agencies to form asingle food agency is not going to change the food safety issues thatwe have talked about.
Senator DURBIN. Trust me for a second. We are not going to justchange the name on the door; we are not going to put them in anew building and keep these same laws that are so crazy. We haveto go to a science-based system and one agency that eliminates theduplication and the craziness. Why do you oppose that?Mr. BODE. Repeatedly over the years, the food processors havepressed for moving forward on science-based food systems, repeat-edly they have petitioned the agencies for new regulatory require-
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ments, and that is why, for example, they are credited with solving
the problem of botulism in this country. It is moving forward with
science-based systems that we support, and we most certainly sup-
port risk-based inspectional programs.

Senator DURBIN. Let me just suggest to you that we can improve
the current system, but I am reminded of former Governor Ann
Richards, who said: "You can put lipstick on a pig and call her
'Monique,' but it is still a pig."

We can go ahead and change at the edges this system and make
it a little bit better here and a little bit better there, and yet we
still have the FDA inspecting 80 plants for every single inspector,
and the USDA with more than one inspector per plant. We have
this crazy patchwork quilt of responsibility when it comes to food.
And we can nibble at the edges and work on thisand,Dr. Murano
says the USDA and the FDA are actually speaking to each other.
They have a memorandum of understanding. There is a peace trea-
ty. This is all well and good, but don't you understand how short
of the mark it is?

Mr. BODE. I do understand that it is not enough for them to
merely be speaking to one another. We are thrilled that they are
working together very effectively. Nobody feels the pressure from
problems between the regulatory agencies more quickly than the
food industry, especially those parts of it that are driving for strong
science-based systems.

Let us be clear about what each change will accomplish. To sim-
ply have a single food agency will not change the differences in our
food inspectional systems because those differences, are rooted in
underlying statutes. You have got to change those authorizing
statute s

Senator DURBIN. I want to send you my bill, because it is not just
a matter of putting a new name on the door; it is changing the law
to base it on scienceand you know it isor, ,I think you do.

Dr. Murano, you said earlier that sharing information with
school districts about the sources of food was not something that
you would object to. You think that if they want to have this infor-
mation before they decide to buy from a certain vendor, you think
that is reasonable; is that correct?

Dr. MURANO. It is reasonable, but again, Senator, I think I
maybe have overstated it, and at the risk of stating it one more
time, I truly, philosophicallyif we just think philosophically right
nowdo believe that it is our responsibility in regulatory agencies
to make sure that whoever buys food, whether it is a school for a
school lunch program, whether it is a mother to make food at
home, whatever the circumstance, that when they go and buy that
food, if it is meat or poultryand my colleague will attest to the
other foodsit is as safe as possible and that we have made sure
of that.

As far as information, that is certainly something that, if people
want, it may or may not help them. The point is that to make a
real difference, we have to hold the industry accountable, we have
to do our jobs right, and that is why I am very big on even our in-
spector force being held accountable when they do- not do their jobs
right, because it is our responsibility to make sure that we do not
put that on somebody else.
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Senator DURBIN. I understand that. That is all of our goal, it
goes without saying. But what I said to you at a previous hearing
I will say again: The only people involved with the USDA who are
for a single food agency are those who have retired from the USDA.
As soon as they leave your agency, they are for it; and those who
are not in your agency, unless they are with the National Food
Processors, like the idea, too.

So I am just hoping that since, as you said, you came to Wash-
ington not because you like the Metro but because you want to
make a difference, you will join me in this process.

Let me address recall for just a second if I can. Mr. Bode says
and I am trying to look through his rhetoric to what he is actually
sayingthat the problem with mandatory recall is due process. I
read into that "lawyers," and being a lawyer myself, I understand
it, which basically says if you want me to have a mandatory recall
of a product, be prepared to go to court.

The second thing you said was if USDA says recall a certain
product, and you do, and it turns out to be a mistake, there could
be legal problems. Well, I have to tell you now that if I understand
the current system, if USDA waves a red flagdoes not have re-
call, but waves a red flagand says "We have a problem here with
some food," what I have found is that in most instances, the pro-
ducers automatically snap to attention and say, "Bring it all back,
because we are going to lose consumer confidence, and we may be
inviting thousands of lawsuits."

Well, waving that flag could invite the same "due process" ques-
tions. Waving that flag could invite the same questions about mis-
takes. What is the difference between a voluntary recall and a
mandatory recall when it comes to those two issues?

Mr. BODE. Sir, an agency suggesting to a food company that
there is evidence to indicate that the food is likely to be adulter-
ated does not trigger due process requirements. That is what I hear
agencies say to food companies on those occasions. The food com-
pany response is immediate, as you point out, to initiate a recall.

Senator DURBIN. I do not follow you.
Mr. BODE. I am sorry if I was incomplete. If there is a mandatory

recall situation, then you have authority for the Federal Govern-
ment to require a recall if it deems it appropriate

Senator DURBIN. OK, but let us start from the beginning
Mr. BODE [continuing]. And upon the issuance of the recall no-

tice, then due process requirements are invoked. Due process re-
quirements do not have to be met in court, of course; they could
be met in an administrative hearing

Senator DURBIN. Please, let meplease.
Mr. BODE. Yes.
Senator DURBIN. We have "Bode Hamburger Company," OK? You

have a big problem. You just put meat on the market, and Tyler
Roberts is sick, and USDA just heard about it. Now, under the cur-
rent voluntary system, they call you, Mr. Bode, and say, Guess
what, you have a sick kid down in Comer, Georgia. What are you
going to do about it?

Well, I know what you are going to do. You are going to pull back
all the product that you can get your hands on because they think
it is adulterated, and they think it is contaminated.
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Now let us take it from a different direction. It is "Bode Ham-
burger Company," and you get a call from USDA saying, "It is
worse; it appears to be bioterrorism. It appears now that there is
something contaminated in your product that does not make this
11-year-old kid sick for a year but could be killing people right and
left."

Now, are we going to rely on your voluntarily deciding to call
your product back, or should Dr. Murano have the authority to say,
"No ifs, ands, or butscall it back or else?"

Which do you think is more important for public safety in Amer-
ica?

Mr. BODE. The immediate response from the food company would
be to recall in that situation, as well. In all of my experience, if

Senator DURBIN. But it is voluntary.
Mr. BODE. But let us talk about what happens if the food com-

pany does not respond in a voluntary recall system. USDA cer-
tainly has the authority to detain that product. That product also
can be seized. Specifically, while that food is detained, USDA can
go to court and obtain a seizure order. They also can go to court
and get injunctive relief from the courts for recall of the product.

Senator DURBIN. Ms. De Waal.
Ms. DEWAAL. Thank you so much, Senator Durbin.
One of the big issues about mandatory recall does not always im-

pact just the domestic industry. And as Mr. Dyckman stated, GAO
has documented a number of occasions where recalls were delayed
as a result of this voluntary system. But the real problem is with
imported food. And in the situation you just laid out of this poten-
tial bioterrorist issue arising in food, how do our government agen-
cies go to an importer and say you have to recall, but it is a vol-
untary system?

We need mandatory systems to ensure not only that our domestic
industry is in compliance but that our importers are as well, be-
cause while some of themthe vast majorityare upstanding,
there have been examples with FDA-regulated product where im-
porters did not comply with agency requests, and they refused to
turn over distribution lists, and they refused to order the recall of
their products.

All they can do is send out a press release, but there is no other
action that the government can take.

Senator DURBIN. I have gone over my time, but I just want to
close by saying, Dr. Murano, that I still believe that this is a power
that you ought to have. I hope you never have to use it.

And to Mr. Bode, I am sorry, but using a voluntary system
there are good guys and bad guys in this country and outside this
country, and if the National Food Processors wants to defend all
the bad guys, it is not going to be good for your industry.

I just hope we can take this hearing which started off on school
lunch and return it to school lunch. There are some things that we
have proposed here today which I hope will move us toward a safer
food supply for children in schools. That is what this was all about.
It always brings us back to the key issue. We have too many agen-
cies stumbling over one another in Washington with different
standards and different laws, and unfortunately, very little science
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backing them up under the current scheme. I think we can do bet-
ter. I thank you all for joining us.

Mr. HoRN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have a tradition on our side of thanking the staff who worked

on this from the House side. The Staff Director and Chief Counsel,
J. Russell George, is right behind me. President Bush has nomi-
nated him to be Inspector General of a very fine agency, and we
never know when he is going to leave, and we would like to keep
him there, but it is up to the Senate, as you know. So he is doing
his homework.

Bonnie Heald, our Deputy Staff Director, is back with commu-
nications; Henry Ray, Senior Counsel; Earl Pierce, Professional
Staff Member; Justin Paulhaimus is our Clerk, and he is always
busy during these things, moving things around.

For the minority, we have David McMillen, Professional Staff
Member; and Jean Gosa. It is a great team for the minority.

The court reporter is Annie Hayes, and we are glad to haye youdo all of this; we mumble once in a while, and you un-mumble us,
so thank you.

Senator DURBIN. Mr. Chairman, this is like the credits at the end
of a movie, so I want to add at least two namesEmily Kirk on
my staff, and Marianne Upton, for their work in putting this to-
gether.

Thank you very much.
This Subcommittee meeting will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5:45 p.m., the joint hearing was concluded.]
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the House Subcommittee on Government Efficiency
April 30, 2002

Mr. Chairman and Members of both Senate and House Committees, thank you for the
opportunity to testify on this important health issue that affects our children., would especially
like to thank Chairman Durbin for all his efforts to improve our nation's food safety. We have
Worked closely on this issue for many years, and I look forward to working together with you in
the future. I would also like to thank Chairman Horn and Ranking Member Schakowsky. It is
great to see my House colleagues here today.

The National School Lunch program was established to improve children's nutrition,
increase lower-income children's access to nutritious meals, and help support our nation's
agricultural economy. On an average day in 2001, more than one of every two children in
America ate a School Lunch program meal. In my own state of Connecticut, 1,093 Schools and
about 272,000 students participated in the program. The School Lunch program is a key
component to the health of our children and we need to ensure that the food is safe.

There is no question that this program is vitally important, but we must remain vigilant to
ensure the safety of the food that is served to our kids. This is a special concern because
foodbome pathogens that might only mildly affect an adult could seriously sicken or even kill a
child whose immune system has not fully developed. I have had personal experience with this
problim. When I was child, I contracted salmonella, a food borne illness. I was put in a hospital
quarantine for several days, away from my parents and family. I understand the devastating
effects of foodbome illness.

A February 2000 GAO report concluded that "few outbreaks of foodbome illness" were
reported in the School Lunch and School Breakfast programs. But at the same time, I understand
that the Chicago Tribune reported last year that there has been a 56% increase in school food
outbreaks from 1990 to 1997. It is imperative that we determine the scope of this problem. To
further ensure the safety of our children, we must address these issues.

As the Tribune series reported last year, some schools no longer prepare their meals from
scratch. According to the series, 15 percent to 20 percent of schools currently contract out their
lunch programs. Meals are factory-frozen and "pre-plated"; manufactured according to portion
size and nutrition requirements of the school lunch contracts. As,a result of these techniques,
harmful pathogens can contaminate these food traYs, and sicken More children. The largest cases
of foodbome illness have included 400 children sickened by staphylococcus aureus in spaghetti
in 1996 and the 213 students sickened at 23 Michigan schools from strawberries contaminated
with hepatitis A.

We should also be concerned about the conditions of the cafeterias where these meals are
served. Again, using the Chicago area as a case study, the Tribune provided vivid examples of
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unsanitary conditions and unsafe food handling practices. An inspector found wastewater had
spilled from a leak in a freezer at the North Side Pierce School, soiling several cases of frozen
hamburger patties. Rather than get rid of the food, the inspector instructed the lunch room
manager to simply move the patties to another freezer. Other problems include rodent infestation
or droppings in areas where food is prepared, and peeling paint in food storage preparation and
storage areas. In some cases, the peeling paint contained lead, which can ultimately cause brain
damage in children who eat it repeatedly. These are only some of the examples. If this is the
case in Chicago, it's probably occurring across the country. Something must be done.

Another concern is the current federal oversight of the safety of the food in the School
Lunch Program. While the School Lunch and other federally assisted meal programs are
administered by the Food and Nutrition Service at USDA, the safety of school meals is
monitored by USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service and the Food and Drug
Administration. FSIS is required to ensure the safety of all meat, poultry and some egg products
and FDA is responsible for all other foods including fruit, seafood, vegetables and other
products. As a 2001 GAO report stated, "the current food safety system is a patchwork structure
that hampers efforts to adequately address existing and emerging food safety risks." Further, "the
resulting fragmented organizational and legal structure causes inefficient use of resources,
inconsistent oversight and enforcement, and ineffective coordination, which together hamper
federal efforts to comprehensively address food safety concerns." (GAO-02-47T)

Even if contaminated food is identified, neither FSIS nor FDA has the ability to order a
mandatory recall of the product. Instead, both agencies can only request manufacturers to start a
recall voluntarily and announce if a manufacturer has started a recall to keep the public informed.
But as the GAO reported, "the announcements do not include detailed information, such as
whether the recalled food was delivered to a USDA food assistance program or was USDA-
donated food." (GAO/RCED-00-53) In addition, in some cases, because of record-keeping flaws
and a complex distribution chain, USDA cannot trace back the product to its original source. In
response to an outbreak of e. coli at a school in Minnesota, the Health Department reported,
"USDA cannot positively say what beef was used in the hot dish and which plant it came from."

How can we address these critical issues? First, schools must be given the tools they
need to make sure the food they serve is safe. This includes ensuring that kitchens and cafeterias
are clean and training food service employees in safe food handling practices. The Chicago
Tribune examples of dirty kitchens, improperly handled food and undercooked meals should
serve as a wake up call to action. Ensuring that foods are properly handled from the farm to, in
this case, the cafeteria is critical to the safety of our children.

At the federal level, we can also do more. I believe we need to consolidate and
streamline the various agencies that are responsible for protecting our food and put authority into
one food safety administrator. To that end, in May 2001, I introduced the Safe Food Act. Like
Senator Durbin's bill, the legislation would establish an independent agency called the Food
Safety Administration with responsibility for all federal food safety activities. It would transfer
all food safety activities to the new agency from parts of USDA, FDA and the Department of
Commerce. Currently, my bill enjoys 43 bipartisan cosponsors who believe this is the right thing
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to do.

Second, I think we should give USDA and FDA the authority to conduct a mandatory
recall to'ensure that contaminated food does notinake it into the school cafeteria. In lOOking at
recent data, in some cases USDA has only been able to recover a small part of a contaminated
produCt. For example, in 2000 one CompanY initiated a voluntary recall of 22,000 pounds of
ground beef tainted vVith e. coli. While.the case.is still open, so far only 10 pounds of the product
have been recovered. We need to be able .to move swiftly, and I believe giving USDA and FDA
the authority to institute a mandatory recall would do that.

Finally, we must maintain the'tero4oferance salmonella standard for ground beef used in
the School Lunch program. A recent PBS Frontline program entitled, "Modem Meat" exposed a
variety of issues in the production of the meat that we all should be concerned about. I urge you
all to watch this documentary. The program described the numerous challenges we face in
ensuring the safety of our Meat supply'. It included the storY of Supreme Beet a manufacturer
who was supplying as much as 45 percent of the meat for the National School Lunch program.
In 1999,-the company failed USDA's salmonella standard Three times. In the first instance,
almost 50 percent of its meat was contaminated with salmonella. Rather than cleaning up its act,
Supreme Beef sued, alleging that thegovernment created arbitrary and onerous standards.
USDA lost the case and consequentlY its ability to enforce this critical standard. As a result of
the verdict, Supreme Beef kept supplying the school lunch program until they failed yet another
round of salmonella tests in June 2000.

In response, USDA inStituted a "zero tolerance" standard so that children would not be
exposed to this pathogen. As a result of thiS standard, USDA rejected millions of pounds of
ground beef that was to be used in the school lunch program. Yet in the spring of last year, the
Department proposed to reverse course and sample for other "indicator organisms" to identify
contaminated products. I thought this was the wrong thing to do. Working with Senator Durbin
and others, we made sure the zero-tolerance standard was maintained. I believe this is a critical
component to the safety of the food used in the School Lunch Program.

Our school children need to be able to sit down at lunch and know that everything
possible has been done to ensure their food is free from contamination. There is no higher
priority than the safety and health of our children.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today, and I look forward to working with you in
the future.
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Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees:

I appreciate this opportunity to come before you today to discuss the
safety of the foods served In our schools. As you know, more than
27 million cluldren are provided low-cost or free meals daily through two
federally assisted programs administered by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's (USDA) Food and Nutrition Service (FNS)--the National
School Lunch and School Breakfast programs In fiscal year 2001, these
programs were funded at about 88 billion dollars. According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Frevention (CDC), between 1990 and 1999, nearly
300 outbreaks of foodborne illness occurred in schools affecting
approximately 16,000 children. Outbreaks of foodbonie illness in our
schools are of particular concern because of children's vulnerability to
harmful pathogens. According to CDC, only a fraction of foodborne
illnesses are routinely reported, and since most foodborne illnesses are
sporadic, only a small number are identified as being part of an outbreak.'

In February 2000, we reported that USDA should take actions to better
ensure the safety of foods served in federal school meal programs.' In
response to your request, Mr. Chairmen, our testimony today (1) provides
information on the frequency of outbreaks of foodborne illness in schools
between 1990 and 1999, (2) discusses the status of our February 2000
recommendations to better safeguard the food served in our schools,
(3) offers additional observations on how the safety of the school meal
programs could be furtherenhanced, (4) discusses the status of efforts to
minimize the risk of deliberate contamination of school meals, an Issue of
heightened importance in the wake of recent events, and (6) because the
safety of the school meals hinges on the effectiveness of the nation's
overall food safety system; our testimony summarizes several endemic
problems that we have found in the federal food safety system as a whole.

Results in Brief

. ,

80-299 D-3

Our current analysis of CDC's outbreak data shows an increase in the
number of school-related outbreaks reported to CDC between 1990 and
1999 (the last year for which complete outbreak data is available). Overall,
our analysis of these data indicates that the rise in the number of

CDC defmes an outbreak as an incident in which two or more persons experience a
similar illness after ingestion of a common foot

21.7.S. General Accounting Office, &hod Mecd Programs: Few OtalbresksofFoodbome
Illness Reported, GAO/RCED-00-63 (Washkigton, D.C.: Feb. 22, 2000).
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outbreaks reported in schools since 1990 mirrors the rise in the number of
outbreaks reported in the general population. We cannot determine the
extent to which foods served in the school meal programs are the cause of
reported outbreaks because CDC's data also includes outbreaks that are
attributable to foods brought from home or other sources. Our
examination of 20 large school outbreaks in 1998 and 1999does show,
however, that the majority of the outbreaks in those years were caused by
foods served through the school meal programs. CDCattributes much of
the increases in reported outbreaks to the improved data collection
procedures initiated in 1998, when it began encouraging states to report
foodbome outbreaks and to verify the data they submitted. CDC also
suggests that increased resources for outbreak investigations and greater
pubic awareness regarding foodborne disease mightalso account for the
increased number of reported outbreaks. However, after accounting for
CDC's more active surveillance approach, our analysis revealed an
increase in reported outbreaks in schools, generally averaging 10 percent
per year. Our analysis also shows that, of those outbreaks with a known
cause, the most commonly identified cause of the illnesseswere foods
contaminated with salmonella and Norwalk-like viruses.'

USDA has been, for the most part, responsive to the two recommendations
we made in our February 2000 report. Our first recommendation entailed
USDA establishing a database to track all of the actions it takes to hold or
recall USDA-donated foods that could potentiallycause foodborne illness
in schools. We made this recommendationso that USDA could document
its responsiveness to food safety concerns and potentially identify
problematic vendors or foods. USDA agreed with our recommendation
and established a database that currently contains records of 11 food
safety actions. We also recommended that USDA revise itsschool food
service manual to include guidance for state and local school authorities
on enhanced safety provisions that are normally included in USDA's
procurement contracts for donated foods. USDA plans to address our
recommendation by revising its school procurement guidance to include
an example that addresses safety concerns. However, we believe USDA
should include more information that would be useful to schools. We
made this recommendation because state and local schoolfood authorities

3 Food contaminated with salmonella mey cause nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and
headaches. Nausea, vomiting, cgarrhea, and abdominal pain also characterizeNorwalh-like
viral infectices. Headache and low-gzade fever may also occur.
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purchase 83 percent of the dollar value of foods for the school lunch
program.

Based on the limited work we conducted in preparing for this testimony,
we have identified two other issues that may warrant additional study and
could contribute to improving the safety of school meals. First, as we
reported in February 2000, USDA's procureMent officials have routine
access to the federal inspection and compliance records of potential
suppliers, and they take these records into account when considering bids
before contracting for donated foods. However, our recent interviews with
USDA officials suggest that there is currently no mechanism for state and
local authorities to easily and routinely access such information. Because
state and local school authorities purchase the maiority of foods for
schizo] meals, they may benefit from having ready access to the inspection
and compliance information that the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services' Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and USDA collect.
Such data sharing could enable them to make more informed purchasing
decisions. USDA officials stated that this idea would have to be explored
further to address potential legal impediments to such information
sharing FDA officials said that the idea might have merit Second, in the
course of preparing for this testimony, we observed that FNS has an
established process for holding and recalling USDA-donated foods when
safety concerns arise. As the single common point of contact for all
schools participating in the school meal programs, FNS may want to study
the possibility of extending its hold and recall procedures to include
school-purchased foods. In this manner, FNS would coordinate and track
safety actions pertaining to all foods served in the school meal programs
rather thanjust those pertaining to USDA-donated foods. USDA officials
agreed with this concept and indicated that they intend to share the hold
and recall procedures with schools in fiscal year 2003.

USDA and FDA have not developed specific security provisions to protect
food served in the school meal programs from potential deliberate
contamination. But, according to USDA and FDA officials, actions
designed to enhance the security of the federal food safety system as a
whole would also enhance the security of school meals. As we testified in
October 2001, recent events have raised the specter of biotenrorism as an
emerging risk factor for our food supply. Moreover, under the current
structure, there are questions about the food safety system's ability to
detect and quicidy respond to any such event. Since our October 2001
testimony, FDA and USDA officials stated that they are better prepared to
detect and respond to such an event. The agencies are in the process of
conducting risk assessments to determine where in the farm-to-table food
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continuum the food supply may be most vulnerable. In addition, FDAhas
issued voluntary guidelines to the sectors of the food industry that it
regulates to enhance, among other things, the physical security of
processing and storage facilities. USDA is also working on a sinularset of
guidelines. Finally, agency officials told us that they have asked their field
personnel to be on heightened alert for potential security concerns.

Finally, Mr. Chairmen, as we have frequently reported in the past, a series
of structural weaknesses in our federal food safety system can affect all
consumers, including children who eat school meals. As we reported in
February 2000, while no federal agency specifically monitors the safetyof
school meals, USDA and FDA are responsible for enforcing regulations
that ensure the safety of the nation's food supply. As we testified In
October 2001 the existing food safety system is a patchwork structure that
hampers efforts to adequately address existing and emerging food safety
risks whether those risks involve inadvertent or deliberate contamination.'
The food safety system is affected by a series of overarching problems that
impede efforts to address public health concerns associated with existing
and emerging safety risks. For example, when unsafe foods are detected,
neither USDA nor FDA has the authority to recall them from distributors,
although the appropriate agency can request manufacturers to do so
voluntarily. Therefore, today we re-emphasize the need for the creation of
a single food safety agency with new legislative authority. Such an action
would go a long way toward improving overall food safety.

Background

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The extent of foodborne illness in the United States and its associated
costs are significant CDC estimates that unsafe foods cause as manyas
76 million illnesses, 325,000 hospitalizations, and 5,000 deaths annually.' In
terms of medical costs and productivity losses, foodborne filnesses
associated with seven major pathogens cost the nation between $7 billion
and $37 billion annually, according to USDA's estimates.

U.S. General Accounting Office, Food Safety and Security: Fundamental Changes
Needed to Ensure SO Food, GAO-02.47T (Washington, D.C. Oct 10, 2001).

On Apr. 19, 2002, CDC repotted that there has been a decrease in several major bacterial
foodborne illnesses, including infections due to salmonella, campylobacter, and listed&
However, CDC has not revised its estimaies of the overall incidence of foodborne illness in
the United States.
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The National School Lunch Program and the School 13reakfast Program
share the goals of improving children's nutrition, increasing lower-income
children's access to nutritious meals, and supporting the agricultural
economy. The school lunch program is available in almost all public
schools and in many private schools. About 70 percent of those schools
also participate in the breakfast program. Schools participating in the
school lunch or breakfast programs receive a per-meal federal cash
reimbursement for all meals they serve to children, as long as the meals
meet federal nutrition standards. In fiscal year 2001, school meal programs
provided lunch, breakfast, and snacks to over 27 million school children

At the federal level, FNS administers the school meal programs. At the
state level, the program is usually administered by state education
agencies, which operate them through agreements with local school food
authorities. overall, USDA donates about 17 percent of the dollar value of
food that goes on the table in school lunch programs through its Food
Distribution Program. USDA purchases and distributes commodities to
remove surpluses from the Marketplace and to provide nutritious foods to
the nation's children. Schools purchase the remaining 83 percent of the
dollar value of food served uSing USDA's cash reimbursement and their
own funds. In fiscal year 2001, the total cost of the school meal
programsincluding cash reimbursements to schools, USDA purchases of
donated foods, and program administrationwas nearly $8 billion. By far
the largest component of the school meal programs is the school lunch
program. In fiscal year 2001, the school lunch program cost about
$5.7 billion.

The procurement process for foods served in school lunch program differs
depending on whether federal or state/local food authorities procure the
foods (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Schoot Lunch Program Procurement ProcesS

USDA's Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) and Farm Service Agency
(FSA) are responsible for procuring USDA-donated foods. The Agricultural
Marketing Service purchases meat, poultry, fish, and fruits and vegetables
for donation; the Farm Service Agency purchases grains, oils, peanut
products, dairy products, and other foods. USDA contracts for the
purchase of these products with manufacturers that are selected through a
formally advertised competitive bidding process. FNS, through its Food
Distribution Division, provides the donated foods to state agencies for
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distribution to schools. Schools then purchase the remainder of food for
school meals independently using their own procurement practices, either
purchasing foods arectly front manufacturers or distrilutOrs, or
contracting with food service management companies that procure the
foods for them.

USDA provides little guidance to promote safety in school food
procurements. FNS' guidance to schools emphasizes safe food handling
because, according to USDA officials, most cases of foodborne illness at
schools are due to poor food storage, handling, and serving practices.
Therefore, the priority is on &dance to ensure food safety through proper
handling and preparation of foods at schools. For example, manuals are
provided that address appropriate temperatures for reheating ready-to-eat
foods and for hot-holding potentially hazardous foods. Similarly, FNS
providei informatien on employee personal hygiene and how it relates to
cross-contamination of foods.

Data Show an
Increase in School
Outbreaks

CDC's outbreak data shows an increase in the number of school-related
outbreaks since 1990. Betwe:en 1990 and 1999 (the most recent year for
which complete outbreak data is available front CDC), 292 school-related
outbreaks were reported to CDC, averaging 17 outbreaks in the first
4 years of the decade, 28 in the next 4 years, and 57 in the final 2 years
see table 1). In total, approdinately 16,000 individuals, mostly children,

were affected, For those outbreaks with a known cause, the most
commonly identified cause of the Messes were foods contaminated viith
salmonella or Norwalk-like viruses.

According to CDC, foodborne illnesses are underreported because (1) milder cases are
often undetected; (2) pathogens that are tranmitted through food may also be spread
through water or from person to person, obscuring the role of foodbome transmission: Ind
(3) some proportion of foodborne illness is caused by pathogens or agents that have not yet
been identified and thus cannot be diagnosed. Furthermore, CDC relies on states to
voluntarily report outbreak information.
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Table 1: Outbreaks and illnesses In Schools and Non-School Settings, 1990-1999

Year
School

Outbreaks
Other

Outbreaks
School

Illnesses
Other

Illnesses
1990 25 508 1212 18,019
1991 14 517 488 14,568
1992 14 397 991 10,092
1999 15 499 676 13,404
1994 91 659 1,807 16,168
1995 9 636 496 13,061
1996 32 570 1,772 13,649
1997 39 787 2,026 16,776
1998 63 1,251 3,944 22,775
1999 50 1,294 2,882 22,404
Total 292 7,098 16,232 159,934

Note: As explained later. tha outbreak data Includes outbreaks caused by foods in the oohed meal
programs as well as foods brought from home.

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data.

According to CDC officials, some unknown portion of the increase in
reported outbreaks extends from CDC's transition from a completely
passive surveillance data collection method to a more active surveillance
methodology in early 1998. In effect, CDC went from accepting data from
the states to actively soliciting states for more comprehensive information
and having the states verW the information that they submit. As a result,
states began to report more of all tnes of foodborne outbreaks, including
school outbreaks, to CDC beginning in 1998. Moreover, CDC suggests that
increased resources for outbreak investigations and greater awareness
among the general public about foodborne disease might also account for
the increased number of reported outbreaks.

To evaluate the trend in the number of school outbreaks, and in their
number relative to non-school outbreaks, we compared the observed
numbers to the estimated numbers of school and non-school outbreaks.'
This anabsis shows that there is an upward trend in foodbome illness
outbreaks reported in schools between 1990 and 1999 and that not all of
this increasing trend is attributable to changes that took place when CDC
began a more active data collection effort. Outbreals in the general

We nsed traditional statistical tests to determine how well the different models lit the
observed data and which models were preferable to distinguish the pattern in the observed
data from random fluctuations.
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population have increased by a comparable amount over the same period;
therefore, there is no statistically significant difference between increased
outbrealz in schools and increased outbreaks in general. As figure 2
shows, our analysis of CDC's data indicates that, even after adjusting for
CDC's improved data collection, the number of school-related foodbome
outbreaks increased, on average, about 10 percent per year between 1990
and 1999.

Figure 2: Trends in School-Related Foodbcme Outbreaks (1900-1999)

re Number at oubreala
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Source: GAO's analysts of CDC data.

1990 1997 1991 1099

We also analyzed trends in participation in the school meal programs over
this same time period and found that the changes in school outbreaks
reported did not simply mirror changes in the number of students
participating in the school meal programs. While the number of reported
school outbreaks doubled over the decade, and generally increased by an
average of about 10 percent from one year to the next., the number of
school lunch participants increased by only 12 percent over the entire
decade, or byjust over 1 percent per year. Thus, the increase in school
outbreaks reported is not explained by the increase in children's
participation in the school meal programs.
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USDA Has Been
Largely Responsive to
Our February 2000
Recommendations
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One should exercise caution, however, when analyzing school outbreak
data. CDC's data must be supplemented with more detailed state or local
information to determine the extent of foodborne illness outbreaks
actually associated with the school meal programs in any given year. We
gathered additional state and local health department information for the
20 largest school outbreaks in CDC's database for 1998and 1999, each of
which resulted inn° or more filnesses. We determined that 13 of the 20
outbreaks (65 percent) were associated with foods served in the school
meal programs. Three of the 13 outbreaks were linked to tainted burritos
that were distributed to schools nationwide and are thought to have
caused approximately 1,700 illnesses. The othex 7 outbreaks were not
linked to foods served in the school meal programs, but with foods
brought to schools from home or other sources. Therefore, data
limitations make it difficult to assert with complete certainty to what
extent the foods served in the school meal programs are the cause of the
reported outbreaks from 1990 to 1999.

USDA has, for the most part, been responsive to the two recommendations
we made in our February 2000 report First, we recommended thatUSDA
develop a database to track the actions it takesto hold or recall donated
foods when safe47 concerns arise regarding foods donated to the school
meal programs. Second, we recommended that the agency revise Its
school food service manual to include guidance regarding food safety
procurement contract provisions, which could be used bystate and local
school authorities.

We made our first recommendation because,without comprehensive
records of such safety actions, USDA had no reliable basis for identifying
problematic foods or suppliers, or for documenting the agency's
responsiveness to concerns over the safety of USDAdonated foods. In
response to our February 2000 recommendation, USDA implemented its
food safety action database in April 2000. The database identifies and
tracks key hold and recall information starting in October 1998. As of April
2002, the database lists 11 food safely actions, including, for example, the
recall of 114,000 pounds of chicken that was contaminatedwith listens in
February 2000! Because of the limited number of actions recorded thus

° Listeria is a foodborne contaminant thatcan cause meningAtis, septicemia, and perinatal
disease.
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far, USDA hasnot conducted any analysis of theinformation contained in
the database, but plans to continue maintaining it for future use.

We made our second recommendation because, although USDA has
established procurement policies and procedures to ensure the safety of
foods donated to schools, these policies and procedures do not applyto
foods purchased independently by schools. For example, contracts for
donated foods may specify pathogen testing for every lot of certain
products that are highly susceptible to contamination, or may contain
contract provisions that establish specific temperature requirements for
chilled and frozen products during processing and storage at the plant,
transportation between processing plants, upon shipment from the plant,
and upon arrival at fmal destination. However, there is no requirement that
state and local authorities include similar food safety provisions in their
procurement contracts. According to USDA's regulations for schools
participating in the school meal programs, the responsible school food
authority may use its own procurement procedures, which reflect
applicable state and local laws and regulations. Therefore, the extent to
which schools address safety in their food procurement contracts may
vary depending on state ancklocal laws and procurement guidance that is
available to them. To assist state and local authorities, we recommended
that USDA provide them guidance on food safety provisions that could be
included in their procurement contracts.

USDA officials told us that they plan to address our recommendation by
revising the school procurement guidance to include an example that
addresses safely concerns. We believe, however, that USDA should
include more information that would be useful to schools. Specifically,
providing a list of the specific food safety provisions found in USDA-
donated food contracts would help schools in preparing their own food
procurement contracts. Wrule USDA officials contend that local school
districts have little negotiating power to require safety prOviiions because
their purchases are mainly low-volume from commercial seurces, USDA's
own data indicates that in the 1996-1997 school year, the latest year for
which this data was available, 37 percent of school food authorities
participated in cooperative atrangements that purchase in larger volume.
Therefore, we believe that more detailed information on contract safety
provisions could enhance the safety of foods purchased directly by
schools. In particular, since local school authorities purchase 83 percent
of the dollar value of school meals, it is important that they receive
guidance from FNS on how best to achieve a comparable level of safety
precautions through their procurement process.
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Potential Opportunity
to Further Enhance
the Safety of School
Meals

Based on limited work conducted in preparation for this testimony, we
offer two additional observations that, if validated by thrther study, may
contribute to greater safety for school children at minimal cost. First,
USDA's procurement officials told us that they have routine access to
federal inspection and compliance records of potential suppliers and that
they consider this information when they review bids before contracting.
However, there is currently no established mechanism for state and local
authorities in charge of purchasing food for schools to easily and routinely
access such information_ It may be desirable for USDA to consider
whether it should provide state and local school officials with access to
information collected through FDA's and USDA's inspections of school
lunch food suppliers, potentially enabling them to make more informed
purchasing decisions. USDA officials stated that this idea would have to be
explored further to address potential legal impediments to such
information sharing. FDA officials commented that this Idea is worth
considering.

Second, FNS has developed a process for holding foods suspected of
contamination that applies exclusively to food commodities that USDA
purchases for donation to schools. The hold ailows time for acklitional
testing and inspection prior to asIdng for a recall of donated foods when
safety concerns arise. Because FNS is the single common point of contact
for all schools participating in the school meal programs, and because it
does provide guidance to the schools on food nutrition and quality, an
exten6on of FNS' hold and recall procedures to include non-donated
(school-purchased) foods would seem logical USDA officials agreed with
this concept and indicated that they intend to share the hold and recall
procedures with schools in fiscal year 2003.

There Are No Special
Security Provisions
for the School Meal
Programs

141, P4.1

if if

USDA and FDA have not developed any specific security provisions to
help protect food served through the school meal programs from potential
deliberate contamination. But, according to USDA and FDA officials,
actions designed to enhance the security of the federal food safety system
as a whole would also enhance the security of meals served at schools. As
we testified in October 2001, however, recent events have raised the
specter of bioterrorism as an emerging risk factor for our food safety
system.. We further stated that under the current stricture, there are
questions about the system's abflity to detect and quickly respond to any
such event: Since our October 2001 testimony, both FDA and USDA have
stated that they are better prepared to detect and respond to such an
event. Both agencies are in the process of conducting risk assessments to
determine where in the farm-to-table food continuum there is a critical
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need to provide additional resources. In addition, FDA staffing has already
increed inspections of imported foods, added more inspections of
domestic producers, and more laboratory testing of food products.
Rirther, FDA has issued voluntary security guidelines to the sector of the
food industry that it regulates on the need to (1) ensure physical security
of processing and storage facilities, (2) ensure that chemical and biological
agents that may be kept in their facilities or at irehouse laboratories are
under appropriate controls, and (3) verify the background of plant
employees. Currently, the agency is receiving public comments and
expects to revise the guidelines. USDA is also working on a similar set of
guidelines that meat, poultry, and egg products processors could
voluntarily adopt. Finally, agency officials told us that they have generally
asked their field personnel to be on heightened alert for potential security
concerns. We are initiating a review to determine how these guidelines are
being implemented and how federal agencies plan to monitor their
implementation.

Overarching Problems
in t.he National Food
Safety System Also
Affect the Safety of
School Meals

As we reported in February 2000, while no federal agency monitors the
safety of school meals, USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS)
and FDAare responsible for enforcing regulations that ensure the safety of
the nation's food supply. FSIS is responsible for the safety of meat,
poultry, and some egg's and egg products, while the FDA is responsible for
all other foods, including fish, fruit, vegetables, milk, and grain products.
However, aSwe stated most recently in our October 2001 testimony, the
existing food safety system is a patchwork structure that hampers effotts
to adequately address existing and emerging food safety risks whether
those risks involve inadvertent or deliberate contamination. The food
safety system is also affected by other overarching problems, such as the
challenge of effectively coordinating the food safety activitiesof multiple
agencies including coordihating multi-state outbreaks. For example, the
current organizational and legal structure of our federal food safety system
has given responsibility for specific food commodities to different
agencies and provided them with significantly different regulatory
authorities and responsibilities. As a result, we have inefficient use of
resources and inconsistencies in oversight and enforcement

USDA and FDA oversee recalls when the foods they regulate are
contaminated or adulterated. If a USDA-regulated company does not
voluntarily conduct the recall, USDA can detain the product for up to
20 days. On the other hand, FDA, which currently does not have
administrative detention authority for food under the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, must seek a court order to seize the food. Moreover, as
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we reported in August 2000,° neither USDA nor FDA had provided
guidance to Industry on how to quickly initiateand cony out food recalls
that involve potentially serious adverse health risk. We recommended that
such guidelines instruct companies on time flumes for quickly initiating
and carrying out recalls, including procedures that expeditiously notify
distribution chains and alert the public. USDA has revised its guidelines,
and FDA is in the process of revising its guidance and expects to reissue
the guidance in September 2002.

Finally, Mr. Chairmen, in working on food safety issues over the past
decade, we have reviewed USDA's and FDA's inspection systems and
identified weaknewes in both. The agencies agreed with most of our
recommendations and have either takensteps or are taking steps to
improve inspections. We have also focused on specific products, many of
which are included in school meals. Forexample, because of concerns
about the risk of salmonella in eggs, we reviewed the adequacy of the
federal system for ensuring egg safety. Our work shows that the current
regulatory and organizational framework foregg safety makes it difficult
to ensure that resources are directed to areas of highest risk Similarly, we
evaluated the seafood and shellfish safety program and determined that
theses programs do not sufficiently protect consumers because of
weaknesses in FDA's implementation of thenew science-based inspection
system FDA agreed with most of our recommendations. We also reviewed
USDA's oversight of meat and poultry products and concluded that, in
order to better ensure safety, USDA needed to ensure that inspectors are
properly mined on the new science-based system. USDA agreed with our
recommendation and is providing enhanced training. In January 2002,w our
report on mad cow disease concluded that, although bovine spongjform
encephalopathy (BSE) has not been found in the United States, federal
actions do not sufficiently ensure that all BSE-infected animals or
products are kept out of the country or that if BSE were found, it would be
detected promptly and not spread. FDA, USDA, and Customs generally
agreed with the report's recommendations.

U.S. General Accounting Office, Food Safety:Actions Needed by USDA and FDA to
Ensure that Companies Pnmiptly Carry OutRecalls, GAO/RCED-00-195 (Washington,D.C.! Aug. 17. 2000).

*US. General Accounting Office, Mad Cow Disease: Improtementsin the Animal FeedBan and Other Regulatory Areas Would Soengthen US. Prevention Efforts, GA0-02-183(Washington, D.C.: Jan. 25, 2002).
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Conclusions Mr. Chairmen, in conclusion, schools face the difficult task of providing
healthy, nutritious meals to millions of children daily. As the data indicate,
the number of school-related foodborne illness outbreaks reported
between 1990 and 1999 has generally increased despite the efforts of these
schools, as well as the federal regulatory agencies, to prevent tainted food
from reaching cafeteria plates. We believe that to make substantial
improvements in the safety of school meals will require, in part,
addressing the overarching problems that affect the nation's federal food
safety system as a whole. Nevertheless, as we have discussed today, there
are steps that USDA could take within the existing safety system to better
ensure the safety of school meals, such as providing state and local school
authorities with specific food safet4r provisions that could be included in
their procurement contracts. Additionally, continued vigilance is
necessary to determine the true extent and cause of the problems, to
ensure that schools obtain the safest food possible for our children, and
also to ensure that unsafe foods are promptly and effectively withdrawn
from schools when illnesses occur.

(360126)
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Mr. Chairmen, this completes nay prepared statement. I would be happy to
respond to any questions you or other members of the Subcommittees
may have.
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Good afternoon, Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees. I am Dr. Lester

Crawford, Deputy Commissioner of the Food and Drtig Administration (FDA or the

Agency). I am accompanied today by Dr. Paul Mead who is Chief of the Outbreak

Response and Surveillance Unit in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC). Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the safety of Federal school lunches.

Ensuring the safety of the food supply is a top priority for FDA, the Department of

Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Administration. I am pleased to be here

today with my colleague from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Dr. Elsa

Murano.

I appreciate this opportunity to explain FDA's role with regard to the safety of Federal

school lunches and the food supply in general. I would like to describe FDA's role in

responding to reports of foodborne illness and our coordination with other Federal, State,

and local agencies and to mention some of our recent food safety effoits that are directed

toward children.

The Role of FDA

As you know, FDA has responsibility for all of the food supply, with the exception of

meat, poultry, and egg products, which are regulated by USDA. FDA's jurisdiction

covers approximately 80 percent of domestic and imported foods that are marketed in

interstate commerce. The Agency seeks to ensure that these products are safe, nutritious,

wholesome, and properly labeled. FDA has jurisdiction where food is produced,

2
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processed, packaged, stored, or sold. In addition to jurisdiction over food

establishments, FDA's purview also includes approval and surveillance for new animal

drugs, animal feeds, and all food additives that can become part of food.

USDA administers the Federal school lunch program. FDA is not involved in the

procurement of foods for this program. However, FDA works closely with USDA and

other Federal, State, and local agencies when reports of illnesses related to foods in the

school lunch program are received. FDA's various food safety activities all help to

ensure that the foods served in school are safe. Our food safety activities include

research, risk assessment, outbreak response, the development of preventive controls,

inspection of domestic and imported food, enforcement, and the developmentof

educational materials for consumers, health officials, and industry.

FDA recognizes State and local governmental jurisdictions as having primary

responsibility for the regulation of the retail segment of the food industry. FDA provides

assistance to local, State, and Federal governmental bodies to ensure that the food that is

provided to consumers by retail establishments is nota vehicle for transmitting foodborne

illness. The Agency publishes a model Food Code that represents FDA's best advice for

a uniform system of regulation to ensure that the food sold or offered for human

consumption in retail outlets such as restaurants, grocery stores, and institutions

(including schools and nursing homes) is safe, properly protected, and honestly

presented. Many jurisdictions have adopted FDA's Food Code, or an amended version

of it, as their regulatory standards. FDA, the Conference for Food Protection, and the
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Association of Food and Drug Officials (AFDO) are working together to promote

adoption of the Food Code by all food safety agencies at the Federal, State, tribal nation,

and local levels. According to a recent report by AFDO, a majority of the States and

territories have adopted a version of the Food Code. Most of the remaining States and

territories are actively pursuing Food Code adoption. Adoption of the Food Code

represents a successful Federal/State/local partnership to improve food safety.

Widespread adoption and implementation of the Food Code will help protect

schoolchildren by ensuring that school food service managers and workers have up-to-

date, science-based guidance on safe food preparation practices.

Outbreak Response and Coordination

Responsibility for responding to foodborne disease outbreaks is shared among local,

State, and Federal governments. Local and State governments are often the first to

detect the occurrence of an outbreak and initiate an investigation if appropriate. It is

important to note that many episodes of foodborne illness are addressed exclusively at the

local or State level. Local and State governments play a major role in outbreak

surveillance and investigation.

The role of the Federal agencies in large or complex multi-state outbreaks is to assist the

State and local agencies in preventing additional cases of illness from occurring. CDC,

through its surveillance systems, detects and investigates outbreaks of foodborne illness.

CDC also assists Federal, State, and local agencies in investigating outbreaks. FDA
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becomes involved when FDA-regulated food productsmay be implicated. FDA has

stationed an employee at CDC in the Foodborne Diarrheal Diseases Group to assure

seamless communication on foodborne outbreaks. FDA's objectives in outbreak

investigation and response are verification of the association with a regulated product,

identification of the source of the product and the extent of distribution, prevention of any

further exposure to the contaminated product, and initiation of regulatory action if

indicated. An additional critical role of outbreak investigation is to identify contributing

factors in order to prevent any future outbreaks from a similar problem.

FDA has worked closely with USDA's Food and Nutrition Service and Food Safety and

Inspection Service in responding to several school-related outbreaks, such as the one

involving hepatitis A in frozen strawberries in 1997, one associated with burritos in 1998,

and one involving burritos and tortillas in 1998. FDA also has provided laboratory

analysis assistance to USDA.

In conjunction with activities related to the Food Code, FDA initiated a project to

establish a baseline for the occurrence of the risk factors identified by CDC that

contribute to foodborne illness in retail food establishments. A recent survey of risk-

related conditions in food service covered nine different facilitytypes, one of which was

elementary schools. For the food service operations in elementary schools, an initial

survey identified problems such as failure to ensure adequate handwashing and failure to

maintain potentially hazardous foods at proper temperatures. This kind of information is

useful in addressing risk factors and in measuring the success of new initiatives. CDC is
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currently working with the National Association of City and County Health Officials to

develop a standardized inspection form that could be used by local health department

inspectors to assess risks in schools. HHS and USDA are working toward the HHS

Healthy People 2010 food safety objective of reducing the occurrence of the CDC-

identified foodbome illness risk factors in institutional food service establishments

(including schools), restaurants, and retail food stores by 25 percent by October 1, 2010.

To improve outbreak detection and response by the Agency and our State and local

partners, FDA has developed several training courses. FDA's satellite training courses

on food microbiology, foodborne disease epidemiology, and product traceback related to

outbreak investigations, have been attended by thousands of government and industry

representatives from around the country. FDA has also invited representatives of the

governments of Canada and Mexico to attend these training sessions. In addition, FDA

has conducted presentations at numerous conferences in the U.S., Mexico, and

Latin America on foodborne outbreaks and tracebacks to determine the source of the

outbreaks.

In 1998, FDA initiated an effort known as the National Food Safety System Project to

improve coordination and communication among public health and food regulatory

officials at all levels of government, particularly in connection with foodborne illness

outbreaks. This project is a collaboration of FDA, CDC, USDA, the Environmental

Protection Agency, and State and local officials from health, agriculture, and

environment agencies. Five workgroups were formed to generate ideas for action that
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would promote an integrated food safety system. One of the groups, the Outbreak

Coordination and Investigation Workgroup, produced guidelines last year for improving

coordination and communication during multi-state foodborne outbreak investigations.

These guidelines provide a framework for local, State, and Federal agencies to effectively

respond to multi-state foodbome outbreaks. The concepts, principles, and checklists in

the guidelines can also be used to recognize and respond to public health emergencies

associated with other foodborne hazards.

Enhanced surveillance systems are also important tools for improving the response to

outbreaks. For example, PulseNet, developed by CDC, enables a national network of

public health laboratories to "fingerprint" bacteria that may be foodborne and compare

results through an electronic database maintained by CDC. Now a collaborative effort

among CDC, FDA, USDA, and participating State and local public health laboratories,

PulseNet can help public health authorities recognize that cases of foodborne illness

occurring at the same time in geographically separate locales are caused by the same

strain of bacteria and may be due to a common exposure. PulseNet has been key in

rapidly detecting and containing numerous outbreaks of foodborne illness, including

multi-state outbreaks. For example, PulseNet aided in the identification of a multi-state

outbreak of Salmonella Agona infections linked to toasted oats cereal. Since the

illnesses were dispersed among 20 States, the comparative matching of the disease-

causing organisms made possible via PulseNet facilitatedthe epidemiological

investigation that led to the recall of two million pounds of contaminated product.

Without PulseNet, it is unlikely that these cases would have been identified as coming
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from the same source. Similar systems are now under development for viruses and

parasitic agents that are associated with foodborne illness.

Another system, which was proposed by some workgroups of the National Food Safety

System Project, is the electronic Laboratory Exchange Network (eLEXNET). It is the

nation's first Internet-based, interagency food testing reporting system developed to

provide access to critical food testing data in Federal, State, and local food safety

laboratories. eLEXNET has not only facilitated data information sharing and

communication, but has also provided a means for collaboration among food safety

experts. At present, 36 laboratories in 24 States are participating in eLEXNET. FDA is

working to expand the system to include at least two laboratories from each State a

public health lab and an agriculture lab. The system includes data on Escherichia coli

0157:H7, all Salmonella species, Listeria monocytogenes. and Campylobacter jejuni.

Thanks to all the efforts described above, the response to outbreaks is faster and better

coordinated than ever before. A rapid response is critical in containing an outbreak and

preventing further illnesses from occurring.

Fab. Activities for Svhoolchiltireo

FDA is involved in numerous food safety activities that are specifically aimed at reducing

the incidence of foodborne illness among schoolchildren. For example, FDA has been

working with USDA's Food and Nutrition Service on its project with the National Food
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Service Management Institute of the University of Mississippi to revise the "Serving It

Safe: A Manager's Tool Kit." This informationis designed to help school food service

managers achieve adherence with the safe food preparation practices in the Food Code.

FDA has also been participating with CDC in the National Coalition for Food-Safe

Schools. This coalition includes school administrators, school nurses, educators,

sanitarians, State representatives, FDA, USDA, and others working together to develop a

comprehensive school health program. The coalition has just produced a draft Food-

Safe Schools Action Guide that provides a coordinated framework of identifying and

monitoring school food safety policies, programs, and practices to reduce the incidence of

foodborne illness.

In a partnership to educate students themselves about food safety, FDA and the National

Science Teachers Association (NSTA), developed a curriculum for middle and high

school students. This program, "Science and Our Food Supply," teaches the scientific

principles of all aspects of food safety, from the farm to the dinner table, and introduces

students to the wide variety ofcareers in food science. Students learn about bacterial

growth and how pathogens pose a risk of causing illness; how practices on the fatm,

such as safe composting, can lead to safer crops; how food processing technologies, such

as ultra-bigh temperature pasteurization, are leading to new products; and how safe food

handling practices in restaurants and at home can reduce foodbome illness.
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This year, FDA and NSTA will be hosting their third conference to train teachers in the

curriculum. At each conference, 50 middle and high school teachers are trained. Each

of these teachers agrees to train other teachers in their States during the following school

year. We expect that this curriculum will help reduce the incidence of illness by

teaching students safe food preparation habits they can practice throughout their lives.

As more high school students are employed in restaurants than in any other industry, this

training will help ensure that food served in restaurants is safely prepared.

A video that was developed as part of this curriculum won an Emmy Award from the

National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Mid-Atlantic Region last year.

"Dr. X and the Quest for Food Safety" introduces and reinforces the science concepts of

food safety from the farm to the table. The "Science and Our Food Supply" education

kit that includes the video is available free of charge to middle and high school teachers

through NSTA.

As part of the Food-Safe Schools initiative, FDA is also participating in other working

groups to improve school food safety, such as the advisory committee for the national

non-governmental organizations funded by CDC which include the National Association

of County and City Health Officials, the American Nurses Foundation, and the American

School Food Service Association.

In my statement today, I have described just a few of the many food safety activities FDA

is pursuing. We are working closely with our Federal, State, and local partners, as well
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as with industry, consumer organizations, and academia to reduce the incidence of

foodborne illness for school children and the general population to the greatest extent

possible.

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss FDA's food safety activities. We look forward

to working with both subcommittees on ways to continue to improve the safety of the

nation's food supply. I would be happy to answer any questions.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BEFORE THE SENATE
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

OVERSIGHT OF GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT,
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AND
THE HOUSE GOVERNMENT REFORMCoMMrriti

SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY, FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

APRIL 30, 2002

Introduction
Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, I am pleased to appear before you today to
discuss the role of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) in ensuring the safety of
product used in the National School Lunch Program (NSLP). I would like to take a second to
reintroduce myself and to introduce my USDA colleagues. I am Dr. Elsa Murano, Under
Secretary for Food Safety. With me today on behalf of the Department are Eric Bost, Under
Secretary for Food, Nutrition, and Consumer Services, and Barry Carpenter, Deputy
Administrator for Livestock and Seed at the Agricultural Marketing Service.

I also am pleased to be here today with Dr. Lester Crawford, my colleague from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Although we are both relatively new on the job, we've
had numerous opportunities to work together on issues of mutual concern.

Overview of the School Lunch Program
The NSLP plays an important role in ensuring access to safe, nutritious, and healthful diets for
all Americans. The program was established under the National School Lunch Act, signed by
President Harry Truman in 1946. Since the modern program began, more than 180 billion
lunches have been served. The Food and Numition Service (FNS) administers the NSLP at the
Federal level. At the State level, the program is administered by State education agencies,
which operate the program through agreements with school food authorities. The program is
operating in more than 97,700 public and private schools and residential child care institutions.
It provides nutritionally balanced, low-cost or free lunches to more than 27 million children
each school day.
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School districts and independent schools that choose to take part in the lunch program receive
cash subsidies and donated commodities from USDA for each meal they serve. In return, they
must serve lunches that meet Federal nutrition requirements, and they must offer free or
reduced-price lunches to eligible children. States select entitlement foods for their schools
from a list of various commodity foods purchased by USDA and offered through the school
lunch program.

FNS coordinates with the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) and the Farm Service Agency
(FSA), who purchase the entitlement food, or "commodity product" that is donated by USDA
to participating schools. AMS purchases meats, poultry, fish, fruit, vegetables, egg products,
dry beans, and tree nuts while FSA purchases grains, oils, peanut products, and dairy products
for distribution in the NSLP and other Federal food assistance programs. Not all food served
in school cafeterias is part of the NSLP. In fact, only 17 percent of the dollar value of food
used in the NSLP is from commodity products. The schools contract independently with food
processors and distributors for the remaining food. The following activities relate only to
those products purchased by USDA for use in the NSLP.

In general, firms become identified as potential suppliers to USDA of foods for distribution to
the National School Lunch Program through AMS' outreach initiatives and through the firms'
own marketing efforts to USDA. To qualify as bidders, firms must demonstrate that they meet
responsibility standards for financial and other business factors as outlined in Federal
Acquisition Regulations. In addition, firmsmust demonstrate that they are capable of
complying with all product specifications and contractual requirements related to a specific
food product. Firms that meet these requirements and successfully bid for USDA food
purchase contracts are identified in publicly disseminated Food Purchase Reports.

For purchases of meat, poultry, and egg products, AMS relies fundamentally on the Food
Safety and Inspection Service (FS1S) to determine if a facility or firm produces foods that are
safe, wholesome, and in compliance with the requirements of the Federal Meat Inspection Act,
the Poultry Products Inspection Act, and the Egg Products Inspection Act. AMS builds on the
basic food safety protections provided by FSIS in several ways. First, AMS requires the
presence of AMS graders during the production or processing of items to be purchased by
USDA. By having an AMS employee in the plant during production, added assurance is
provided that all contract provisions are met. AMS has the authority to retain product
produced at any plant for any suspected defective production or product condition, until further
review by FSIS is conducted. Second, AMS includes prescriptive terms in its contracts
regarding the handling of its products. For example, timing and temperature requirements for
the freezing of product, temperature requirements for cooked products, and packaging
requirements are fully described and monitored. Third, for potentially higher risk products,
AMS specifications stipulate that samples of finished product can be taken for microbiological
analysis, including testing for E. coli 0157:H7 and Salmonella.

Fruit and vegetable products, as well as fish products, are subject to FDA requirements under
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act. Plants
supplying processed fruit and vegetable products undergo an annual survey by AMS inspectors
to ensure compliance with the FDA's Good Manufacturing Practices, current water
certification, and effective pest control measures. Fish products purchased by AMS must be
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produced in facilities operating under the National Marine Fisheries Service voluntary seafood

inspection program.

In addition to donated commodity products, AMS, under various procurement options,
purchases additional products on behalf of schools and States. These purchases allow schools

and States to benefit both from USDA's purchasing power and its enhanced oversight of the

food production process for foods going into the NSLP. Also, AMS inspectors are available

for a fee to be paid by the vendor to oversee the production of products that schools or States
purchase directly.

USDA purchase specifications and contract requirements are readily available on the AMS
website. Through its active partnership with State and national associations representing State
distributing agents and school food service personnel, AMS conducts numerous workshops and
interactive sessions on USDA purchase specifications and contract requirements.

For those products purchased outside of USDA commodity purchase programs, FNS works
closely with and relies heavily on the authority vested with FSIS and FDA at the Federal level
to establish, enforce and monitor food safety requirements. FSIS inspects all federally
slaughtered and processed meat and poultry, as well as processed egg products. FS1S uses the

sante inspection standards for meat, poultry, or egg products served in the NSLP and for those
consumed by the general public. The FDA has inspection jurisdiction over all other food
products.

In addition, State and local health officials play a vital role in establishing and monitoring food

safety requirements related to schools. USDA's child nutrition programs are Federal-State
partnerships. The Department relies on the judgment and professionalism of school food
service workers nationwide who have been trained to provide safe, healthy and nutritious food

to schoolchildren. These professionals also work within State and local health codes that help

ensure the safety of food service in each State.

I would like to share in greater detail, how USDA's agencies coordinate internally and with
their sister public health agencies to ensure safe product for the NSLP and the public at large.

A Strong, Coordinated Infrastructure
Inspection
Ensuring the safety of USDA-regulated products requires a strong infrastructure. FSIS has the

bulk of the responsibility in this area and, not surprisingly, has a large workforce of
approximately 10,000 employees, most of whom are stationed in the field, dedicated to
inspection. More than 7,600 inspection personnel are stationed in approximately 6,000 meat,
poultry, and egg products plants and are responsible for the inspection of more than 8.5 billion
birds, 133 million head of livestock, and 3.5 billion pounds of liquid egg products annually.

Surveillance
While critically important, inspection addresses only part of the food safety system
infrastructure. Surveillance is another, because a strong food safety system requires a
mechanism for identifying new food safety problems rapidly. USDA and FDA conduct
surveillance of the food supply while the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),

3
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in partnership with State and local health departments, conducts surveillance for human
foodborne illness. In July 1995, USDA and the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS), in conjunctions with several states and localities implemented Food Net, a collaborative
project in several sites to collect more precise information on foodborne illness. Food Net is an
active surveillance system that helps us to better quantify the incidence of foodborne illnesses,
better identify the causes of those illnesses, and help document the effectiveness of new food
safety control measures.

Outbreak Response
Outbreak response also is key. In the past, an outbreak most lady affected a small local
population and involved locally prepared food products with limited distribution. Increasingly,
outbreaks involve larger populations and are likely to be multi-state or even international.
Delay in identifying the causative agent can allow the outbreak to spread. Coordination is also
essential, and we have taken steps in previous years by forming interagency working groups to
improve upon outbreak response and coordination. A document was released last year by the
National Food Safety System project entitled Multi-state Foodborne Outbreak Investigations:
Guidelines for Improving Coordination and Communications.

To coordinate food security functions throughout the government, we formed the Food Threat
Preparedness Network (PrepNet). A charter establishing PrepNet is being finalized, which
will coordinate the homeland security activities of various government agencies with
responsibilities for food safety, to facilitate the flow of information among its various
components and to promote the sharing of scientific and laboratory assets. PrepNet will focus
on prevention, preparedness, and response to the intentional introduction of microbial,
chemical, radiological, or physical contaminants into the food supply, along the farm-to-table
chain. PrepNet is co-chaired by the Administrator of FSIS and the Director of the Center for
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN) at FDA. Other participants include
representatives from the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), the CDC, the
Department of Defense (DoD), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and a
representative from the states. PrepNet, is working in conjunction with the White House
Office of Homeland Security..

In addition to FoodNet and PrepNet, USDA participates in PulseNet, a national network of
public health laboratories supported by HHS. These laboratories aid outbreak response by
performing DNA fmgerprinting of foodborne bacteria and comparing results through an
electronic database maintained by CDC. PulseNet permits rapid and accurate detection of
foodborne illness outbreaks and traceback to their sources, including detection of a linkage
among sporadic cases. PulseNet has been key in enabling Federal agencies to rapidly detect
and control outbreaks of foodborne illness.

USDA conducts emergency response activities on a routine basis. When adulterated or
mislabeled product is found, FSIS works with the company to recall the product. Upon
learning that there is an outbreak of foodborne illness possibly attributed to meat, poultry, or
egg products, FSIS then works with Federal, State, and local public health entities involved in
the outbreak. These actions by FSIS are not limited to products used in the NSLP. FSIS
coordinates recalls for all federally inspected product under its jurisdiction and aids in the
investigation of any outbreak potentially attributable to meat, poultry or egg products.
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For the purposes of this hearing, however, I will focus upon USDA's activities with its sister
public health agencies in the event that a commodity product must be recalled. There is a
process for handling the recall or hold of commodity product used in the NSLP. The process
was developed jointly by FNS, AMS, FSA, FDA, and FSIS in July 2001. It was specifically
designed to address cases when a food safety issue is raised about a USDA purchased
commodity, but has applications for all products used in the NSLP. USDA's food recall and
hold process; defines Federal, State, and local agency roles and obligations; improves
communication at all levels; provides information to State and local agencies more quickly; and
facilitates of removal adulterated USDA commodity product from recipient agencies more
quickly.

Commodity Holds and Recalls
The hold and recall process is a coordinated effort designed to provide maximum protection for
school children when a commodity is suspected to be unsafe. The responsible regulatory
agencies, FSIS or FDA (depending upon theproduct), receive notice of food safety concerns
from many sources including hotlines, sampling and testing programs, vendor notification, and
State and local agencies including health departments. When a food safety concern is raised
about a USDA purchased commodity product, USDA agencies initiate the Commodity Hold
and Recall Procedures. The first step is to immediately hold the product and alert FNS, as
well as the appropriate procuring agency (AMS or FSA) that there is a potential health threat
associated with the product and a recall may be conducted. An investigation of the product is
then initiated by FSIS or FDA. FSIS acts as the liaison with FNS for all commodity product
recalls, including FDA-regulated products such as fruits, vegetables, fish, grain, and nuts. As
an added health protection, the Procedures require a decision to be made on the safety of the
product within ten days. after ten days, the investigation or testing is inconclusive, USDA will
remove the product from the schools to a separate and secure location, such as a warehouse, to
prevent inadvertent use or consumption of the product in question. The product wilt be held
until a decision is made to release or recall the product. FNS communicates that decision to the
affected recipient agencies (RA). The hold provides USDA with additional time to conduct
more testing and data collection and prevents a school from inadvertently using a product,
which may pose a health threat.

Once notified of the potential recall, FNS starts a response and resolution database. At the
same time, the procuring agency identifies the potential destinations and the amount of product
involved. AMS tracks the product from production up to the point of delivery. At delivery,
FNS is responsible for tracking the product to the school. In effect, all products are fully
traceable and identifiable to USDA.

Meanwhile, FSIS and FNS prepare a news release to alert State and local agencies in the event
that they decide to conduct a recall. The release provides details as why the product has been
recalled and reiterates the procedures the local agencies should follow. This provides local
agency directors with information helpful in responding to inquiries from parents, local
government officials, and the media.

If the product is found to be safe, FNS immediately informs the procuring agency of the
decision so they may immediately contact the vendor. If the product was put on hold, then
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ENS issues a notice informing all FNS regional offices (RO) and relevant State distributing
agencies (DA) that the product is safe. The distributing agencies, in turn, contact the schools.

If the product is found to be contaminated, and must be recalled, FSIS immediately notifies the
plant or vendor that produced the product and is responsible for contacting all entities that
received the product, as well as FNS and the procuring agency. FSIS prepares a recall notice
and recommended press release with supporting information and supplies it to FNS.

Upon learning of the recall decision, FNS inunediately notifies the State DAs and provides
them with the recall information, press release, and other information helpful in tracking the
product. The State DAs share the information with the affected recipient agencies and
vendors, who bear the responsibility of notifying recipients about the problems with the
product, and work to isolate the product to avoid accidental use. While talking with the
vendors, the recipient agencies must track the location and quantity of unused product, as well
as the amount of product already consumed. They must then notify the State DA of this
information within 10 days. This ensures that USDA contracting officers will be able to
contact the vendor to expedite the removal and replacement of the product. It also ensures that
USDA can continue to track the scope of the recall.

The goal of this procedure is to ensure that potentially dangerous product isnot used by a
school and is removed from the NSLP. Heightened coordination at the Federal, State, and
local level aids in ensuring that the process goes smoothly. Increased communication at all
levels is made easier by the process, which specifies each entity's role and ensures that each
party may quickly reach its counterpart. One example of this is that the State participants must
designate officials and provide their contact information and that of their alternates to USDA.

The details on the new process, along with a toll-free contact number for the FNS commodity
hotline, was provided to all designated State officials as well as RAs.

Food Safety Education Initiatives
Educating Food Service Professionals
USDA recognizes that consumers and food service professionals play a significant role in
ensuring food safety. For that reason, USDA conducts numerous programs to educate these
individuals on proper handling and cooking of USDA-regulated products. As the last handler
of the product before it is consumed, these individuals are the last link in ensuring food safety.

FSIS has designed educational materials for food service professionals to teach them proper
handling and cooking techniques. These materials are frequently provided in both Spanish and
English. To\further conquer the language divide, FSIS is working on a silent video that will
enable all f od preparers to understand food safety concepts. These materials are shared with
FNS, who Mnds the publication and distribution of the materials to all schools participating in
the NSIP. Ar example, FNS printed pocket cards and posters using the Partnership for Food

afety ucation's Fight BAC message as a training tool and as a daily reminder of basic safe-
food preparation techniques. Similarly, FNS utilized FSIS' Thermy consumer campaign to
introduce Thermy to school food service managers and to encourage the use of thermometers
in school food service establishments.
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Training and Technical Assistance
As I mentioned earlier, the authority to enforce food safety requirements for schools lies
outside of FNS' purview, so FNS works closely with FSIS and FDA to establish, enforce, and
monitor food safety,requirements. In addition, FNS has chosen to focus its food safety efforts
on training and technical assistance to"Stite agencies and local school food authorities who
administer the NSLP. FNS has received.$2 million annually for the past four years tO promote
food safety. Much of this has gone to the National Food Serviee Management Institute
(NFSMI) to develop food safety projects and products. These include a cooperative effort with
FSIS to develop and distribute safe food handling education materials to support a
teleconference on food safety and sanitation for front-line food service staff; distribution of
food safety posters to all schools; a nationally broadcasted teleconference on HACCP for,
school food service administrators; and development of a Food Safety Instructor Network

'(Train the Trainer) to provide regional training on food safety to food service operators.

To expand training and technical assistance efforts to schools, NFSMI is currently developing
Guidelines for the Handling of Holds and Recalls of Food Products; a revised First Choice: A
Purchasing System Manual that integrates food safety information on specifications,
transporting, receiving and storage; and an updated Serving It Safe - A Manager's Tool Kit, a
comprehensive training package on food service sanitation and safety. We believe that these
types of products have and will continue to positively impact food safety in the schools.

National Coalition for Food Safe Schools
FNS and FSIS also participate along with CDC and FDA in the National Coalition for Food
Safe Schools, which is preparing a Food Safe Schools Action Guide to show school officials
the proper food safety techniques. USDA has reviewed the guide and worked with FDA to
provide input regarding cooking times and temperatures for USDA-regulated products.

Conclusion
By working together, USDA's agencies are working cooperatively, both internally and with
their sister agencies at HHS, and are using their resources efficiently and effectively in an
effort to ensure the safety of the food supply, as a whole, not just within the NSLP.

I thank you for the'oOportunity to testify on behalf of USDA and welcome your questions. .

7
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April 30, 2002
Washington, D.C.

Good afternoon. My name is Caroline Smith DeWaal, and I am director of food safety

for the Center for Science in the Public Interest. CSPI is an advocacy and education organization

focused on food-safety and nutrition issues. We are supported principally by the 800,000

subscribers to our Nutrition Action Healthletter.

Last December, the Chicago Tribune ran a series of investigative reports that exposed

huge gaps in food-safety protections in the national school breakfast and lunch program.' This

program serves meals to some 27 million children2 and provides an essential nutritional

foundation for our nation's school-age population.

'David Jackson, "School Lunches: Illness on Menu," Chicago Tribune, Dec. 9, 2001, p.1; David Jackson
and Geoff Dougherty, "Meat from Troubled Plants Sold to U.S. Lunch Program," Chicago Tribune, Dec. 9, 2001;
David Jackson, "Schools Flunk Food Safetjr," Chicago Tribune, Dec. 10, 2001, p.1; David Jackson, "Vendors Reap
Millions From Schools," Chicago Tribune, Dec. 10, 2001, p.15; Lori Olszewski and David Jackson, "Duncan Vows
Food Safety," Chicago Tribune, Dec. 11, 2001, p. 1.

2
USDA, Food and Nutrition Service, National School Lunch Program, Participation and Lunches Served,

<http://www.fits.usda.gov/pd/s1summar.htm>.
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Contaminated food is particularly dangerous to school-aged children because this

population is among those at risk of contracting a serious foodborne illness resulting in

hospitalization or death. Because children are especially vulnerable, many food-safety messages

are targeted at parents. But when parents send their children off to school, they rely on the

school system and the government to ensure the safety of the food their children eat.

The Chicago Tribune reporters uncovered many recent breaches and gaffes in the school

lunch program, ranging from an uninspected Chicago tortilla factory, suspected of sickening

1,200 children nationwide, to school health officials more willing to blame the children than the

lunchroom for illnesses. But this is not the first time that major outbreaks from school lunches

have been discovered. In 1997, over 300 Sehool children in five states were sickened from frozen

strawberries harvested in Mexico and processed in California. One Michigan county was

particularly hard hit, with 242 Hepatitis A illnesses, and another 10,000 people had to be

immunized with gamma globulin to protect against the disease.' In an outbreak in Arkansas,

over 200 people, most of whom were grade-school students, got sick from turkey dressing served

in a pre-Thanksgiving meal served at a school.'

While those are dramatic examples, they represent just the tip of the iceberg. Food

poisoning illnesses frequently go unrecognized and outbreaks are rarely reported.' There are

sTestimony of Susan I. Done& before the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry, June 5,
1997.

°Caroline Smith DeWaal, Kristina Barlow, Lucy Alderton, and Michael F. Jacobson, Ph.D., Outbreak
Alert! Clasing the Gaps in Our Federal Food-Safety Net, Center for Science in the Public Interest, Oct. 2091;
Telephone Conversation with Sharon Williams, Arkansas State Health Department, June 12, 2001.

sEven when foodborne illnesses are reported, children who complain of illness are sometimes suspected of
"faking it" according to a school health official quoted in David Jackson, "Schools Flunk Food Safety," Chicago
Tribune, Dec. 10, 2001, p. 1 .
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probably numerous small outbreaks that are never recognized but that result in serious illnesses

and lost time from school.

Several years ago, CSPI began tracking food-poisoning outbreaks, so we could better

identify which foods were actually making people sick. CSPI' s database of foodborne-illness

outbreaks, published annually in "Outbreak Alert! ," documents more than 1,600 over the last

decade.6 Even so, our database includes only a small fraction of those that actually occurred,

because outbreaks so often go unreported.

An analysis of CSPI's Outbreak Alert! database shows that since 1990, there were at least

67 documented outbreaks, with more than 4,000 illnesses, in schools. (See Attachment I.). Those

outbreaks were caused by 19 different pathogens and toxins, including E. coli 0157:H7,

Salmonella, and Campylobacter, and affected children and teachers in more than 25 states. In

addition, it shows that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC) database is

incomplete. Of the 67 school outbreaks in CSPI's database, nearly 10% were reported by sources

outside of the CDC. The fact that school outbreaks continue to occur, and major ones have gone

unnoticed by the CDC, shows that there are still serious gaps in our country's food-safety

systems.

The problems with school lunch safety provide a microcosm of the overall condition of

the food-safety system. The responsibility for food safety is split among at least nine federal

agenciesfrom the Department of Agriculture (USDA) to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and

6Caroline Smith DeWaal, Kristina Barlow, Lucy Alderton, and Michael F. Jacobson, Ph.D., Outbreak
Alert! Closing the Gaps in OurTederal Food-Safety Net, Center for Science in the Public Interest, Oct. 2001.
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Firearms.' As the school lunch issue amply demonstrates, balkanization and inflexible

restrictions on applying resources result in many gaps and inconsistencies in the federal

government's oversight of food safety.

Foods regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), such as vegetables, eggs,

and seafood, account for almost 80 percent of the outbreaks in the Outbreak Alert! database,

while the meat and poultry regulated by USDA account for less than 20%. The lion's share of

federal inspection dollars go to USDA, which has approximately 7,600 inspection personnel for

about 6,500 meat, poultry, and processed-egg plants. The FDA has only about 770 food

inspectors for the 60,000 plants it oversees. That imbalance between risk and resources led

CSPI and other consumer organizations to call on Congress and the President to develop a single,

coherent food-safety statute that is implemented by a single, independent food-safety agency.

Such an agency could allocate its resources according to risk. Under the current system, USDA's

meat and poultry inspectors cannot be assigned, if an emergency arises, to inspect plants that

produce fish, shell eggs, or other FDA-regulated foods.

Outbreak Recognition and Response

Schools are the first place where an outbreak could be recognized but some school

officials may prefer to ignore a problem, rather than blame it on the lunch room.' Once a school

7The nine food-safety regulatory agencies are the USDA's Agricultural Marketing Service, Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service, the Food Safety and Inspection Service, and the Grain Inspection, Packets and
Stockyards Administration; the FDA's Cunter for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition and Center for Veterinary
Medicine; the Environmental Protection Agency, the Commerce Department's National Marine Fisheries Service,
and the Treasury Department's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.

8David Jackson, "Schools Flunk Food Safety," Chicago Tribune, Dec. 10, 2001.
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identifies an outbreak, school staff need to infonn local health officials, who in turn must notify

state health officials. Eventually, the outbreak may be reported to CDC, to analyze whether there

is a common food source nationally, and to include in their annual outbreak listing. However,

reporting to CDC is largely voluntary.

The large number of government agencies with food-safety responsibilities can delay both

the recognition and the government's response to food poisoning outbreaks in the school lunch

program. While CDC becomes involved in outbreaks of national significance and conducts

limited food testing, it doesn't regulate the food or the processing plant. CDC must identify the

suspected food, then inform USDA if it iS a meat item or FDA if it is a processed food without

meat. Meanwhile, the agencies frequently sit on the sidelines until CDC identifies the likely food

source.

The impact of this system was clearly evident in the burrito outbreak reported by the

Chicago Tribune. From May to October, over 1200 children became ill while the processor

continued to sell contaminated food to school systems around the country. The response was

slow because of the bifurcated federal regulatory system: The USDA originally assumed

responsibility for investigating the outbreak as the suspected food source, burritos, contained

meat. However, once the source was determined to be the burrito shell itself, FDA became the

government agency in charge.

FDA and USDA lack mandatory recall authority, so once the harmful food is identified,

the federal government must rely on the plant itself to conduct the recall or ask a state to initiate a

recall. In the burrito case, the plant manager trying to direct the recall found he couldn't obtain

his own shipping records to give to FDA because they had already been given to USDA.

5
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According to the Tribune report, the manager asked the age-old question, "Who is in charge?"

when it comes to federal food safety regulation.'

Outbreaks involving school food service don't require any federal response under the

existing system. Proper handling of foods following preparation is critical to ensuring their

safety. Formation of toxins can occur in food that is maintained too long at temperatures below

135°F or in hot trays that don't heat the food evenly. Sanitary conditions in the school kitchens,

central kitchens, and lunchrooms are inspected by the local or county governments, with few

exceptions.

In 1996, CSPI surveyed nearly 50 local and county health departments about their

approach to inspecting restaurants and other food service establishments. We found these

agencies were chronically underfunded, poorly staffed, and often did not enforce food safety

standards that complied with national recommendations!'

Preventing Food Poisoning Outbreaks in Schools

Preventing outbreaks in the school lunch program is largely dependent on the existing,

flawed government food-safety programs. While meat and poultry products are generally

becoming safer due to USDA's new pathogen reduction/performance standard systems, the same

is not hue for FDA-regulated foods. Today, FDA inspects domestic food plants only about once

every five years. And a recent report by the Inspector General said that over 60% of the

9 David Jackson, "School Lunches: Illness on Menu," Chicago Tribune, Dec. 9, 2001.

utaroline Smith DeWaal and Elizabeth Dahl, Dine at Your Own Risk The Failure of Local Agencies to
Adopt and Enforce National Food Safety Standards for Restaurants, Center for Science in the Public Interest, Nov.
1996, pp. 3-5.
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inspections credited to FDA were actually being conducted by the states." This means that

during years with economic downturns, some states may reduce their level of food plant

inspections as state revenues decline. For this reason and others, we don't believe that state

inspection is a reliable substitute for federal oversight. And today's FDA food plant inspection

rate is so low that it is not adequate to.protect the safety of food being sold directly to the public

or going into the school lunch program.

Also, because of the desire to minimize costs associated with food purchased by the

school lunch program, the program may in fact purchase food that is of lower quality. The

Supreme Beef case exemplifies how that can occur. In December 1999, USDA tried to close a

plant for repeatedly failing to meet the government limits on Salmonella in ground beef. Despite

its failing safety record over an extended period of time, this company was a major supplier to

the school lunch program, selling $23.3 million dollars of beef to the government during the

1999-2000 school year.' The company successfully sued to stay open but has since filed for

bankruptcy.

In 2000, USDA tightened its requirements for its ground meat purchases by testing every

lot of meat purchased for the school limch program for Salmonella and E. coli 0157:H7, a

practice that continues today. Lots that contain the harmful pathogen are rejected. While lot

testing does not guarantee that all ground meat distributed by USDA for the national school

11Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector General, FDA Oversight of State Food
Firm Inspections: A Call for Greater Accountability, OEI-01-98-00400, June 2000, p. 15.

12 Supreme Beef Processors, inc. vs. United States Department of Agriculture, United States District Court
for the Northern District of Texas Dallas Division, Civil Action No. 3:99-CV-2713-G.I., May 25, 2000, p. 4-5; Julie
Vorman, US to Stop Salmonella Testing of Beeffor Schools, Reuters, April 5, 2001, 12:13pm. (USDA briefly
announced that it would curtail testing ground beef for Salmonella, but the Bush administration reversed the decision
immediately.)
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lunch program is free of hazards, it helps to eliminate many contaminated lots and forces the

meat industry to be more careful.

Two years after implementation, USDA has a ready supply of affordable beef for school

lunch meals and our children are getting a better, safer product. This program would be even

more effective if the agency required more frequent testing of meat by its suppliers. For

example, some fast food restaurants require suppliers to check their ground beef every 15

minutes for E. coli 0157:H7 and Salmonella. This gives a much greater level of certainty than

USDA's current testing program, and school children certainly deserve the additional protection.

While the meat industry complains that the zero-Salmonella standard for ground meat is

unfair, it is justified because children are among the most vulnerable consumers. We should

serve them the safest products, not just the cheapest. No amount of financial savings could

justify the illness or death of a child.

Although USDA has tightened its purchasing specifications for Salmonella in ground

beef, it has ignored other problems. For example, just last summer, CSPI discovered that the

purchasing specifications still allowed beef trimmings to have small bits of spinal cord attached,

despite concerns about the spread of mad cow disease. USDA quickly eliminated that standard,

but it shows that the agency's standards do not reflect current food-safety concerns.

Another gap is in the area of transportation of foods. Foods always should be transported

in sanitary vehicles, and perishable items should be in refrigerated trucks. On the federal level,

neither USDA nor FDA has a comprehensive regulatory program for transportation and storage

of the products they regulate. FSIS has a reactive approach, only investigating products in

interstate commerce that it suspects are adulterated.

8
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Current regulations are not adequate to ensure that potentially hazardous foods are

transported and stored safely. There are no uniform refrigeration or time requirements for

shipment of foods; no government oversight to prevent cross-contamination in trucks or other

vehicles; and im comprehensive record-keeping system so that receivers of these foods can be

sure they were shipped under proper conditions.

There is also concern because of the increasing trend toward heating lunches in one

school or central kitchen and then transporting them locally to a school for distribution. The

problems inherent in keeping these food hot during transport as well as the potential for cross

contamination en route are tremendous. Transportation of food products needs more careful

oversight by federal, state, and local officials.

Recommendations

Improving the safety of school meals can only occur through comprehensive reform of

the federal food safety system and specific improvements aimed at the national school lunch

program, including federal, state, and local participants.

1. The federal food-safetyngencies need mandatory traceback and recall authority for food

products. Government action will result in faster, more efficient recalls. The federal

government carries more credibility with consumers and is able to garner greater press

attention, which is critical for successful Tecalls. Country-of-origin and state-of-origin

labeling of produce and other foods would help to facilitate traceback of foods linked to a

recall.

2. Congress should give the FDA more resources to inspect the 60,000 domestic food plants

underits jurisdiction at least once per year. While Congress has just given FDA .$97

9
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million to beef up its food inspections as part of the bioterrorism package, the lion's share

of that money will be devoted to food imports. Food for the school lunch program is

required to be domestically produced, so it is vital that FDA be given additional funds to

ensure much more frequent inspection of domestic food plants that it regulates. After all,

the government already inspects meat and poultry processors every day.

3. USDA should require processors of ground meat products to test for Salmonella and E.

coli 0157:117, increase the government's testing frequency to several times a day, and

reject positive lots. USDA should also test for Listeria monocytogenes in all ready-to-eat

meat products purchased for the school lunch program. This program would be further

strengthened by passage of the Harkin/Eshoo Meat and Poultry Pathogen Reduction Act

(S. 2013, H.R. 3956).

4. USDA's agency that purchases food for the school lunch program should visit every plant

that sells and donates food to ensure that the plants are operating according to federal

food-safety laws, and that they are regularly inspected by the appropriate state and federal

agencies. Food processors and suppliers to the school lunch program should be required

to regularly test their food for pathogens and other contaminants and should disclose the

results to the purchasing agency or school. USDA should do additional testing during

their plant audits and should also audit state inspection programs annually.

5. States who rely on strong local enforcement should regularly audit their county and local

governments to ensure that they conduct monthly or more frequent inspections of school

kitchens, cafeterias, and central kitchens used for the national school lunch program.

Where local programs are weak, states should maintain a separate inspection force to

10
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ensure the safe and sanitary preparation of food served in schools, day care centers,

nursing homes, hospitals, and prisons.

6. School lunch programs should utilize safety systems adopted by the fast food industry.

For example, Taco Bell has introduced a system in some of its restaurants designed to

alert staff to temperature violations. Reheated food, such as ground beef or beans, is held

on a heating table until it is assembled into food products sold by the restaurant. The

heating table and the cooling equipment that holds fresh produce are connected to a

monitor, which turns on an audible alarm system in the restaurants if temperatures fall

outside the safety range. If the problem is not corrected within a specified amount of

time, a second alarm is issued and a telephone call is automatically made to corporate

headquarters."

7. The CDC should require states to report foodbome-illness outbreaks. The CDC has

established reporting on only five foodbome pathogens. While some states voluntarily

give the CDC information on outbreaks caused by other foodborne pathogens, the CDC

does not monitor the states that do not. As a result, the CDC's listing of food-poisoning

outbreaks is incomplete. CDC also needs to publish outbreak reports and line-listings in

a timely fashion. At the present time, the CDC reports on outbreaks months, or even

years, after they have occurred. Without timely information, public-health officials and

consumers can do little to manage and prevent outbreaks.

13Carohn'e Smith DeWaal and Elizabeth Dahl, Dine at Your Own Risk: The Failure of Local Agencies to
Adopt and Enforce National Food Safety Standards for Restaurants, Center for Science in the Public Interest, Nov.
1996, p. 27.
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8. Weaknesses in our government programs could set the stage for a crisis in consumer

confidence, a crisis that we would like to see prevented. That is a compelling reason to

create an independent food-safety agency with responsibility from farm-to-table. Such an

agency must be strongly oriented to protecting public health as a means of protecting

public confidence. In addition, it would provide a single regulatory checkpoint with

which the CDC and the states could interact during an outbreak. We urge Congress to act

this year to pass the Durbin/DeLauro Safe Food Act of 2001, a bill that offers a much-

needed strategy to consolidate food safety regulatory functions in a single federal agency.

12
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S.T.O.P. Safe Tables Our Priority
Working Together To Make Safe Food A Reality

Testimony of the Mother of a Victim of Hepatitis A
Transmitted by School Lunch

Susan Doneth
15630 Kesselwood Trail

Marshall, MI 49068
April 30, 2002

"Kids and Cafeterias-. How Safe are Federal School Lunches"
Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management, Restructuring, and the
District of Columbia
House Subcommittee on Government Efficiency, Financial Management and
Intergovernmental Relations

Before I begin my testimony, I wourd like to thank Senator Richard Durbin for-
inviting me to participate in this hearing today.

My name is Susan Doneth and I am the mother of a child who became extremely
ill with Hepatitis A after eating frozen strawberries served in her school lunch.
My daughter, Lindsay, innocently consumed a strawberry dessert at school and
28 days later, she became extremely ill. I am a member of S,T.O.P. Safe
Tables Our Priority, and I am submitting this testimony in order to share with you
the devastating effects of foodborne illness.

When Lindsay first began exhibiting symptoms, she complained'of severe body
aches, headache, and abdominal pain. She had a high fever and began
vomiting. Assuming that Lindsay had the flu, I kept her home from school After
four days, it became apparent that something was seriously wrong. Lindsay was
no longer able to eat or drink and she would sob because her abdominal pain
was so severe. Alarmed, we took Lindsay to the emergency room. She was
severely dehydrated and her urine was the color of weak coffee. The physician
immediately suspected Hepatitis and admitted Lindsay to the hospital. Lindsay
was so dehydrated that the medical personnel had difficulty finding a vein to
start an IV. I had to leave the room as my husband and the nurses held my
screaming child down in order to get a needle in her arm.

Lindsay would remain in the hospital for six days. During that time, my husband
and I would sit by her bed and pray that she would stop vomiting. I have never
seen a child so sick and I cannot describe to you what it is like to witness a child
so ill, especially when that child is your own. At one point, Lindsay stopped
communicating with us and would barely open her eyes. We watched helplessly

F.O. Box 4352, Borlingto*, VT 05486 (Dational tact)
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and she groaned in her sleep while tears silently rolled down her cheeks. She
was only able to whisper, "Mommy, it hurts ever/where." Lindsay had not eaten

or had anything to drink in over a week, yet she-continued to dry heave trying to

expel the poison in her body. She was on continuous IV fluid, pain medication,
and anti-nausea drugs. During her hospitalization, she lost 10% of her body
weight. For months after she left the hospital, she battled hair loss, fatigue, and
suffered from excruciating shingles twice. She continued to complain of
unexplained back pain and we returned often to the doctor.

In the weeks following Lindsay's illness, hundreds of Michigan schoolchildren
became ill with Hepatitis A, most of them in the town where I live. Contaminated
frozen strawberries had somehow slipPed through the supposed-food safety net
and been widely distributed in the school lunch program. As a consumer, I wat
baffled as to how this could happen_ As a mother, I Was outraged. I began
asking questions and demanding answers that no one could give me. Nobody
could explain to me how such a thing happened. I learned that there are so
many different agencies involved in overseeing the safety of our food supply,

there are gaping holes that exist in the present systeM. I also learned that even
though school lunches are served to children who are the most vulnerable
population in terms of foodborne illness, there is little in place ensuring their
safety. Companies supplying food to be served in school lunches should have
to meet a higher standard of safety, not a lower one. More importantly, there
must be traceback capability and accountability when a foodborne outbreak
occurs. We must be able to pinpoint exactiy where the food came from and
make sure that it is not further distributed. In addition, if a company has had
critical violations in the past, or has distributed something that is contaminated,
they should be forever barred from doing further business with the Federal
School Lunch Program.

There are a few important points that I would like tO make. First; foodbome
illness victims continue to be ignored as "real" victims. Often, the source of their
foodbome illness is never discovered because it is often impossible to trace
back`the contaminated product to its'source. We should have the ability to track
our food from the farm to the fork. Only then will there be adequate
accountability, which will help Improve the safety of the food we are consuming.

Second, there should also be a single food safety agency charged with
overseeing the safety of the food supply. The fragmented system currently in

place is clearly not working. Currently, there are more than a dozen agencies
involved in overseeing the safety of the food supply. This severely complicates
matters when the source of a foodborne illness fails into multiple jurisdictions. In
the case of the contaminated frozen strawberries that caused the Hepatitis A
epidemic. FDA oversees fruit, but USDA has jurisdiCtion for the Federal School
Lunch Program Ultimately, hotiody,is willing te take responsibility and it leaves
room for blame-shifting and a whole lot of red tape.

Third, I would like to address public education. Although public education about
foodborne illness and its prevention is important, too much emphasis is placed

Page 2 of 2
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on this by industry and often government. As a consumer, 1 am not responsible
for "cleaning up" dirty food, or cooking cow feces out of my hamburger meat.
The food that my family consumes should not be contaminated to begin with.
After my daughter Lindsay became ill, I became VERY educated about
foodborne illness. 1 did everything possible to protect my family and still, we
were not protected.

Tragically, '18 months after Lindsay was stricken with Hepatitis A, my oldest
daughter, Sara, then 14 years-old, was poisoned with Eco/10157:F17. She spent
over two weeks in a hospital and went into the life threatening complication
Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome (HUS) and went into kidney failure. She was
rushed by ambulance to a children's,hospital in another city. There, she
endured blood transfusions, endless pain and vomiting, bloody diarrhea, and her
pancreas was severely compromised. Again, I had to watch as another child of
mine was held down by hospital personnel while needles, tubes, and various
equipment was attached to her.

The team of pediatric nephrologists treating Sara were trying to prepare my
husband and I for the possibility that our child might die because shewas so ill.
I reMember sitbng in the hospital in denial. Still not believing that such a,thing
could be happening to my family a second time. I had done everything, right. I

had educated myself about foodbome illness, I had become politically involved
in the issue, and I had done everything in my power to protect my children.
Clearly, it wasn't enough and it did nothing to protect us from becoming victims
again. Sara now has permanent kidney damage, high blood pressure and
continues to see a pediatric nephrologist on a regular basis. I thank God every
day that my daughter is still with us and didn'tlose her life like.many victims
have.

We were never ablelo trace the source of Sara's illness. Because hundreds of
people had not become ill, it was never investigated thoroughly by the local
health department. Sara could have gotten sick from something I cooked, she
could have gotten sick from something she ate in a restaurant, or ehe could have,
been poisoned by something served in her school lunch. We will probably never
know and that is a diffieult thing to live with. Incredibly, she was not important
enough to even warrant an investigation. As a mother, I refuie to sit back while
industry points their fingers at consumer education and somehow insinuates that
am to blame for my children getting sick, or it wain't prevented because of

something I didn't do. My children and I did nothing wrong and we are not to
blame.

As a citizen, I expect public health and safety to be the paramount concern of
lawmakers. The Lindsay and Sara Doneth's of this world are not expendable in
the pursuit of cheaper, less burdensome regulations. Furtherniote, when the
government is entering into contracts with food sUPpliers, the contract should not
go to the lowest bidder if they aren't also the safest bidder.

Foodbome illness victims should be given the opportunity to tell their stories in
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forums such as this hearing today. It seems that participating in government as

a citizen is almost impossible if one works fUll time and lives outside the

beltway. Most foodbome illness victims and their families are average people

like myself and not politicians, but nobody understands this issue better than

someone who has experienced it. I hope that when you are reading your

statistics and making your decisions, you.will remember these statistics are not
just numbers. They represent real people, many who were not as lucky as my

daughters and paid for their trust in the current food safety system with their

lives.

I thank the committee for allowing me to share these comments today.

,
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Testimony of
John Bode

Counsel
National Food Processors Association (NFPA)

Before the
Senate Government Affairs Subcommittee

Oversight of Government Management, Restructuring,
and the District of Columbia

and the House Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Efficiency,
Financial Management, and Intergovernmental Relations

Washington, D.C.
Tuesday, April 30, 2002 2:30 p.m.

Mr. Chairman, my name is John Bode, and I serve as Counsel to the National Food

Processors Association (NFPA). NFPA is the largest food-only trade association in the

United States, representing the $500 billion U.S. food processing industry on scientific

and public policy issues involving food safety, nutrition, technical and regulatory matters,

consumer outreach and international affairs. NFPA's members use a variety of

processing and packaging technologies to produce branded and private-label food and

beverage products found in foodservice and retail stores. Known as "the food safety

people," NFPA has three laboratory centers in theUnited States. Our mission is to

provide the best scientific and technical services to the nation's food processors, and

translate our unique food safety and food science expertise into sound public policy.

As food processors, our members are proud of their participation in the School Lunch

Program and the contributions of the National School Lunch Program to the nutritional

health of our school children. Processed foodsplay an important role in ensuring the

safety of school feeding programs, and are as nutritious as fresh foods. Our members

1
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produce many products, including juices, bagged salad mixes, canned, frozen and dried

fruits and vegetables, providing convenience and enhanced safety, increased shelf life,

spoilage prevention and year-round availability. Many of these products are also

instrumental in helping children reach the Administration's 5 A Day For Better Health

goals, of which we are strong supporters.

The Importance of Safety to the Food Industry and

the Critical Role of Sound Science

Food safety is the first order of business for the food processing industry. With

customer relationships and businesses on the line every day, NFPA members are the

original food safety advocates, and we have been very successful in our efforts. Food

processing makes foods safe. Many steps are taken by processors to keep foods safe,

suCh as heating foods to kill bacteria, including cooking, pasteurizing, freezing, and

canning.

While the U.S. has a strong and credible food safety system, and America's food supply

is among the safest in the world, we are continually striving to make our system even

better. The industry shares the Federal Government's goal of identifying and reducing

foodbome pathogens and their associated health risks, and our ongoing and continuous

efforts in food safety research,lechnology, education, and intervention and contml

methods are a testament to our resolve and commitment in this regard.

2
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Risk Assessment, Surveillance, Prevention and Education

A strong science base is essential to accuracy in the identification, assessment and control

of food safety risks. Surveillance -- knowing where the problems are and identifying new

problems rapidly -- is key to managing food safety risks. The federal food safety system

today has better prevention programs and surveillance systems, faster outbreak response,

and more focused research and risk assessment activities, all of which have led to

improved food safety. Risk assessment and surveillance methods are the two key tools

necessary to identify and determine the most appropriate focus for food safety resources

and research, and should be appropriately fimded and utilized accordingly.

We also need science-based methods to quantify the progress being made. Many of these

mechanisms are already in place or in the pilot stage, such as FoodNet, PulseNet, and

Food & Drug Administration's (FDA) and United,States Department of Agriculture's

(USDA) Foodborne Illness Education Information Center. Clearly, proper funding levels

should be maintained for these important programs as well. With the events of

September 110, these programs have become even more important than ever, and we

applaud the attention and funding they are now receiving.

Because of surveillance and risk assessment activities, we know how important it is to

educate children and the public at large about proper food handling. NFPA supports the

messages agreed upon with government agencies, consumers, health educators and

industry, such as the FightBac! Campaign, which clearly states: 1) wash hands;

2) separate foods; 3) cook thoroughly and, 4) store properly. These simple messages

3
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should continue to be used as key preventive steps in public education and training, and

thereby assist in further reducing the risk of foodbome

It should be recognized that food safety is an undertaking that must be met in a

comprehensive rummer. To assure success, all components of the food industry, from

fann-to-table; all levels of government; and all food handlers and preparers must actively

work for food safety.

Most illnesses occur when foods are cooked or handled improperly, including:

o Sanitation deficiencies (which may causecross-contamination), such as improper

cleaning of food preparation sites, hands, utensils, counters orcutting boards;

o inadequate cooking & heating, which may include improper thawing; or

la improper handling, such as deficiencies in cooling, storage orrefrigeration.

Therefore, the primary focus in ensuring the safety of foods in schools and elsewhere

should be placed where the greatest impact can be achieved -- educating handlers and

preparers on safe food handling and preparation. The same rules apply for schools as

they do anywhere else, be it a food production facility, foodservice operation or home

kitchen.

Foodborne Illness Rates Continue to Decline

4
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As we know from recent Centers for Disease Control (CDC) figures, incidences of

foodbome illness in the U.S. have improved dramatically (food poisoning from a variety

of harmful microbes declined by 21 percent between 1996 to 2001, according to the

CDC). USDA reports continuing declines in food poisoning and bacteria found on meat

and poultry as well. A recent General Accounting Office (GAO) report indicates there

were only 20 foodbome disease outbreaks in schools in 1997, and only 8 were associated

with foods served in the school meal programs, while the other 12 were foods brought

from home or obtained from other sources.

School foodservice should be considered in the broader context of declining rates of

foodborne disease. With 33 million meals served daily in the National School Lunch

and School Breakfast Programs, the low rate of foodbome disease incidence in school

foodservice is a laudable achievement upon which we are eager to improve. There is

good reason to believe that streamlined foodservice systems that rely heavily upon

processed foods are part of the reason for improvements in food safety. These systems

pemiit foodservice professionals to achieve greater control of food preparation and

handling responsibilities and thereby minimize the potential for problems in sanitation,

cooking and handling practices.
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Foods Sold in Schools Should Meet the Same Food Safety Standards and Rave

Access to the Same Food Safety Technologies as Other Processed Foods

Processed foods sold for use in school foodservice are generallyrequired to meet the

same federal food safety requirements as other processed foods. Whether requirements

are administered by the USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) or the FDA

is dependent upon the unique statutory requirements that Congress has imposed. Unique

requirements may be based upon the characteristics of the regulated foods or the

traditions and cultures of the responsible committees of Congress and the regulatory

agencies. Nonetheless, failure to comply with the requirements ofeither of those

agencies is an extremely grave matter, not only for the economic survival of the food

processor, but potentially in matters of civil and criminal liability for responsible persons

within the company. Not suiprisingly, compliance with the extensive body of federal

food safety requirements is routinely high and serious lapses are appropriately the focus

of great scnitiny.

NFPA notes that there are two stark exceptions to the general requirement that school

foodservice foods have the same food safety opportunities available for processed foods

sold at retail. First, Congress enacted subsection 23(c) of the Federal Meat Inspection

Act, which provides for an exemption for pizzas served innonprofit institutions, such as

schools, from the rigorous food safety requirements applied to pizzas processed for sale

to retail or other foodservice establishments. Because pizza is generally a low-risk

product and requirements imposed on food processing are so highly protective, those

lower standards apparently have not given rise to any, food safety problems. Nonetheless,
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NFPA questions the prudence of adopting lower food safety standards for any food

because it is to be served in nonprofit institutions, such as school foodservice.

Second, in 2000, USDA dictated, without public comment or traditional contactor

consultation, that ground beef must be free of Salmonella and that meat products may not

be treated by irradiation, an approved pathogen-reducing technologythat is approved by

both FDA and USDA for raw meat and poultry, and for other food products. Doing so

created: 1) An untenable, unachievable, and scientifically flawedzero tolerance

standard, and 2) banned the use of the one tool that can virtually guarantee the absence of

salmonella in raw ground beef -- irradiation.

Salmonella is natural and unavoidable in raw meat, and taken care of by proper cooking.

Even USDA acknowledges that salmonella is not an adulterant in their Salmonella

performance standards for ground beef. Regrettably, bureaucratic inertia appears to

account for the imprudent restriction against irradiation remaining in place today. NFPA

submits that it is inappropriate for USDA to prohibit the use of any approved food safety

technology in foods provided for school foodservice, and furthermore, that this restriction

is a blunder in public education regarding irradiation and the use of approved food safety

technologies.

Since food irradiation is widely misunderstood, permit me to elaborate on this food safety

technology. Food irradiation is the process of exposing food to a carefully measured

amount of ionizing radiant energy. This energy electrons, gamma rays or x-rays --

7
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travels through the food, killing pathogens such as E. coli 0157: H7, without raising the

temperature of the food. The process also is referred to as "cold pasteurization" because

bacteria are killed without the use of heat.

Scientific studies conducted by public and private researchers over the past 50 years

support the benefits of food irradiation and conclude that it poses no significant health

risk. Irradiated foods look, smell and taste like traditionally processed foods and they are

equally nutritious. In a report issued in 2000, GAO analyzed the available research and

also concluded that the benefits of irradiation outweigh any risks. The FDA, American

Medical Association and the World Health Organization agree that irradiated foods are

safe. Forty countries, including the U.S., permit food irradiation.

Food irradiation is not a replacement for Good Manufacturing Praciices (GMP's) and

inspection methods or Safe food handling practices, but rather supplements these efforts

with added protection against many harmful bacteria that are naturally present in the

environment and on certain foods. Irradiation also reduces spoilage bacteria, insects and

parasites, thereby extending shelf-life and increasing wholesomeness.

Because of the paramount importance of food safety, it is unreasonable and unjustified to

ban irradiation of foods for the School Lunch Program. The food industry should be

permitted to use all food safety tools available to ensure our children receive safe food.

8
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Single Food Policy is Needed, Not Single Food Agency

NFPA respectfully submits that the proposal to establish a single food safety agency

offers no meaningful benefit to food safety or school food feeding programs directly.

There is absolutely no evidence that a change in organizational structure would enhance

food safety. My experience with relatively minor federal reorganizations impressed me

greatly with the disruption in agency productivity that is caused by organizational

changes. Quite simply, agency organizational changes prompt personnel to congregate

around the coffee pots and water coolers to discuss at incredible length every imaginable

reorganization scenario. As a result, productivity suffers.

Moreover, consolidation of federal food safety agencies would not alter the vast majority

of differences in their regulatory requirements. The differing requirements generally

have sound basis, either in regulatory systems or, more often, unique requirements of the

authorizing statutes that Congress has provided. Therefore, we respectfully submit that it

is Congess, not the separate federal agencies, that account for the bulk of the differences

in the regulatory systems of the federal food safety agencies. With very few exceptions,

merging federal agencies would not change those differences.

The current regulatory system governing food can continue to be improved through

stronger communication and coordination among the responsible agencies. We believe

the best way to do that is to ensure that the Federal Govermnent, along with s:tates and

local jurisdictions, take the steps necessary to ensure the highest level of coordination

between all agencies with food safety responsibilities.

9
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coordination at the highest levels. We suggest the Council should include as members

the Secretaries of Health and Human Services, Agriculture and, Treasury, the

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Director of Homeland

Security, a representative from the States, and other officials the President wished to

designate.

We believe it would be beneficial for the Council to create a Mission Statement,

including a single food safety policy to govern policy development and regulatory

activity at all federal food safety agencies and that move the U.S. to a science-based, risk-

based food safety system.

The Council should identify any underlying regulatory inefficiencies or problems within

the current food safety system that can be addressed through executive or administrative

actions (such as MOU's among the agencies), and ensure effective implementation of

same.

Lastly, the Council should identify specific problems that require legislative action

involving existing food safety statutes that impede coordination and cooperation among

existing agencies, the efficient allocation of resources, and hinder, movement to a science-

based, risk-based food safety system.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to share the perspective of the National Food

Processors Association and would be pleased to assist Congress as you pursue your

important work of continuing improvement upon one of the world's most successfill food

safety sYstems.

10
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S.T.O.P. Safe Tables Our Priority
Working Together To Make Safe Food A Reality

"Kids and Cafeterias: Row Safe are Federal School Lunches?"
Testimony of

Cheryl Roberts off Comer, Georgia,
S.T.O.P. member and mother of Tyler Roberts, a victim of E. con 01.57:117

April 30, 2002

On behalf of my family, Safe Tables Our Priority, and all of the victims of foodborne
illness, thank you for inviting me here today.

On April 23, 1998, my son Tyler was 11 years old. That day, Tyler ate just a few bites of a
contaminated, undercooked hamburger at school. He realized it was raw and stopped
eating it, but not soon enough. It only takes 3-5 .F.L coli 0157:H7 bacteria to kills child.
Tyler_had eaten enough that his next few weeks and ours would be filled with horror and
the fear that he would die.

within the next few days, Tyler became very fil. Pain arid diarrhea, along with vomiting,
came and went for days. We visited his doctor, who was concerned but did not yet
connect his symptoms with hemolytic uremic syndrome, an outcome of E. coli 0157:H7
poisoning, since there had been no other reported cases. For the next week Tyler's
condition was up and down_ At times he was doubled over with severe stomach cramps.
We felt helpless because he was hurting so bad. As his condition got worse, the doctor
sent us to have more extensive blood work done. We were horrified to find out that Tyler
was in kidney failure.

He was hospitalized in Atlanta 80 miles from our home. We were told that in most cases,
children with Tyler's kidney function would be on dialysis. But due to his existing diabetes,
and age near puberty, we were told that if he went on dialysis, he would probably have to
be put on a transplant list. Tyler had to have diuretics and his color WaS white as a sheet.
He had severe fatigue. He cried and had horrible nightmares ofmonsters coming to take
him away. He was in the hospital for a week. It would be well over a year before our ll -
year-old son got his 03102 and strength back and began to look hie a normal child.

All of this, we then found out, was because ofan under-cooked, contaminated hamburger
he ate at schooL We had told the doctor at the hospital ahout the hamburger. It was
reported, and someone went to the school the next day and took the leftover hamburgers.
They went to two different labs, and tested positive for E. coil 0157H7 bacteria_ It was
sheer luck that they obtained an identified pathogen and source. Often there is no food left

Prepared with the assistance of S. 7".0.4P. for the Senate Subcommitteeon Oversight of Government
Management, Restrsaturing, and District of Columbia and the House Subcommittee on Government
Efficiency, Financial. Management and Intergovernmental Relations.

P.O. Box 4352, Budiugton, VT 05406 (national offico)
(802) 863-055S (5M) 350-STOP www.SafeEnting.org
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over to test, or the time window has passed, or the lab makes an error. In this case, it was
clear that there was E. coil 0157:H7 in the meat that Tyler had been served at the school,
which shOuld have sparked a community-wide effort to make sure that other children who
had eaten the same meat were identified and followed up with, and received the necessary
medical care. Initead, Weil health Officials and the media tried to make it appear Tyler
only got sick because he was diabetic.

Local health officials clidn't,want anyone to knew the meat was contaminated, so they
didn't tell us. The health dePartnient reacted as though it was Our fault that he Was sick,
and it couldn't be a problem with the school lunch. It was riS if they didn't want to believe
this could have happened, especially in their county. The principal and superintendent
were the ones who notified us. Other parents with sick children - and there were many
who called us afterward, and told us that their children had the same syroptoms - were
encouraged to think that their Children had a virus.

This endangered other children in our comMunity, because E. coil 0157:H7 is easily
passed between children playing; and in day cares, after school facilities and pools. The E.
coil outbreak in an Atlanta water park that sickened two dozen children and killed 1 child
a few years back was almost certainly of food-borne origin. Mother S.T.O.P. member
whO Couldn't be here today has a 6 year old daughter who suffered neurological damage
and will endure years of kidney transplants due to E. can 0157:H7 thatshe contracted
front playing with older children who picked up the genn from their school lunch tacos.
We shouldn't be putting our children in danger from the simple fact of eating a
government-approved lunch.

Our story, more than anything, demonstrates how crucial it is to ensure that food safe
from pathogens is being sent to school systems, where contaminated food can be
mishandled by a distracted worker or cross-contaminate and have a disastrous effect 013
the health of a captive population of children. Tyler was very sick because his hamburger
was, first of all, contaminated, and second, incorrectly prepared. His age and' weakened
immune system put him in an especially vulnerable condition for severe food poisoning.
We feel very blessed, because victims with even fewer health problems have died from this
brutal illness.

Our story also highlights the fact that victims are too often treated hie second-class
citizens by health officials and others whose main interest is covering up for any misdeeds,
not protecting the public health. This attitude comes at the expense of the community. We
live in a very small town. The impact on our community from this has been huge and
divisive. Those who had children who had symptoms were concerned and on one side,
while those who didn't, or who knew little about the bacteria, were on the other, feeling
that this couldn't be happening in our area. No lawsuit was filed against the school, but
people still acted as if we were out to hurt' the school. This is not an attack on the schools.
It is a cry for help.

The subject of this hearing is to deterMine what steps our government should be taking to
prevent foodborne disease in the schools. The answer is simple Tyler can tell you, as
can all of the children who have been poisoned by diseases in their government-sponsored
lunches. The answer is "Every step you ean."

Page 2 of 2
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Among those steps should be the following:

1.) The mission for the school lunch program should be rewritten to emphasize food safety
Kalandarognialmmorn, The standing USDA prioritization of price above all has
resulted in school lunches becomiog a dumping ground for ground beef and other
agricultural products of questionable safety. After my son's illness the Dept. of
Agriculture closed down the business where the meat had been produced, and puled its
inspection stamp, because the product they fouird in the plant was contaminated,
misbranded, adulterated, and unfit for human consumption. Such meat should never have
found its way into the school lunch system in the first place. Purchasing policies should
take into account the vulnerability of the population being served and prioritize safety
accordingly.

2) Mandatory Pathogen teging should be retained and ercatly expanded fpr all.gronral
meat and noultryproducts, =Notedly those sold to the school lunch 'outgrow. _Pathogen
testing is America's strongest weapon against foodhonie disease. Testing for E coil
015'7E7, salmonella, listeria and catnpylobacter should be rigidlyanforced by a federal
agency with the ability to shut down plants that repeatedly produce potentially deadly
products.

Although it did not succeed in killing my son, E. celi 0157:H7 did claim a life in my sores
case. The man responsible for the meat my son ate committed suicide when faced with the
public realization of the fact that he bad caused my son to fight for his life in a hospital
bed. Unfortunately, he apparently didrit care, or understand, until he was caught. lithe
USDA's exiating testing and inspection systems truly were effective, the contaminated
meat never would have left the factory.

corporations eccountable for their prodncts. Distributed food products that are
contaminated should face mandatory recall, lilta dem-five toya and tires, rather than the
current system which allows the food producer to choose whether, when, and how much.
to recalL Manufacturers should be forced to disclose institutional purchasers of their
products so that the product can be pulled from shelves and refrigerators before they make
someone sick.

Furthermore, the government should actively promote the free exchange of disease
information to help identify and prevent future outbreaks rather than deliberately shielding
corporate culpability. One heartbroken S.T.O.P. family who buried their 3-year-old son in
August 2001 is still waiting to learn the genetic fingerprint of a million pounds ofmeat
recalled at the time their son was sick which the USDA has so far refused to release
despite the fact that it is public information. This is in character with the contradictory
mission of the USDA one ofmany reasons why the move to a single food agency would
bc beneficial.

Fjnallv. the federallovernment should create a federally funded victim assistance and
co 40 to tr. 11/1,1:14
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injury vietilt.st es suffering from the ongoing olivsicata
financial ravages of foodbome disease_ Repeated trips back and forth to the hospital for
blood work and the doctor's office for followups have put tremendous strains on Tyler
and our family. Even with insurance, all of our costs were not covered. Tyler faces a
strong probability of kidney and other complications down the road. Children mote
severely affected face years or lifetimes of physical therapy, special education and
counseling to recover from strokes, heart failure, neurological damage, post-trau.matic
stress syndrome, cerebral palsy, and other aftereffects of defects in a government
regulated product As one S.T.O.P. foodborne disease survivor,reeently told PBS'
Frontline, "When the ordeal was aver, I had lost my spleen, my hair, a boyfrient4 a
normal immune system and a semester of college and had gained a quarter of a million
dollars in medical bills and battle seam The effects of these diseases go far beyond the
physical."

Beyond this, I have nothing more to say except to urge you to act quickly to make school
lunches safer. My son's illness probably saved children's lives, but unfortunately not before
he sal% ed and our whole family and comthunity lived through a *htmare. I ask you to
make the several hundreds of children who are lying in hospital beds right now, as Tyler
did, and the families who are praying for their child to recover from their food-related
illnesses, the last ones who need to endure this hell because of preventable contamination
of their food.

Page 4 of 4
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Prepared Statement of Mary Klatko
Food and Nutrition Service AAministrator

for the Howard County Public School System
Howard County, Maryland

on behalf of the American School food Service Administration

Senator Durbin, Members of the Committees, I am Mary Klatko, Food and Nutrition Service
Administrator for the Howard County Public School System in Howard County, Maryland. We are a
school district of 45,000 students with 67 schools located between Baltimore and-Washington. I am
also the coordinator of a Purchasing Cooperative which serves 12 Maryland Counties with an
enrollment of 235,000 students in 375 schools. With me today is Barry Sackin, StaffVice President,
Public Policy, for the American School Food Service Association. Thank you for this opportunity to
speak to you about food safety in school nutrition programs.

The American School Food Service Association is a member organization ofmore than 57,000
school food servide professionals. Among our members we count the directors ofmost of the 5,000
largest districts in this country serving almost 70% of all school meals, More than half of our
members have received ASP:SA certification, a professional standard that includes having completed
and passed a comprehensive food safety program.

I don't know one school food service professional who is not deeply concerned about the safety of
the food they serve. This concern stems, primarily, from our commitment to the children in our
care. I am proud of the record we have established over many years which clearly shows that
school meals are among the safest meals served in this country.

In February, 2000, the Government Accounting Office, GAO, submitted a report to Congress
requested by Senator Harkin. The report stated in part that, "twenty outbreaks of food borne
illness in schools were reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention during
calendar year 1997, the most recent year for which national data were available. However, the
health department records of the states that reported these outbreaks and other documentation
indicate that only 8 of the 20 outbreaks were associated with food served in the school meal
programs. The other 12 outbreaks were related to foods that were consumed in schools but that
were brought from home or obtained from other sources. Nationwide data were not available for
1998; however, the health department records of the states that reported outbreaks in schools to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in 1997 identified nine outbreaks associated with
food served in school meal programs during 1998. These outbreaks in 1997 and 1998 affected an
estimated 1,609 individuals."

ASFSA is concerned about every one of these 1609 children. But the numbers must be put in
context. Each day, at more than 92,000 schools in this country, school food service professionals
serve more than 7.8 million breakfasts and 27.6 million lunches. This means that during the two
years included in the studies, schools provided approximately 13 billion school meals as well as
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Testimony of ASFSA 2 April 30, 2002

an unspecified number of other customers served through a la carte sales, catering activities, and
other programs that many school food service programs serve like Head Start and Meals on

Wheels.

We attribute this remarkable record to the-care taken in handling, preparing and serving food.'
Quality school food service programs emphasize food safety and weconstantly train and retrain
employees in safe handling practices. The first line of defense is, and always will be, the people
who handle the food. Part of this commitment includes training staff to receive food deliveries

in ways consistent with healthful, safe practices including checking for freshness, the proper
temperature, and that products do not show signs of adulteration.

ASFSA food safety training recommends that school districts strictlymonitor food safety from
the time food is received to the time it is served. The associationoffers "Serving It Safe", a
nationally accepted sanitation and food safety course for foodservice staff to help them keep their
kitchens safe, clean and sanitary. Marcia Smith, president of ASFSA, said, "our association has
offered training opportunities toJhousands of our members, in order to increase their larowledge

and practice of food safety. We consider this a top priority."

In keeping with this philosophy, one way we think Congress can address is providing resources
to assist school districts in training staff Also, many school distriCts are developing HACCP

based models for their food service facilities. This development is resource intensiVe and it

would be helpful and appropriate for Congress to help in developing model programs and
providing the means for districts with the best practices to share their processes with other

schools.

The Chicago Tribune article that has been discussed today cited the poor physical condition of

some of the Chicago schools they visited, mentioning peeling paint and equipment ill disrepair.
Today. in tight budget times, schools are hard pressed to allocate funds for updating school
cafeterias. A section of the national school lunch act; which was repealed in 1981, would have

allowed Congress to contribute toward modernizing school cafeterias. ASFSA supports
reinstating this provision of the law.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committees, there may be schools in the nation where some of
the negative situations mentioned in the Chicago Tribune article do exist. In a few schools,
foodservice staff may not be certified or given enough training. School kitchens are frequently

the last in line for facility modernization However, most schools around the country have well

trained, certified professionals running exemplary programs in sanitary food production
facilities. And niost vendors to school meal programs are beyond reproach in their attention to

safe processing and handling of the foods they prepare and sell.

On behalf of the Association, I thank you for your attention and interest. We would be happy to

answer any questions you may have.

3 4
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USDA

United States Department of Agdculture

Office of the Secretary
Washington, D.C. 20250

JUL 8 2002

The Honorable Richard Durbin
Chairman, Committee on Governmental Affairs

Subcommittee on Government Management,
Restructuring and the District of Columbia

United States Senate
439 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On April 30th, I testified before the joint Senate Government Affairs Subcommittee on
Government Management, Restructuring and the District of Columbia and House Government
Reform Subcommittee on Government Efficiency, Financial Management and Intergovernmental
Relations regarding the safety of the food that is used in the National School Lunch Program.
During my testimony I offered to provide the Subcommittees with data on the number of visits to
the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) Quarterly Enforcement andRegulatory Report
web page. I have the following information to report regarding that data.

As you know, the FSIS Web site, www.fsis.usda.gov, is a valuable resource for consumers, food
safety educators, the regulated industry, FSIS employees, government officials, and other
professionals. The site contains thousands of documents including the Agency'snews releases,
recall information, safe food handling information for consuniers, guidance on Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Point (HACCP) implementation, speeches by FSIS officials and the Under
Secretary for Food Safety, regulations and directives, Agency reports and issuances, and career
and employment information.

FSIS has seen dramatic increases in the number of visits to its web site since its inception in
1998. However, the Agency does,not possess the technological resources to track the number of
visits to each individual page on the Agency's Web site. Additional resources would be needed
to allow for the development of customized reports to track the number of visits to a specific
page, such as the Quarterly Enforcement and Regulatory Reports. In the absence of this detailed
data, we have attached a chart that details the actual number of visits to the FSIS Web site from
the beginning of fiscal year 2002 until April 2002. Also attached is a chart detailing the
estimated number of email responses generated from the FSIS Web site between fiscal years
1998 and 2001.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1. ; ":1
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The Honorable Richard Durbin
Page Two

I hope this information will be of use and interest. I look forward to working with you on other
food safety issues in the future and hope you will share with me any comments you might have
about the FSIS web site.

Dr. Elsa A. Murano
Under Secretary
Food Safety

Enclosure

Cc: The Honorable Steve Horn

FSIS Web Site: Number of Visits, Fiscal Year 2002 (October-April)

Month Number of Visits
Oct Ober 2001 268,739
November 2001 647,311
December 2001 512,196

January 2002 671,060
Febivary 2002 656,619
March 2002. 692,278
April 2002 671,996

Total 4,120,199

Estimated Number of email Inquiries Via FSIS Web Site, 1998-2001

Fiscal Year Estimated Number
of Email Inquiries

1998 1,200

1999 1,200

2000 2,200

2001 5,390
Total 9,990
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United Stites General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

May 23, 2002

The Honorable Richard J. Durbin
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management,
Restructuring and the District of Columbia

Conunittee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate

The Honorable Steve Horn
Chairman, Subcommittee on Government Efficiency, Financial Management,
and Intergovernmental Relations

Conunittee on Government Reform
House of Representatives

This letter responds to your request for comments on S. 1501, the Safe Food Act of
2001, which we discussed during our April 30, 2002 testimony on the safety of school
meals. We agree with the bill's concept and objectives. However, we would like to
suggest an additional step that would, in our view, could enhance the bill's prospects
for improving U.S. food safety.

We believe that creating a single food safety agency to administer a uniform, risk-
based inspection system is the mist effective way for the federal government to
resolve long-standing problems and address emerging food safety issues. However,
we believe that the nation's food safety laws also should be consolidate& To this
end, we testified in October 2001 that the Congress should consider, as a first step,
enacting a comprehensive, uniform and risk-based food safety statute. We believe
that such a statute would facilitate and enhance the work of a single food safety
agency.

Therefore, we recommend adding a provision to S.1501 requiring that, within a
prescribed period of time-for example, one year of the new agency's establishment-
its administrator develop a plan for congressional consideration to consolidate
existing food safety laws into one comprehensive and risk-based food safety statute.
Otherwise, the new agency would, while consolidating the government's focid safety
responsibilities, still have to enforee existing statutes. These statutes inhibit science-
based activities for food safety and result in inconsistent and uneven use of
resources.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment and hope that these suggestions are of
assistance. If you have any additional questions, pleased do not hesitate to call me at
(202) 512-3841.

Lawrence J. Dyckrnan
Director, Natural Resources
and Environment
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Informatin requested for the record submitted from John Bode

Change to Food Safety Laws

I respectfully submit that S. 1501, Senator Durbin's bill to consolidate in a siogle
independent agency in the Executive branch the responsibilities regarding food safety, labeling, and
inspection camently divided among several Ferlerral agencies, would do nothing to reconcile the
inconsistencies between major federal food safety statutes. S. 1501'Proposes no arreandment to any
of the majoi federal food safety statates and certainly would not recoritile fundacirental differences
between them.

Recall of Imported Foods

Testimony by another witness suggested tbat recalls of imported foods cannot reliably be
achieeed, Thal is wrong. The sameframework of extensive authorities and incentives of contract
and liability law that make voluntary recalls highly effective with respect te domaticallyProducoi
food also apply to food imports_ SpOifically, the imparter of a food that proves' to be adulterated
would be rectested to undertake a recall and the practice has been that the importer promPtly does
so. If the importer would not undertake a recall, the food may be detained and actionundertaken for
a seizure of the product. Distribution records are available to the agency. And. the Federal agency
can issue its own'recall notice.

What is often lost ha these discussions is that criminal liability exists for entering adulterated
food in interepte commerce. It is very well known that a failure to be highly cooperative With
Federal' food safety agency personnel in a recall situation will dramaticallyincrease the &chimed of
a referral for prosecution of both tbe company and responsiblepersons in the company. In short.
failure to cooperate in a recall situation may result in responsible company officials going to jaiL

Given this backdrop, the compelling tort liability risks associated with a failure to promptly
respond to a Federal food safety agency request for a recall, and the capability of the agencies to
effectively detain, seize arid recover the *aid through existing authorities, it should be no surprise
that the voluntary recall system has been highly effective throughout the food industry over the

sweep of the decados that it has existed.
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Ruth Jonen, Food Service Director
for Township High School District 211

Palatine, Illinois

Senator Durbin and Members of the Committee, my name is Ruth Jonen and I am Food
Service Directe,- for Township High School District 211 in Palatine, Illinois. I am
submitting these comments as a result of a visit from Emily Kirk to school food service
operations in the Chicago metropolitan area. Ms. Kirk toured school food service
facilities and those of a commercial food service distributor on April 11 and 12, 2002.
This visit was designed to provide a more accurate picture of school food service than the
one that appeared in December, 2001 issues of the Chicago Tribune.

All of us in school food service, whether employed to work directly in school cafeterias,
as brokers, sales people, vendors, manufacturers, or producers share a concern about the
safety of the food we -serve to our students. School meal programs have an excellent
record of food safety. GAO reports show small numbers of foodborne illness outbreaks
resulting from food prepared and eaten at school. One outbreak is too many, that is why
we spend considerable resources in training our staff in proper food handling. The
majority of my food service employees have earned the Illinois Sanitation Certificate and
are required to complete continuing education in this discipline. School facilities are
inspected by local health departments. We require that food deliveries be made on trucks
with proper freezer and refrigeration equipment. Care is taken at every step to ensure that
food is kept at proper temperatures.

One issue raised in the Tribune articles was food recalls. I have never experienced a
recall or hold that was not accompanied by information on what actions to take to ensure
the well-being of my customers. I believe that encouraging school food service operators
to use existing internet web sites will help in this area. The web site for the American
School Food Service Association posts information on food recalls and provides links to
other sites that contain additional information. As is always the case, it is the operators'
responsibility to remain informed.

I do have two specific concerns as an Illinois school food service professional. The first
is the elimination of the technical assistance staff at the Illinois State Board of Education.
In its latest round of reorganization, the technical assistance and outreach resources were
eliminated. This technical assistance has been essential in providing training in all areas
of school food service, but especially in the areas of nutrition and food safety. The loss
of this important resource will make it more difficult than ever for school districts to
address issues of food safety.
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The second area of concern is the current' contract for distribution of USDA commodity
foods in Illinois. I require that vendors ship food to my locations on trucks that are
equipped with frozen andlor refrigerated units. I understand that the ISBE has awarded
the contract to distribute USDA commodity foods in Illinois to a firm whose trucks do
NOT have refrigerated or frozen delivery capabilities. The theory is that the food will be
on the trucks less than 24 hours. The warehouse is located in Granite City. From a
purely practical and historical perspective, the food is often on the truck fOr more than 24
hours. This results in loss of product quality. More importantly, frozen food may not be
frozen upon receipt. This is an area of enormous concern from a food safety perspective.
The school food service professionals in Illinois have expressed reservations about this
contract. We would &way appreciate your investigation of this problem.

In general, there are adequate safe guards and standards in place to ensure a safe,
wholesome school meal program. The issue is implementation and enforcement of
current regulations and requirements. It is also an issue of continuing education and
training for school food service personnel. I would encourage appropriation of ftmds that
can support implementation of HACCP programs in school meal programs. It is
unrealistic to assume that schools can take on additional costs and responsibilities for
food safety in the absence of support from USDA or state agencies.

I am very grateful to Emily Kirk for taking the time to visit school meal programs. I
encourage all of you to eat lunch or breakfast at schools in your own communities. I
believe you will be impressed by the quality of food and the commitment to nutritious,
wholesome, safe meals for America's children. I would be pleased to answer any
questions you may have. Thank you for your interest in child nutrition programs.

Ruth Jonen, Director of Food Service
Township High School District 211
1750 South Roselle Road
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Email: rjonen@d211.org; telephone: 847-755-6680; fax: 847-755-6810
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Statement Before The
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee

and
Rouse Government Reform Committee

April 30, 2002

The American Commodity Distribution Association (ACDA) appreciates the opportunity to
comment on the safety of food supplied through the National School Lunch Program. ACDA is a
non-profit professional trade association devoted to the improvement of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's (USDA) commodity distribution system. ACDA members include state agencies that
distribute USDA-purchased commodities, agricultural organizations, recipient agencies, su4h as
schools, and allied organizations. ACDA members are responsible for distributingover 1.5 billion
pounds ofUSDA-purchased commodities annually to programs such as tho National School Lunch
Program

ACDA appreciates and shares your commitment to providing safe food for our nation's
school children. Our comments today are focused an what we Imow best the distibution of
USDA commodity foods.

It is often said that the United States enjoys the safest food supply in the world, and USDA
commodity foods are no exception. These products are subject to the samOnspection andregulatory
rcquirements as the entire U.S. food supply. Additionally, USDA contract specifications are often
more rigorous than commercial specifications, and require federal emplOyees to perfomi on site
sanitation reviews and grading functions. These federal employees are not charged with monitoring
food safety, but they report food safety concerns to the appropriate agency. The end result is that
there is typically a greater federal presence in plants that sell product to USDA.

The Department's commodity distribution program has a history of evolving to meet the
changing needs ofrecipi cot agencies and American agriculture. The most significant changesbegan
nearly two years ago when USDA embarked on a broad effort to further improve the way it
purchases and distributes food for the nutrition assistance programs. Part of this effintwas a review
of the process through which USDA initiates a recall of food it has purchased and dietributed to
recipient agencies. In July 2001, the Department issued a new policy to streamline this process. In
summary, the now recall policy:

0 Institutionalizes USDA's commodity food recall process;
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o Streamlines and clarifies communications between USDA andother federal agencies
that may bc involVed in a recall, such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA);

o Streamlines and expedites commuMeations between USDA, State distributing
agencies, and recipient agencies;
Ensures the removal of adulterated product from recipient agencies as soon as
possible; and
Ensures:appropriate reimbursement of costs to State and recipient _agencies and
expedites product replacement.

. Fortunately, we have not bad the experience of testing the new policy. A copy of the
Deparlment's policy is attached 'to this statement, and can be found on the Food and Nutrition
Service website at: www.frmusda.gov/fdd/foodsafety/hold-recallprocedures.pdf

Again, thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. Yourleadership in efforts
to strengthen the food safety system is greatly appreciated by ACDA. If you have say questions,
please contact Stephen Lacey, our Washington Counsel, at 2021789-1212.
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July 12, 2001

SUBJECT: Commodity Hold and Recall Process

Attached is the U.S. Department of!Agriculture's (USDA) process for handling commodity holds sad
recalls It was jointly developed by the Food and Nutrition Service, the Agricultural Marketing&vice,
the Fenn Service Agency, and the Food Safety and Inspection Service. Theproem is effective August
1, 2001,

This new process:

instiutionalizes USDA's fdodrecallihold process;
dam Federal, Stara and lbcal ageacy roles and obligations;
streamlines and expedites the reimbursement process;
defines reimbursable costs;
streamlines and improves conarraudcation at all levels;
providcs information to Stale and local agencies mom quickly;
/knits conunodity bolds;

reMove3 adulterated Product from recipient agencies quickly.

If you have any questions, please contact your ENS Regional Ofetra or email the Director of the Food
Distribution Division at fdd-nstrOnsusdaaov.

LES JOHNSON
Director
Food Distaution Division

Attachments

1 5
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Commodity Hold and Recall Process
July 12, 2001

I. INTRODUCTION

The commodity hold and recall process is used when a food safety issue is raised about a U.S.
Department of Agrioulture (USDA) purchased commodity The new process pertains exclusively to
USDA-purchased commedifi.es debvered to approved antics (recipient agencies and processors). It
changes the existing recall process in the following ways:

institutionalizes USDA's aimmodity food recall/hold pmcess;
streamlines and clarifier, communications among USDA agencim Agricultural Markaing
Service (AMS), Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSTS), Farm Service Agency (FSA) and
Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) - and with the U.S. Dcpartmeot of Health and Raman
Services' Food and Drug Administrafion (FDA) and the Department of Defense's Defense
Supply Center Philadelphia (DOD);
streamlines and expedites communications between USDA and State distributing agencies
(SDAs) and local recipient agencies (RAs);
moves adidterated product from RAs as soon as possible, but not later Man 30 days after

recall;
defines reimbuisable costs and expedites product replacement and reimbursement to SIMS and

RAs;

The process does not relieve vendors of their responslility for replAcesnent and reimbursernent of
recalled products.

To make it mkt to explain the neir proms, this memorandum is divided into thine primary areas: 1)
Decision and Notification, 2) Predict Disposition, and 3) Reimbursernat/RePlacement Process. The
appropriate responsibilities among ftie Federal. State and local levels are discussed for each area.
Attached are appendices providing acronyms and a description of allowable Cennberatble costa

II. DECISION AND NOTIFICATION PROCESS

As a reminder, if you suspect a food safety issue, immediately contact your local or State
health department In addition please contact the Food and Notritirm Service (FWS) through
their commodity hotline at 500446-6991.

A. E:Beggiughigm

The responsible regulatory agencies, FS1S or FDA, receive food safety concerns from many sources
including hoftines, sampling slid testing programs, vendor notification, and State and local
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agencies including health departments. When the product involved is a USDA purchased conniodity the
following actions will take place:

1. FSIS immediately alerts F1SIS and, depending on the product, the appropriate Procurement
Agency AMS, FSA, or DOD - that there is a potential recall. The procurement agency
identifies the potential destinations and amount ofproduct involved. (Note: FSIS is responsible
Sr regulating meat, poultry:and egg pmducts FDA regulates the remaining products including
fruits, vegetables, dairy, fish, grains and nuts. BIS will act as a liaison between FNS and the
procuring agency, on all recalls, inelurimg those regulated by FDA)

FSIS/FDA begins its investigation, including product testing and within 10 calendar days
makes a recommendation on the disposition of the product.

3. In the event initial testing is inconclusive. FSIS or the Undcr Secretary of Food Safety in
conjunction with the procurement agency and FNS sCaft, makes a recernmendation to FNS as
to whether to put the product on hold. ENS will communicate hold decisions to SDAs, who will
then infiorm the affected 124s. The hold is to provide time for additional testing and data
collection, and may result in a recommendation to the company for a recall.

4. When a firm recalls a produa, FSIS or the Under Sanatory of Food Safety communicates the
recall decision to FNS and the appropriate Procurement Agency. FRS prepares a recall notice
and recommended press release and supporting information and supplies it to FNS within 24
hours of the recall decision: FNS notifies SiMs within 24 hours of the recall and provides
them with the recall notification, press release and other information needed to track
the product and document reimbursable costs. Commercial pmeessors, where applicable,
will be notified immaliatelY if a recalled commodity has been shipped to their Plant At the
same time, the Procurement Agency begins discussions with the vendor for pick-up and
replacement of recalled prOduct

B. SDA Responsibilities

1. The SDA shall assign a State Food Safety Coordinator and alternate, and provide the names,
titles, email addresses, phone and fax numbers fo FNS. Contact inforrnation must be provided
for contacts during and after normal work hours. The SDA shall have a similar contact list for
its RAs.

2. Upon receipt of a recall notification, SDAs must contact each affected RA as soon as possible,
but no later than 24 haute afler receiving the recall notification. SDAs will disseminote the
recall notification, press information and other information needed to tack the product and
document reimbursable costs to affected RAs.

2
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3. SDAs should contact the appropriate distrhuhor/warebouse,direcdng them to place the

commodity on hold and to 4w:rake: a) the amount of recalled product stlil hr storage at the
State level, and b) the location and amount of product delivered to R4s.

C. RA Resoonsitilities

1. Each RA is responside for 'appointing a Food Safety Coordinator and providing the name, title,

email address, phone and hx numbers to the SDA.

2. In the event of a food recall, affizted lifts will receive from the SDA a recall notification, press

release, and request for infIrmarion to be returned.

The recall notification will provide the name of the product, affected lotnumbers and other

product information..
o Additional information Will be included to assist RAs to mspond to requests from media,

parents, school district officials and others.

e RAs must provide the location and quantity of product in storage, antount of product

already consumed trod document reimbursable costs.

3. RA5 roast Immediately notify their sites of the recall, identify the location of the affected

products (verify that the fottd items bear the product identification codes), isolate the

commodities to avoid accidental use and take an accurate inventory by location.

The quantity and location of the product must be submitted to the SDA within 10 calendar days of the

recall. This quirk turnaround is impertant for the hIlowing reasons:

.to When a recall occurs,- USDA contracting officers work withthe vendor to expedite removal

of the product and replacement of the product During these dismissions, it is important for

both USDA and the vc1rdor to know the scope (locations and quaotity) of the recall;

e USDA needs the costdata as soon as possille in order to expedite the reimbursement

IL PRODUCT DISPOSITION

A. Federal Resnonaaities

As SDAs and RA5 are compiling towel:ay information, the Proanuoion Agency wili work with the

vcodor ro deter/vim the best come of action for collecting the recalled product at local or centralized

locatians. In certain circumstances, product may be destroyed on-site, if agreed by the veodor and

approved by PSIS.

1 4
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5DA Responsibilities

SDAs will be in constant communication with RAs and affixted warehouses/distributors. In the
majority of situations, the recalled product will be returned to the vendor from central locations within
each State. In those situations, SD4+.45 will contact each affected distributor/warehouse to arrange for
tknely pick-up of the recalled product from each school. If the distnbutor delivers to a central location
at the RA, it is normally the RA's responsibility (depending on their contract with the
distributor/warehouse) to consolidate the product from affected schools to a central location within the
RA's area of-responsibility for pick-up. The recalled product should be consolidated for pick-up
as soon as possible, bat no later than 30 days after the date of the recall notification.

C. RA Responsibilities

RAs will work with the SDA and the contracted warehouse/distributor to determine the appropriate
method and Mmefrarne for picking tip the recalled product

V. REEKBURSEMENT/REPLACEMENT PROCESS

On October 31, 1998, Congress enacted Public Law 105-336, the William F. Goodling Child Nutrition
Reauthorization Act of 1998 (the Aet). Section 15 of the Act authorized the Secretary to reimburse
States for State and local costs assoCiated with the removal of commodities if the Secretary determined
that the commodities posed a health or safety risk. Tbe law stipulates that reimbursable costs are limited
to "stotage, transportation, processing and distribution of the commodities."

When a recall occurs, in most cases the vendor/processor is responsible for replacing the affected
product and reimbursing Federal, State and local agencies for allowable costs incurred as a result of the
recall. USDA will request that venders make restitution far those SDAs that have submitted timely
documeolation within 20 working days from the date of the recall notification. Should paymcat
from the vendor not occur, USDA May reimburse the State and local agencies for specified costs and
seck reimbursement of those expenditures from the vendor/processor.

Described below are several types of recalls and bolds and a discussion and corresponding
replacerramt/reimbursement insttuctions:

A. Food Safety Recalls

When a commodity is recalled, USDA will proceed according to the type of commodity product
irefolved, as follows:
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1. Corinnodity Delivered As Pirchased by USDA (e.g.; frozen trotted bee& bought and delivered

Ur the SPA as fiozen ground beef)

Vendor assumes responsibility for replacement and costs incurred by die SDA/RA. Should
vecalor default or delayresfitutiori 20 days der notification, USDA win initiate action to
replace die product ant may reimburse SDA/RAs for cabin costs al described in
paragraph E below. USDA continues to seek reimbursement from the vendor.

2. Reprocessed Commodity Delivered to SDA/RA (e.g., bulk chicken into breaded, cooked

chicken nuggets)

USDA purchases bulk eommodities for further ptocessing at the request of SDA' a. SDA's
contract directly with ptocessors to have the commodity made into a processed product
USDA is not a party tzi that contract In some cases, the raw product may be the source of
contamination resulting in sheikh or safety risk and in other situations the source of
contamination may be the reprodessor's pleat In addition, in some cum the panes=
may be substituting eqUivalent commercial product for the conimedity piodect (celled

Substitution). Each scenario is uniquA and resolution will proceed in the following manner:

3. When Raw Product Is Realled (WithNo Substitution)

When bulk product that has already been further processed (end product) is determined to
pose a health or safety risk, the commodity vendor is responsillc for all costs incurred by
the USDA, the SDA and/or RAs, including processing costs pursuant to the terms of the
processing contract Should vender defindt or delay restitution 20 days after notification,
USDA will initiate actien to replace the raw product end reimburse SDAs/RAs for
processing costs while seeking reimbursement from the verulor.

USDA is not a party tsi the pieces:6:0g contract aatleannat make payments direay to
processors only to air SDA who in turn can pay processalia SDAs.abauld sidsthit copies
of paid processor bins wnhlheir reimbursement package. In Situations where a State has
not paid a processor brit tbe processor has incurred processing expenses, the SDA must

work closely with USDA and the processor to come to an acceptable solution-

4. When Raw Product Is Recalled (With Substitution)

With USDA approval, 'processors may substitute commercial product for denated
commodities to product finished end products for SDAMAs. The processor may then
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use the USDA commodity to produce commercial product for sale to commercial outlets.
This is a commercial mall and USDA will not assume responsibility for oasts imacred
beyond replacement of the implicated commodity. USDA will seek reimbursement from the
vendor as in other cases.

S. When End Product is Recalled (Commercial Recall)

0 When the bulk pmducti delivered to the processor is safe, but the end, product is determined
to be a health or safety ffisk. normally due to a problem at the processing plant, it will be
treated as a commercial recalL De processor assumes responsibility Bar all costs incurred
by the USDA, the SS and/or RA5, pursuant to the terms of the 'processing contract
USDA will not assumelresponsaillity for costs incurred.

B. Administrative Recalls

The Department may occasionally decide to remove products from distribution when it decides safety is
a concern, even though The producti technically meet purchase specification mquirements and are free
to move in commercial distributionehannels. FNS shall be responsible for notifAng the SDAs. Since
these products ostensibly meet pu4isse specification requirements, USDA will develop strategim fix
disposition and replacement of tbe and reimburse States and recipient agencies for their
reimbursable cosM, including any caved processing fees, within acceptable limits. Although
commodities are normally deliv 6 to 8 wixks after pmehase, USDA will attempt to expedite
delivery of replacement products. tISDA will coordinate product removal, replacement and expense
reimbursement

C. Specification.Recallu

A commodity that does not meet product specifications may be vohmtarily, or at USDA's rawest, be
recalled. lf recall at the direction olUeSDA, FNS shall be responsible for notifying tbe appropriate
spAs. The vendor, working with relevant Procurement Agency, is responsible for retrieving and
promptly replacing the identified cdmroodity. and reimbursing SDAs/RAs for transtiortation and stnrage
expenses.

J. ffehls

Commodities may be placed on hold for up to 10 caleodar days to prevent use until, further testing and
inspection can clarify a suspected lent FNS is responsible for notifying the appropriate SDAs.
ES18 (or FDA through. the Under cendary of Food Sal:Ay), inconsukation with FNS stair and the
responsible procurement agency, is responsilile for making the recommendation to
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MS to put the product on hold_ Ife product is heldbeyond 10 days for further testing. USDA may

instruct the SDA to immediately consolidate the product and put it under SDA contra USDA may

reimburse SDAstRAs as follows:

1. Product Placed on Hold, Then Released

If the hold extends beyond 10 calendar days, USDA may reirtiburge SpAsIltAs u p to 1

month's standardizi:d storage cost, if applicable. If held prodoct is returned to the SDA

warehouse, USDAmay reimburse for one round trip (remove the recalled product to

State control and raum it to the RA) to and from SDAa warehousedistrthutor.

2. Product Placed an Hold by Local Health Inspector, Then Released or Voluntarily Recalled

by Vendor

In instances in whisth USDA, through PSIS and FDA, does Vat concur with local health

iospectors that probable cense existed for the hold, USDA assumes no responsibility for

costs incurred by the SDAs/RAs.

REMBURSABLE/REPLACEMENT PROCESS AND RESPONSIMMES

When a donated commodity poses a. health or safety risk, the 'vendor must replace the product and

reimburse the SDAs/RAs in accordance with their cord/nob. Should the vendor default or delay

mstituttoo tome than 20 days after notification, USDA may replace the commeditics and reimburse the

SDAs/RAs. Subsequently, USDA Will seek reimbursement from the vendor. USDA may reimburse

SDAs for the fitillowiog expenses: ;

One month standardiard storage costs (see Appendix B);
One round trip &envoi* of commodities;
On-site destruction of anomodities, when approved by uspA; and

Processing costs, wheal an SDA/RA has further processed the product under m approved

agreement, subject to ilie limitations in Section IV.A.

A. Federal Responsibilities

1. The responelle Precut= t Agency will closely monitor the process to attempt to ensure the

vendeprocessor initiates reimbursement within 20 days of the readl netifiestion. During this

thne, the procuremeut agenty will process the reimbursementdoeumentationfmvoice roxived

fir= fbe SDAs. Should the vendor/processor delay restitution or dethelt, AMS/PSA wiU

authorize the National Firadirce Casa (NFC) to electronically transmit reimbursement to each

SDA within 4 working daYs, provided the SDA has established a vendor *prate account as

outlined below. If the SDA has not established a vendor express accohat, am will be mailed a

check within 10 working days.
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2. Far claims not mceived within the inital timeltames, a fmal disbursement: will be emtiPleted
within 90 calendar days after the start of the recall.

3. ENS Regional Offices will review documentation submitted by local agencies and the SDA
&ring management evaluations. Fincfings of inadequate documentatien caa result in a claim
against the spA.

4. FNS and the responsible procurement agency, in consultation with the, vendor, will make a
decision regarding replarernent of prnduct or entitlement credit within 60 calendar of the recall
notification_ The prefenedretbod is replacement of product. If the vendar agrees to replace
the product, it will not be delivered to the SDA between April 1 and August 1, except when
mutually agnamble to the vender and the SDA.

B. PA Reggonsibaities

In order to take advantage of the epedited payment system, eaeh SDA must complete and submit to
AMS a Vendor Express application. Once processed, each SDA will receive a unique Vendor
Express Number. This is a one-tinie process. In the event that the SDA changes banks or other
pertinent infonnafion, a change muSt be submitted te AMS.

1. After receiving the reintkaternent documeatation &Ina the RAs, SDAs trust consolidate this
information, including any State expenses, and submit a USDA Public Voucher and
documentation via fax or mnil to the approPriate USDA program within 3 working days. In
other words, the Procurement Agency must receive the consolidated State information within 15
calendar days from the ree.ill notification date (10 calendar days at (be RA and up te 3 working
days re the SDA). State agencies ailing to meet thisdeadline will be reimbursed at close-out
(90 cakndar days).

2. SDAs are responsille for crating the eufficiency andaccuracy of the)e.A. &orientation prior
to submission to the Departiment. Docirmentation not supplied to USDA must be maintained on
file as per Federal record rettention requirements and beavailable for review

3. Upon receiving the eleettor4 funds transfer from USDA, SDAs shall reimburse RAs in a timely
manner. (Note - In same dases, the SDA does not have payment capabilities. In those
instances, it is important th41 the SDA reach an agmemeot with the Child Nutrition State agency
to process payments to RAs. There may also be other outlets involved (charitable institutions,
Regional Office Administe* Programs, summer camps, etc.) with which the SDA has nn
agmcnknt: In those cases, the SDA must work closely with USDA to ensure timely
reimbursement to these entities.)
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C. RA Resoonstbilifies

The quantity and location of the padded must be submittal to the SDA within lacaleedri days for the

R8 to bo reimbursed within 30 days of the recall notification. If the RA does not meet this

deadlizei teimbursernatt will be made at the close-ont of the recall process(90 calendar days). Refer
to Appendix B for a discussion of mimbursable costs.
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CoMmonly Used Acronym and De finitlons

AKS Agricultural Marketing Service (USDA)
DOD Defense Supply Center Philadelphia, Department of Defense
FDA Food and Drug Administration (US Dept of Health and Human Services)
FNS Food and Nutrition Service (USDA)
FSA Farm Service Agency (USDA)
FSIS Food Safety and Inspection Service (USDA)
Processor Any commercial facility whieh futther processes or repackages donated

food undcricontmet with a State agency
Procurement Agency AMS or FSA or DOD
RA Itecipient agency (e.g. school district)
SDA Stare distriliuting agency
USDA United Stab.= Department of Agriculture
Vendor A business that has a contract with USDA to provide commodities

10
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Appendix B

Reimbursable Costs

A. Reimbursable SDA Costs

Trawl:natation - In some ciosS, nensportalion charges are iacurred by the SDA. USDA will

reimburse for appropriate transportation costs incurred by tbe SDA, based on the fixed

standardized charges contained in the distributor/warehouse contract (whether per ease or per

pound). In some CEISC6, the SDA's costs may exceed these fixed charges because tbe
contracted distributor/warehouse/trucker could charge mom to remove the recalled product
because it is a special trip 1:4- the SDA may have to contract with a diffitusnt irn can* tO
handle pickup. In these cases. USDA will consider, with appropriate documentifai,
reimbursing tbe actual chanie.

2. *oral= - USDA will reimburse for one mouth's storage (at the contracted price), aa

appropriate_ If the product is stored longer than fbe 30 days, additional storage COS/B maybe

reimbursed at close-out.

3. Emmaja tesui_pits ramshigmostd.- USDA may reimburse SDAs far .pmeessing ibes

associated with the further teocessing of commodities. Please review Seetiou W.

4. -Sitgl_enagnaiou USDA may approve the on-site destruction of lecalled commodities.
SDAs will be reimbursed fin the actual costs associated with this destruction (with proper
documentation). Since this laeliVity will not take place withia the first 7 days altaX the notification

of the recall, these costs will be reimbursed at close-out.

5. Non-Reimbursable Casts Listed below are examples of non-mimbursable costs:

Overtime carapansa04 for employees as a result of the recall;
Long-distance telephorle calls, postage, and otberadrninistrative costs;
Costs associated with fitocessing payment to RAs;

,7 value of the recalled pioduct (since it will be replaced or credited).

B. Reimbursable RA CQS133

As stipulated by the A.ct, allowable costs are limited to: storage, transportation, processing and

destruclion, where applicable. In an effort to expedite payment to RAs, USDA will reimburseusing

standardized costs in the following imam

1. Txansoofla1icm USDA will reimburse fior one round trip (original delivery and ref= of fhe
recalled product) between te distributor/warehouse and the RA. This will be based

11
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on the fixed standardized charges contained in the distributor/warehouse contract
(whether per case or per pound). In some cases, the casts may excend these fixed charges

because the contracted distfibutor/warchouse/irucker could charge mine to remove the recalled
product because it is a speclal trip or the SDA or RA may have to contract with a different firm
entirely to handle pickup. In these cases, USDA will consider, with appropriate documentation,
reimbursing the actual cbarie.

2. Storage - If the RA contr4ts with a local warehouse to store commodities, USDA will
reimburse for I month's stOrage (at the contacted price), as apprefiriste. In the event the
product is stored longer thrin 30 days, additional storage costs may be reimbursed at close-out.

3. Processing,- USDA may teimhurse RAs, through the SDA, for reasonable processing fees
associated with the further iirocossing of commodities. Please review Section IV.

4. On-Si1ELlestruction USD,A may approve the on-site destruction of recalled commodities. If
approved, RAs will be reiiinbuesed for the actual casts associated with this destnictiou (with

proper documentation). Sara this activity will not take place within the first 7 days after the
notification of the recall, them coots will be reimbursed at close-out

5. Non-Reimbursable Costs -; Listed below are examples of non-reimbUrsable costs:

Cost of storage at the spool level;
o Overtime compensation for employees as a result of the recall;
& Long-distance tclephoJe calls and other administrative costs;
O Reimbursement Ra cothrmacially purchased food used in place of the recalled product

(since it will be replacek or credited).
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